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ABSTRACT 

 

Background 

Low back pain is a prevalent condition commonly treated with conservative care, including 

spinal manipulative therapy (SMT). It is well known that forces applied by SMT are transfered to 

spinal tissues and that these forces inititate SMT’s benefitial (or possibly harmful) health 

outcomes. Importantly, the distribution of these forces within spinal tissues and how it compares 

to forces arising from daily activities remains unclear. By identifying the distribution of these 

forces, it may be possible to design treatments that can specifically target, or avoid particular 

spinal tissues thereby making SMT intervention more effective, efficient and safe.  

 

Objective 

The overall objective of this dissertation was to biomechanically investigate how forces and 

moments arising from SMT application were distributed within spinal structures when using 

varied SMT input parameters and how these forces and moments compared to the ones arising 

from passive movements. Specifically, this dissertation had four definite objectives: 1) to verify 

the application of the principle of superposition when testing biomechanical structures with time-

dependent non-linear behavior; 2) to identify the loading characteristics of spinal tissues during 

SMT with different parameters of application (force magnitude and application site); 3) to 

investigate spinal tissues' loading characteristics when SMT is delivered using different methods 

of application; and 4) to describe the loads arising from manual SMT application in comparison 

to passive physiological movements of the lumbar spine.  
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Methods 

To address the first objective, a stable robotic platform was used to evaluate 3D print models 

having time-dependent non-linear material properties. To address objectives 2-4, the following 

general methodology was implemented. Vertebral movement arising from SMT application with 

varied input parameters as well as during passive physiological movements was quantified by 

optical tracking of indwelling vertebral bone pins from a cadaveric pig model. Vertebral 

segments were harvested en bloc and mounted in a parallel robot equipped with a 6 degree-of-

freedom load cell. The parallel robot replicated the exact vertebral displacements arising from 

SMT applications and physiological movements while the load cell measured and recorded the 

loads experienced by the motion segment. By combining kinematics replication with serial 

dissection, loads experienced by spinal structures were measured and analysed. The four 

experiments that addressed objectives 2-4 applied SMT varying in force magnitude, application 

site and method of application, and the resulting motion segment forces and moments along and 

around the three Cartesian axes were then compared. Finally, motion segments' loads arising 

from SMT were compared with ones from passive spinal movements to provide a framework for 

understanding the magnitude of tissue response created by SMT. 

 

Results 

The results of the first experiment suggest that even in an optimized environment with identical 

testing objects, the principle of superposition could not be observed: removal order and/or unique 

testing circumstances influence structure loading characteristics. The experiments investigating 

the influence of SMT input parameters on the loading characteristics of the intact specimen and 

spinal structures revealed that SMT input parameters of peak force magnitude and application 
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site significantly affect SMT load distribution within spinal structures and specific spinal 

structures will experience unique loads as a function of the SMT input parameters of peak force 

magnitude and application site. Similarly, the experiment in which three different methods of 

SMT application were investigated revealed that the method in which SMT is applied also 

influenced SMT loading distribution within spinal structures and, consequently, the loading 

characteristics of the intact specimen and spinal structures. Finally, the comparison between the 

loads experienced by the intact specimen and spinal structures during SMT and passive 

physiological movements revealed that although loading distribution within spinal structures 

varied as a function of the motion applied to the spine, the forces and moments experienced 

during SMT were comparable to those experienced during passive physiological movements, 

with notable exceptions.  

 

Conclusion 

Although the results reported here are specific to the order of spinal structure removal, these 

results provide novel evidence that it may possible to alter SMT input parameters, or use specific 

methods of SMT application, to specifically target particular spinal structures. Additionally, 

loading rate, forces and moments created by manual SMT are below previously reported injury 

values. The unique loading profile created by SMT may be the mechanism that confers SMT’s 

therapeutic effect in comparison to the loading created during daily activities. This work 

provides important information for clinicians about the potential impact of SMT parameters as 

well as a foundation for future investigations of SMT biomechanics and underlying therapeutic 

mechanisms. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

 

Low back pain (LBP) is a very common condition with an estimated lifetime prevalence as high 

as 84% worldwide and 83.8% in Alberta, Canada [1–3]. It has been reported that globally, LBP 

is the primary cause of disability [4]. Consequently, LBP leads to important socioeconomic 

consequences involving not only the direct costs with health care, but also indirect costs related 

to missed working days and decrease of productivity [5–7]. The total costs of LBP direct 

expenses has been estimated at approximately US$96 millions in 2008 in the USA and $6-12 

billions annually in Canada [8,9]. Although the majority of LBP cases recover within weeks with 

or without intervention, those patients who develop chronic LBP experience persistent 

symptoms, and are associated to most of the LBP-related expenses [10,11]. 

 

The majority of LBP cases are classified as non-specific LBP as they are not related to any 

specific known pathology, such as fracture, tumor, and structural deformity [1]. Studies have 

demonstrated that surgical interventions are not superior to conservative care in effectively 

treating chronic non-specific LBP patients [1,12,13]. Therefore several conservative 

interventions have been proposed to treat LBP patients including drug treatment, therapeutic 

exercise and spinal manipulative therapy [14–18]. 

 

Among the conservative interventions available for LBP patients, spinal manipulative therapy 

(SMT) has been described to be cost-effective either alone or combined with other interventions 

[19]. Spinal manipulative therapy is a mechanical intervention characterized by the application 

of a dynamic force with a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust. This force is applied to a specific 
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location of the spine and causes a mechanical deformation of the specific spine region and 

surrounding tissues [20–22]. By mechanically loading spinal tissues, SMT triggers 

biomechanical and neurophysiological responses that contribute to the therapeutic effects of this 

popular intervention. However, how SMT forces are distributed within spinal tissues remains 

unclear. If SMT force distribution within spinal tissues were quantified, important advances 

could be realized not only scientifically by focusing mechanical investigations on the spinal 

tissues that are most affected by SMT parameters, but also clinically by allowing health care 

providers to adjust SMT parameters so that specific spinal tissues could be targeted, or avoided. 

Consequently, this could allow SMT to be tailored to each patient's specific condition 

contributing to the improvement of SMT's efficacy and safety. 

 

1.1 Spinal manipulative therapy load distribution 

Previous studies have been conducted to investigate the forces applied during SMT and 

described the characteristics of the forces transmitted through the treated spinal region [23].  

However, these studies did not quantify the distribution of SMT forces within spinal tissues. A 

recent study conducted by Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24] pioneered the investigation of 

the mechanical loading characteristics of spinal tissues during a general application of SMT. In 

this study, a clinical SMT was applied at the skin overlying the transverse process of L3 of a 

porcine cadaveric model and by using a novel methodology combining stable robotic 

biomechanical tests with serial dissection technique, they measured the forces and moments 

experienced by spinal tissues during the SMT application. Specifically, they found that the 

loading characteristics during SMT are not uniform among spinal tissues and the intervertebral 

disc is the spinal structure that experienced the greatest change in peak forces and moments in all 
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axes of movement [24]. Based on this finding, basic biomechanical theory suggests that altering 

the SMT force characteristics will also alter its distribution within spinal tissues. 

 

1.1.1 Significance 

Given that SMT interventions involve adapting the mechanical procedure (patient posture, 

preload amplitude, load direction, peak amplitude, impulse rate and load duration)  to 

accommodate for each unique clinical presentation [25], previous investigations on SMT 

effectiveness have emphasized the importance of applying a patient-specific intervention to 

improve manual therapies' effectiveness [16,25]. Simultaneously, previous investigations have 

reported adverse event rate following a manual therapy intervention to be about 50% [26,27]. 

Therefore, if the distribution of SMT forces to spinal tissues could be changed by altering SMT 

application parameters, new therapeutic techniques could be developed to tailor specific SMT 

application to each individual's clinical presentation while optimizing SMT efficacy and safety. 

 

1.2 Current evidence on spinal manipulative therapy parameters 

1.2.1 Peak Force Magnitude 

The mechanical characteristics of SMT (e.g. force magnitude and direction) are usually adapted 

to the patient's clinical presentations [25]. Peak force magnitudes applied during SMT have been 

investigated and reported to vary depending on the region of the spine SMT is being applied 

[21]. The effects of using different peak force magnitudes on biological outcomes have also been 

investigated [28–31]. Clinical effects, such as increase in paraspinal muscle Electromyographic 

(EMG) responses, have been observed during the application of SMT with increased force 

magnitudes [28]. Spinal stiffness has also been demonstrated to be affected by the interaction 
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between force magnitude and duration: in a feline model, spinal stiffness was observed to 

increase with varied interactions: 1mm displacement force magnitude with 50ms to 100ms force 

durations; 2mm displacement force magnitude with 75, 200 and 250ms force durations; and 

3mm displacement force magnitudes with 100 to 250ms force durations [29]. At a basic level, 

greater force magnitudes have been described to increase vertebral displacement and acceleration 

[32,33]. Related to this, vertebral displacements have been reported to change the neural 

responsiveness of muscle spindles [30,31]. Additionally, a minimal SMT amplitude has been 

reported to increase the response thresholds of nociceptive specific thalamic neurons [34]. 

Consequently, given that peak force magnitudes affect the biological responses of SMT, 

identifying the distribution of these forces within spinal tissues becomes fundamental to better 

understand the underlying mechanisms of SMT.  

 

Nevertheless, previous studies have described significant variability in peak force magnitudes 

exerted during the application of clinical SMT, depending on the clinician and on the application 

site [20,21,35]. The peak force magnitude of SMT applied at the cervical region is greatly 

smaller than the ones applied at the thoracic and sacroiliac regions [20,21]. Additionally, 

previous studies have also shown that peak forces present great variability between clinicians 

[35,36]. Therefore, the standardization of SMT application is fundamental not only to 

homogenize the investigations of SMT underlying mechanisms, but also so that these effects can 

be translated into clinical practice. As a result of this necessity, devices have been developed and 

approaches have been suggested in order to standardize SMT application and minimize force 

variability. Mechanical force, manually assisted (MFMA) instruments have been developed to 

deliver a controlled force at osseous spinal structures and are being used in both research and 
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clinical settings [37,38]. Although the use of MFMA instruments are still subjected to variability, 

it has been demonstrated to reduce the SMT force magnitude and duration variability between 

clinicians [36]. Recently, a servo-controlled linear actuator motor device was developed to 

standardize the force-time profile of simulated SMT and reduce variability between SMT 

applications [39]. This device has been described to deliver repeatable, controlled and safe SMT 

forces with optimized precision (0.1 N) [39]. By using these devices and delivering a 

standardized SMT, clinical and mechanistic investigations can be advanced and better contribute 

to the current body of SMT intervention evidence. 

 

1.2.2 Application site 

Given that manual therapists usually identify spinal levels based on palpation technique and that 

previous findings have reported this technique to present limited accuracy and validity [40–43], 

the effects of applying SMT at different spinal levels becomes an important topic. Recent studies 

have investigated specific responses to the application of SMT at different application sites 

[44,45]. Different changes in muscle spindles' sensory input and spinal stiffness have been 

observed when SMT was applied at different application sites. This indicates that the location in 

which SMT is applied significantly affect both neurophysiological (muscle spindles sensory 

input) and biomechanical (spinal stiffness) responses. Therefore, if SMT application site can 

elicit different physiological outcomes, it is possible that other SMT parameters will also have a 

significant influence. Additionally, if the distribution of SMT forces within spinal tissues when 

SMT is applied at different locations of the spine were indentified, important elucidations 

regarding the effects of applying SMT forces at a spinal level above or below the target vertebra 

would be provided. 
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Generally, previous studies have shown that SMT thrusts displace not only the target vertebra, 

but also adjacent segments of the spine [46,47]. Significant increase in axial displacements of 

vertebrae distant to the SMT application site has been observed when SMT was applied with 

greater force magnitudes [47]. Also related to force magnitude, displacements of the local and 

remote regions of the spine are potential contributors to SMT responses evoked both locally and 

remotely from the SMT application site [32,48]. Specifically, EMG responses of muscles located 

beyond the immediate area of SMT force application have been observed [48,49]. While Colloca 

and Keller [49] elicited different EMG responses of erector spinae muscles at L3 and L5 levels 

when SMT was applied at the thoracic and lumbar levels, Herzog and colleagues [48] observed 

EMG responses of several muscles of the back, including splenius capitis, trapezius, latissimus 

dorsi and gluteus maximus, during a SMT application at L2-L4 vertebrae. Therefore, despite of 

the specific SMT application at one spinal level, physiological responses can also be observed at 

remote regions of the back. However, it remains unknown if these remote responses significantly 

contribute to the SMT-related clinical outcomes. 

 

1.3 Clinical application 

Besides the elucidation of SMT load distribution within spinal tissues, verifying the clinical 

meaning of the loads arising from SMT and determining if whether SMT parameters is clinically 

relevant and is fundamental. In order to determine the clinical meaning of SMT force magnitude 

and application site parameters, the comparison with loading arising from physiological 

movements and daily activities is imperative. Lumbar spine biomechanics, including range of 

motion and spinal loading, has been investigated during physiological movements and daily 
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activities [50–55]. However, methodological differences, such as specimen characteristics, and 

testing protocol, make the comparison between studies improper, precluding the determination of 

the clinical meaning of SMT loads. Therefore, by unifying the investigation of spinal structures 

loading characteristics during SMT application and physiological movements in one study with 

comparable specimens and standardized testing protocol, the impact of SMT application 

parameters can be better understood.  

 

Summary 

Based on the recent finding by Kawchuk and colleagues [24] that the intervertebral disc 

experiences the greatest loads during a general SMT application, basic biomechanical theory can 

be incorporated and suggest that by altering SMT parameters, it is theoretically possible to 

change the force distribution within spinal tissues. Results from previous investigations 

describing various biomechanical and neurophysiological responses to SMT with specific 

parameters support this rationale [28,29,31,45,48,56]. Although it has been described that 

different SMT parameters evoke different biomechanical and neurophysiological responses 

[28,31,44,45,57], no study has been conducted to investigate if changes in SMT parameters 

would also change the load distribution within spinal tissues. Additionally, in order to fully 

understand the clinical meaning of the spinal tissues' loading characteristics during SMT with 

different parameters, the comparison of loads experienced during SMT with the ones 

experienced during physiological movements is fundamental. 

 

By elucidating the distribution of SMT forces within spinal tissues, mechanical investigations 

can focus basic and clinical research on the response of those spinal tissues that experience the 
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greatest loads. Furthermore, being able to target or avoid specific spinal tissues will allow SMT 

application to be tailored to load specific spinal tissues based on each individual's condition. This 

way, the clinical efficacy of SMT will be properly investigated as well as the safety aspects of 

this popular intervention will be better understood.  

 

1.2 Dissertation Objectives 

Given the above, the overall objective of this doctoral dissertation was to investigate how forces 

and moments arising from SMT application were distributed within spinal structures when using 

varied SMT input parameters and how these forces and moments compared to the ones arising 

from passive movements. Particularly, this dissertation had four specific objectives: 1) to 

investigate identical testing objects structural response to mechanical loading created through 

robotic testing when different sequence of structural removal is used; 2) to identify the forces and 

moments experienced by spinal tissues during SMT with different parameters of application 

(force magnitude and application site); 3) to investigate spinal tissues' loading characteristics 

when SMT is delivered using three different methods of application; and 4) to describe the loads 

arising from SMT application in comparison to passive physiological movements of flexion, 

extension and axial rotation of the lumbar spine. 

 

To achieve these objectives, five biomechanical experiments were carefully designed and 

conducted. These experiments are detailed in 7 chapters of this dissertation: the first experiment 

(chapter 3) has been published as a short communication at the Journal of Biomechanics (doi: 

10.1016/j.jbiomech.2015.06.020), the second to fourth experiments (chapters 4 to 7) are being 

formatted to the peer-reviewed journal specifications and will soon be submitted for publication. 
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Chapter 2 presents a review of what has been described in the scientific literature regarding 

relevant topics involved in this dissertation. Low back pain, spine biomechanics, SMT 

parameters and responses, animal models, and robotic biomechanical testing are some of the 

topics included in the literature review. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the biomechanical experiment aiming to verify if the order in which 

structures presenting time-dependent and non-linear behavior are removed from the testing 

object influence the loads experienced by these structures during biomechanical testing. 

Although previous biomechanical studies have assumed that the sequence of tissue removal does 

not affect the loads experienced by biological tissues during biomechanical tests, it has not been 

demonstrated to date. Therefore, this study verified if structures would experience similar loads 

regardless of the order in which they were removed from the specimen. Based on the results of 

this experiment, the order in which structures were removed from cadaveric porcine lumbar 

spine segments in the following experiments of this dissertation was determined. 

 

Chapter 4 reports the experiment aiming to identify the loading characteristics of spinal tissues 

when SMT is applied with varying force magnitudes and application site. This was an 

exploratory study to verify if interactions between force magnitude and application site would 

similarly load spinal structures. It was hypothesized that forces and moments experienced by 

spinal tissues would change with different combinations of SMT's force magnitude and 

application site. Based on the results of this study, the force magnitude that did not specifically 
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affect one particular spinal structure was selected to be used in the following experiments of this 

dissertation. 

 

Chapter 5 describes the investigation of forces and moments experienced by porcine spinal 

tissues when SMT was applied at 6 distinct application sites: facet joints and transverse 

processes of L3 and L4 vertebrae and the interspace between those landmarks. Given that the 

location in which SMT force is applied will influence on the length of the moment arm created, it 

was speculated that SMT applied at different locations of the spine would load spinal tissues 

differently. Based on the results of this study, the application site that did not significantly loaded 

one specific spinal structure was selected to be used in the following experiments of this 

dissertation. 

 

Chapter 6 presents the comparison of the forces and moments experienced by spinal tissues when 

SMT was provided at the back of a porcine cadaveric model using three different methods of 

application: a mechanical-force manually-assisted instrument (Activator), a clinical SMT and a 

standardized servo-controller motor. Given the difference in force magnitude and contact area 

surface, it was expected that different methods of SMT application would load the spinal tissues 

in different extents. 

 

Chapter 7 describes the loading characteristics of cadaveric porcine lumbar spine tissues during a 

clinical SMT in comparison to the loads arising from passive physiological movements of 

flexion, extension and left axial rotation. Since SMT moves the target spinal motion segment 

beyond its normal physiologic range of motion into the parapysiological zone, it was 
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hypothesized that SMT would load spinal tissues in a greater extent when compared to 

physiological movements. 

 

Chapter 8 combines the discussion and conclusion of this work. The discussion summarizes the 

findings and includes an extensive interpretation of them. It also describes the strengths, 

limitations and significance of these results. Future research directions are also suggested in this 

chapter. 

 

This doctoral work characterized, for the first time, the loads experienced by porcine lumbar 

spine tissues during the application of SMT with different parameters. By elucidating the 

changes in the distribution of SMT loads with different characteristics within spinal tissues, 

researchers can concentrate their efforts and resources on the tissues that are most influenced by 

SMT parameters. Additionally, clinicians will have evidence of SMT parameters effects, which 

allows them to consciously adjust the mechanical characteristics of SMT to target or avoid a 

specific spinal tissue, according to each patient's condition. This work is also the pioneer in 

comparing the loads spinal tissues experienced during clinical SMT with the loads arising from 

physiological movements. This way, the current work greatly contributed to creating a 

framework for understanding the magnitude of spinal tissue loading and tissue response to SMT 

interventions.  
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Chapter 2. 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Low back pain (LBP) is defined as pain in the region between the 12
th

 rib margins and the inferior 

gluteal folds, with or without leg pain [58]. Low back pain is an extremely common condition with 

an estimated lifetime prevalence of 84%, with 23% being chronic LBP and 11-12% of the 

population being disabled by LBP [1]. Low back pain has been reported as the leading cause of 

disability affecting about 630 million people globally and accounting for 70% of all years lived 

with disabilities due to musculoskeletal disorders [59–61]. The great socioeconomic burden caused 

by LBP involves mainly costs with health care resources, missed working days and decrease of 

productivity [2,5]. It has been estimated that in the USA, the total direct expenses of LBP-related 

wealth was approximately US$96 million in 2008 [8]. Total health care costs for chronic LBP 

patients was estimated at £1074 per patient in 2009 in the UK [62], and €20,700 per patient in 

Sweden in 2002 [63]. 

 

The possible causes of low back pain has been widely investigated. However, about 85% of LBP 

cases are still considered non-specific LBP, as they are not resultant of any specific known 

pathology, such as vertebral fracture, spinal deformity and tumor [1,64,65]. Only approximately 

15% of LBP patients who look for health care are diagnosed with specific LBP, such as infection, 

osteoporosis, vertebral fracture, tumor, radicular or cauda equina syndromes [1,64]. The majority 

of non-specific LBP cases are believed to emerge from any structure of the spine, including the 

intervertebral discs, facet joints, spinal ligaments, and paraspinal muscles [14,64,66]. Vertebral 
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motion and mechanical loads have also been reported to be important biomechanical factors 

associated with LBP and specifically, mechanical cumulative loads have been described as 

predictive for the occurrence of LBP [67,68]. 

 

2.2 Lumbar Spine Biomechanics 

The human spine presents complex anatomy with heterogeneous composition presenting time-

dependent,  non-linear behavior, that functions under dynamic loading conditions [69,70]. The 

function of the total spine is a result of the behavior of its individual regions (cervical, thoracic, and 

lumbar). Different regions of the spine behave differently in motion and have their unique 

dominant function in specific directions. Differences in motion capacity are largely attributed to 

differences in shape and orientation of the individual facet joints and to the influence of the 

intervertebral disc and spinal ligaments [69]. Specifically for the lumbar spine, the facet joint 

orientation allows great mobility on the sagittal axis, moving the upper-body in flexion-extension 

movement [71]. 

 

2.2.1 Bony structures 

2.2.1.1 Vertebral body 

Lumbar vertebral bodies is a large kidney-shaped structure that is composed of a shell of cortical 

bone internally reinforced with trabeculae bones. With this architecture, the lumbar vertebral body 

has increased size in comparison to vertebral bodies from upper levels of the spine and is 

responsible for resisting most of the compressive (cranio-caudal) forces experienced by the spine 

[72]. Boundaries of vertebral bodies are characterized by the endplates, which are thin plates of 

cortical bones that assist the intervertebral disc nutrition by allowing metabolites permeability from 
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the vertebral body to the intervertebral disc nucleous. This permeability, however, weaken the 

endplates, becoming the most vulnerable structure of the vertebral body [73]. 

 

2.2.1.2 Vertebral arch 

The vertebral arch of lumbar vertebrae involves bilateral pedicles and laminae posterior to the 

vertebral body, mainly composed of cortical bone. While the pedicles are the supporting structures 

of the posterior elements, they also transmit forces from and to the vertebral body. Several 

processes project from the vertebral arch (spinous and transverse processes and superior and 

inferior articular processes) serving as attachment sites for muscles and ligaments, and together 

with the vertebral arch, they compose the posterior elements of the lumbar vertebrae and control 

the position of the vertebral bodies [73]. 

 

While the superior articular processes present an articular facet on its medial surface, the inferior 

articular processes present this articular facet on their lateral surface. The superior articular process 

together with the inferior articular process of the immediately cranial vertebra form the 

zygapophyseal joints (facet joints). The facet joints are small synovial joints that restrict axial 

rotation, protecting the intervertebral disc from excessive torsion, and anterior and lateral 

translations of the lumbar vertebrae [73–75]. The orientation of articular surfaces have been 

described to vary within the lumbar spine and lower facet joints present an oblique surface in order 

to resist the compressive forces acting on the spine. While flexion movements reduce the loads 

borne by the vertebral arch and facet joints, extension movement causes the contact of the anterior 

inferior portion of articular surfaces, increasing the loads borne by facet joints [73,76]. 
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2.2.2 Intervertebral disc 

Intervertebral discs, located in between two adjacent lumbar vertebrae, involve the annulus 

fibrosus (consisting mainly of layers of collagen, named lamellae) and the nucleous pulposus 

(consisting of a hydrated gel of proteoglycans), allowing intervertebral movements. The direction 

of collagen fibers alternates in consecutive layers making the lamellae stiff and contributing to 

transferring compression loads from one vertebral body to the next [73]. The annulus fibrosus' 

function vary as a function of the region it is located and while the outer lamellae resist to 

excessive bending and twisting, the middle lamellae are more susceptible to deformation. On the 

other hand, while the nucleous pulposus presents high water content being highly deformable and 

equalizing the stresses, it presents a viscoelastic behavior when subjected to high loading rates 

[77]. 

 

Under compression forces, the hydrostatic pressure in the nucluous pulposus increases, stressing 

the annulus fibrosus, causing the disc to bulge reducing the intervertebral disc height. During 

flexion movement the anterior annulus are subjected to compression whereas the posterior annulus 

are subjected to tension which, in turn has been described to increase the hydrostatic pressure in the 

nucleous. Extension and lateral bending motions, on the other hand, leads to facet joint contact, 

which decreases the loads experienced by the intervertebral. During torsion movements, while half 

of the lamellae tend to become slack due to its collagen orientation, the other half are subjected to 

great tension, increasing the pressure within the nucleous [78]. 
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2.2.3 Ligaments 

2.2.3.1 Supra- and interspinous ligaments 

Supra- and interspinous ligaments are mainly constituted by collagen fibers connecting the tip of 

upper lumbar vertebral spinous processes and opposite edges of adjacent spinous processes, 

respectively [73,79]. While they do not significantly contribute to resist small degrees of flexion, 

supra- and interspinous ligaments have been reported to be great contributors to resisting full 

flexion movements. Tensile forces have been reported to range  between 50 to 70N for 

supraspinous ligament and approximately 100N for interspinous ligament [79,80]. 

 

2.2.3.2 Ligamentum flavum 

The ligamentum flavum is mainly composed of fibers of elastin with some disperse collagen fibers 

connecting the lower end of one lamina to the upper end of the caudal vertebral lamina, covering 

the space between laminas of adjacent vertebrae. Its high proportion of elastin not only allows the 

ligamentum flavum to be stretched and shortened without slacking or buckling, but also 

contributes to the vertebral positioning and prestresses the intervertebral disc in the upright posture 

[79]. These properties are important given its proximity with the spinal cord and its tensile strength 

has been reported to range between 250 to 350N [73]. 

 

2.2.3.3 Intertransverse ligament 

Similar to interspinous ligament, intertransverse ligaments consist mainly of collagen fibers 

connecting two adjacent transverse process. Although it has been observed to stretch during lateral 

bending movement, its tensile strength has not been assessed and it is believed to be too fragile to 

function as a true ligament [73].  
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2.2.3.4 Anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments 

The anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments contains crimped collagen fibers and are located 

in the anterior and posterior aspect of the vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs, respectively. 

Although the anterior longitudinal ligament has been described to assist the resistance to extension 

movements, the annulus fibrosus are stronger potentially being the main resistors to extension 

together with the vertebral arch contact. Posterior longitudinal ligaments, on the other hand, have 

been described to apply a small pretension to the intervertebral discs and protect the spinal cord 

from herniated disc material. Tensile strengths of approximately 330N and 180N have been 

reported for the anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments, respectively [73,79,81]. 

 

2.2.4 Biomechanical function 

Supporting body weight and providing flexibility for dynamic tasks are fundamental functions of 

the spine. The loads experienced by the spine during both static and dynamic activities are 

transferred from one vertebra to the adjacent one through the vertebral body/intervertebral disc 

complex as well as the facet joints at the posterior column [82]. Therefore, the integrity of the 

involved structures play an important role in how loads are shared within the spinal structures. 

Specifically, intervertebral disc degeneration has been shown to transfer loads from the anterior 

vertebral body to the neural arch in upright posture, causing the vertebral arch to stress-shield the 

anterior vertebral body [83,84]. Similarly, facet joint engagement has been described to act as a 

mechanical hinge resulting in stress shielding the invertertebral disc's posterior annulus fibrosus 

during extension [85]. Alapan and colleagues (2014) have also described changes in lumbar spine 

load sharing characteristics as a function of the centre of rotation location. By changing the centre 
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of rotation location, a change in motion path was observed and, consequently, changes in ligament 

stretch, moment arm and load sharing were also observed [86]. 

 

2.2.5 Lumbar coupled motion 

Due to the time-dependent, non-linear behavior of spinal structures and the irregular geometry of 

facet joint surfaces, primary movements of the lumbar spine are accompanied by concomitant 

coupled motions in the other axes of movement in order to reduce the resistance to the primary 

movement [87]. In vivo coupled motions are influenced by posture and muscular contraction and 

specifically during active flexion-extension primary motion similar coupled translations in all three 

directions raging from 0.7mm to 3.1mm has been reported as well as coupled rotations of lateral 

bending and axial rotation raging from 1.7° to 2.9° [88,89]. Similarly, during active lateral bending 

motion, while coupled translations in all three have been described to range from 0.8mm to 2.1 

mm, coupled flexion rotation ranged from 1.3° to 4.1° and coupled axial rotation from 2.2° to 4.6° 

[88–90]. Additionally, active axial rotation has been observed to present coupled anterior-posterior 

translations of 1.1-2.6mm, lateral translations of 0.5- 2.5mm and cranio-caudal translations of 0.3-

1.1mm as well as coupled flexion movement ranging from 0.9° to 3.3° and coupled lateral bending 

ranging from 2.0° to 3.4° [88,89]. 

 

Despite the incontestable differences in methodological approaches between in vivo and in vitro 

investigations, they are complementary and each demonstrated coupled motions in unique 

conditions. In general, in vitro coupled motions are small in magnitude and may change as a 

function of specimen positioning and biomechanical testing. Specifically, previous intersegmental 

in vitro investigations observed coupled motions in all three axes of movement during all 
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primary movements of flexion-extension, lateral bending and axial rotation and maximum 

anterior posterior translation of approximately 3mm, lateral translation of 2.6mm and cranio-

caudal translation of 1mm have been reported [74,91,92].  

 

2.2.6 Biomechanical characteristics 

Previous studies have also investigated the biomechanical characteristics of the spine, such as 

range of motion, neutral zone and neutral zone stiffness [69,93,94]. Specifically for the lumbar 

spine, intersegmental range of motion has been widely investigated in both in vivo and in vitro 

conditions [69,89,95–97]. While biomechanical tests with in vitro specimens have observed the 

lumbar intersegmental to range from 5° to 7° in flexion-extension, 5.5° to 8° in lateral bending, and 

2° to 3.5° in axial rotation [69,97,98], in vivo studies have reported rotations of approximately 5° 

during flexion extension and lateral bending and 4° during axial rotation [88,89,96]. 

 

The neutral zone, defined as the zone in between the points of the largest changes in stiffness of the 

load-displacement curve, with stiffness being defined as the slope of the tangent along the linear 

portion of the load-displacement curve. Specifically for the lumbar spine, neutral zone  has been 

described to be about 2° for flexion-extension and lateral bending and 1° for axial rotation [69,93]. 

Neutral zone flexibility, calculated as the inverse of the slope of the load-displacement curve in the 

neutral zone, has been described to be about 0.6-0.8 Nm/deg for flexion-extension, 0.5-0.6 Nm/deg 

for lateral flexion and 2.5-2.7 Nm/deg for axial rotation [69,93]. 
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2.3 Spinal Manipulative Therapy 

Among many conservative interventions available to treat LBP patients (such as exercise, 

massage therapy, nonsteroidal anti-inflamatory drugs, etc) [99,100], spinal manipulative therapy 

(SMT) has been described to be cost-effective either alone or combined with other interventions 

[19]. Spinal manipulative therapy is defined as the application of a high velocity low amplitude 

dynamic thrust to a specific location to the spine [20,22,101]. It is a popular intervention to treat 

both acute and chronic LBP and its usage has increased in the last few decades due to the increased 

utilization of complementary and alternative therapies by the public [99,102]. Previous studies 

revealed the rate of chiropractic services to be approximately 101.2 visits per 100 person-years in 

the USA and 140.9 visits per 100 person-years in Ontario, Canada [103].  

 

Typically, the SMT application is composed of two phases: preload and thrust phases. While the 

target spinal segment is moved to the end of its range of motion during preload phase, the thrust 

phase is characterized by an impulsive force that moves the spinal segment beyond its normal 

range of motion into the paraphysiological movement zone [21]. These forces are believed to cause 

a mechanical deformation of the target spinal segment and its surrounding spinal tissues eliciting 

the physiological outcomes (biomechanical and neurophysiological responses) observed following 

a SMT application [21,22,104]. 

 

The physiological effects elicited by SMT have been under investigation and while some 

randomized controlled trials have reported improvements in low back pain and spinal function 

following SMT interventions [101,105–107], others found SMT and other treatment interventions 

such as exercise and standard medical care to provide comparable improvements [108–110]. 
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While this conflicting evidence can be associated with the heterogeneous nature of LBP itself, it 

can also be related to the recent finding from Wong and colleagues [111] who observed that SMT 

affects specific biomechanical characteristics present in some, but not all LBP patients. 

Consequently, the clarification of the underlying mechanisms in which SMT affects the human 

body becomes an important step towards elucidating indicators regarding SMT unique health 

outcomes. Specifically, physiological outcomes have been demonstrated following a SMT 

application being mainly categorized into biomechanical and neurophysiological responses 

[22,112,113]. 

 

2.3.1 Spinal manipulative therapy techniques 

The SMT procedure selection is based on specific aspects presented by the patient (e.g. region of 

application, patient morphology and articular stiffness) [25,114] and despite the similarities 

between SMT techniques, they are believed to have specific goals on the target spine segment 

and are generally divided in two types: direct ot indirect [115,116]. While the direct SMT 

technique applies direct pressure on the skin overlying the target spinal segment, the indirect 

SMT combines levers and rotational movements. 

 

Among the common techniques used in SMT investigations, the prone unilateral hypothenar 

transverse push manipulation is a direct technique where the patient is in prone position, the 

clinician's pisiform bone is positioned on the skin overlying a specific spinal landmark (e.g. facet 

joint, mamillary process, transverse process) and a quick impulsive force vector with specific 

characteristics (i.e. input parameters, such as force magnitude, loading rate, direction, etc) is 

applied [23,114,117,118]. The supine thrust manipulation is an indirect technique performed in a 
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patient in the supine position with the fingers interlocked behing the head. The therapist adjust 

the lever by moving the patient into side-bending and axial rotation, and then delivers a quick 

thrust to the patient's pelvis in a posterior and inferior direction [111,119,120]. In the side-

posture manipulation, the patient is positioned in side-lying position with the upside inferior limb 

flexed and adducted, and the downside upper limb is moved in side-bending and axial rotation. 

The therapist support the patient's inferior limbs with his/her thigh and the upper body with 

his/her cranial hand (relative to the patient) at the patient's upside shoulder. The therapist then 

position the hypothenar region of his/her caudal hand on the skin overlying the mamillary 

processs of a specific lumbar level and the thrust is applied by quickly rotating the patient (by 

pushing on the patient's shoulder) as well as applying a impulsive force vector on the lumbar 

mamillary process [120–122]. 

 

2.4 Spinal Manipulative Therapy Outcomes 

2.4.1 Biomechanical outcomes 

The application of SMT thrusts have been observed to create specific biomechanical outcomes. 

Since sedentary lifestyle and specific occupational activities are believed to result in hypomobile 

joints which, in turn, culminates in adhesions within the spinal joints [123]. Spinal joint space 

separation has been demonstrated following SMT applications and is believed to affect segmental 

biomechanics by releasing intra-articular fibrous adhesion and entrapped meniscoids, restituting 

buckled segments, restoring normal behavior and, consequently, improving segmental 

hypomobility and reducing the mechanical stresses on adjacent spinal tissues [104,124].  
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Vertebral motions caused by SMT applications have been previously investigated [32,33,104]. 

Three dimensional displacements and accelerations of the target and adjacent spinal segments have 

been described during SMT and greater posterior to anterior displacements and flexion extension 

rotations have been consistently observed [32,33,125,126]. Although vertebral accelerations have 

also been measured during SMT applications, the direction of greater accelerations is less 

consistent between studies and are related to the SMT force-time characteristics [32,33,125]. These 

vertebral motions are likely related to the location where SMT is applied and potentially affect the 

SMT loading characteristics by loading different spinal structures [104,127]. In addition, given the 

spine's complex biomechanics and anatomy, adjacent vertebrae coupled motions during SMT 

application potentially change as a function of the spinal geometry, tissue viscoelastic behavior and 

the resultant applied force vector [127].  

 

Additionally, significant changes in intradiscal pressure and disc diffusion have also been reported 

following a SMT application [111,128–130]. Specifically, at the beginning of the thrust phase, an 

increase in intradiscal pressure values during SMT application has been observed followed by a 

discrete decrease in these values at later stages of the thrust phase of SMT [128,129]. Additionally, 

increase in diffusion of water within lumbar intervertebral discs have been observed in nonspecific 

LBP patients who reported reduction of pain intensity following a SMT application potentially 

improving intervertebral disc health [111,130]. 

 

Furthermore, spinal stiffness has also been observed to significantly change following a SMT 

application [45,111,131]. Particularly, spinal stiffness has been demonstrated to significantly 

decrease after SMT applications and this reduction was observed to be sustained for at least 7 days 
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[111,131]. Interestingly, the location in which SMT was applied has been demonstrated to 

significantly influence spinal stiffness change following a SMT application suggesting that not 

only SMT force-time profile, but also the application site influence the biomechanical outcomes 

elicited by SMT [45]. 

 

2.4.2 Neurophysiological Outcomes 

In addition to the biomechanical outcomes, SMT has also been demonstrated to elicit 

neurophysiological responses by influencing on the sensory inflow to the central nervous system 

[47,112]. High frequency properties of primary afferents and post-synaptic neurons response are 

characteristics described to arise from SMT [22]. By releasing fibrous adhesions, entrapped 

meniscoids, and restoring buckled segments, the SMT mechanical input is believed to decrease 

nociceptive input originating at receptive nerve endings in paraspinal tissues [112]. Specifically, 

the SMT impulsive thrust increases the discharge rate of muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs 

in deep lumbar paraspinal muscles [132]. Generally, group Ia afferents evoke a greater response to 

SMT than group II spindle afferents, and some afferents show a greater response only at specific 

thrust durations [133].  

 

It has been shown that SMT not only elicits paraspinal muscle reflexes, but also alters motoneuron 

excitability [48,134]. Electromyographic (EMG) reflex responses (50-100 ms) have been described 

to be evoked during high, but not during low loading rate SMT force applications and to change as 

a function of the SMT force-time characteristics (which will be detailed later in this chapter) 

[28,32,48,56,57,135]. Additionally, SMT has also been reported to produce temporary but 

significant inhibition of motoneuron activity [134,136]. By evoking afferent discharges from free 
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nerve endings and mechanoreceptors in the annulus fibrosus, facet joint capsules and ligaments of 

the spine, SMT potentially suppresses motoneurons excitability via afferent synapses with 

inhibitory interneurons [134,136–138]. 

 

2.5 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters and specific responses 

Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters, such as preload and peak forces, thrust duration, 

loading rate and application site (Figure 2.1), have been described as important characteristics of 

SMT as they influence both neurophysiological and biomechanical responses elicited by SMT 

[28,32,56,57,133,139,140]. Table 2.1 summarizes the SMT input parameters previously 

described in the literature. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters. [Source: Adapted from Herzog, 2010.]
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Table 2.1 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters described in the literature 
Spine 

region 

Year Author Patient 

position, 

method of 

SMT 

application 

Method of 

measurement 
Note Mean 

preload 

force 

(N) 

Mean 

peak 

force 

(N) 

Mean 

time to 

peak 

(ms) 

Mean 

loading 

rate 

(N/s) 

Comment 

Thoracic and 

Lumbopelvic 

1993 Herzog et al. Prone, T4 

TVP and 

posterior 

superior 

iliac spine 

Pressure pad T4 

 

Sacroiliac joint 

139 

 

88 

399 

 

328 

150   

Lumbopelvic 1997 Triano & Schultz Side 

posture, 

manual 

SMT 

Table-

mounted 

load cell 

L5 mammilary 

push 

L5 long lever 

Sacroiliac push 

 495 

 

384.7 

515.5 

 2176.6 

 

1806.7 

2483.4 

 

Thoracic 1999 Kirstukas & 

Backman 

Prone Pressure pad 

and table-

mounted 

load cell 

 310 1044 96 15592  

Thoracic 

spine 

2001 Herzog et al. Prone, T3 

and T10 

TVP 

Pressure pad  23.8 238.2 160 1368  

Thoracic 

and 

lumbopelvic 

2003 Van Zoest et al. T4 and T8 

in prone 

position; 

sacoiliac 

in side 

posture 

Handheld 

sensor 

T4 

 

T8 

 

Sacroiliac 

227 

 

226 

 

83 

561 

 

518 

 

241 

123 

 

140 

 

166 

  

Thoracic 2004 Forand et al. Prone, T4 

and T9 

TVP 

Pressure pad Male 

 

Female 

137 

 

138 

462 

 

482 

120 

 

132 

2.6 

(N/ms) 

2.7 

(N/ms) 

 

Lumbopelvic 2004 Triano et al. Side 

posture, L4 

mammilary 

push 

Table-

mounted 

load cell 

Inexperienced 

students 

Experienced 

students 

Experts 

 210.2 

 

321.4 

 

488.3 

0.49(s) 

 

0.41(s) 

 

0.32(s) 

840.7 

 

2223.1 

 

3812.6 
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Thoracic 2005 Descarreaux et al. Prone, 

pure 

posterior 

to anterior 

thrust 

Instrumented 

manikin and 

force plate 

under 

therapist 

2nd and 4th year 

students 

 

5th year students 

and chiropractors 

36.3 

 

67.2 

569.5 

 

569.4 

166 

 

139 

3589 

 

4217 

 

Thoracic 2006 Descarreaux et al. Prone, 

pure 

posterior 

to anterior 

thrust 

Instrumented 

manikin and 

force plate 

under 

therapist 

Pre-feedback 

training 

 

Post-feedback 

training 

 

Standard training 

66.1 

 

 

176.7 

 

 

90.9 

630.9 

 

 

538.4 

 

 

603.4 

155 

 

 

147 

 

 

203 

  

Thoracic 2010 Descarreaux et al. Prone, 

pure 

posterior 

to anterior 

thrust 

Instrumented 

manikin and 

force plate 

under 

therapist 

1st year  

 

2nd year  

 

3rd year 

 

4th year  

 

5th year  

88 

 

32.8 

 

124.1 

 

131.1 

 

116.1 

404.4 

 

460.2 

 

508.8 

 

497.9 

 

450.0 

266 

 

168 

 

134 

 

119 

 

122 

2557 

 

3176 

 

4164 

 

4271 

 

3859 

 

Longitudinal 

study: data 

collected 

from the 

same 

students over 

5 years. 

Thoracic 

and lumbar 

2014 Gudavalli Side 

posture for 

lumbar 

spine SMT 

Force 

transducer 

Thoracic 

 

Lumbar 

98.69 

 

101.57 

369.67 

 

336.08 

215.83 

 

281.14 

2512.54 

 

1742.97 

 

SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; TVP=transverse process 
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2.5.1 Preload force 

The preload phase precedes the SMT thrust phase and is characterized by a progressive loading of 

spinal tissues where the targeted spinal segment is positioned near the end of its physiological 

range of motion [21]. The relation between preload and the corresponding peak force magnitudes 

has been previously described [20]. This relation suggests that the preload forces may influence on 

the peak force magnitudes applied during the impulsive thrust application of SMT [20]. Recent 

studies have been investigating the particular effects of the preload force [57,141]. Specifically, 

Nougarou and colleagues [57] showed an increase in sagittal vertebral displacement during preload 

phase as a consequence of increased preload forces. Neurophysiologically, smaller preload force 

magnitudes produced larger increases in paraspinal muscle spindle discharge during SMT thrust 

application [141]. Additionally, increases in paraspinal electromyographic muscle activity was also 

observed during the preload phase with increased preload forces [57].  

 

2.5.2 Peak force magnitude 

Peak force magnitudes applied during SMT have been investigated and reported to greatly vary 

depending on the spinal level SMT is being applied to [20,21]. Peak force magnitudes applied to 

the cervical region were observed to be substantially reduced when compared to the forces applied 

to the thoracic and sacroiliac regions [20].  The effects of using different peak force magnitudes on 

biomechanical and neurophysiological outcomes has also been investigated. Vertebral 

displacements and acceleration have been demonstrated to increase as SMT applied forces 

increases [32,33,125]. Vaillant et al. [29] have shown that the interaction between SMT’s force 

magnitude and force duration changes spinal stiffness of anesthetized cats. Additionally, SMT 

force magnitude has been demonstrated to affect electromyographic responses in both sheeps and 
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humans [28,32]. Neurophysiologically, although it has been shown that SMT thrust displacement 

amplitude has an effect on lumbar muscle spindle neural responsiveness [30,31], the same was not 

as clearly produced when changing SMT force magnitudes [31].  

 

2.5.3 Method of application 

Due to the great variability of clinical SMT forces, mechanical force manually assisted (MFMA) 

instruments were developed and are being used in both research and clinical practice [37,38]. 

These instruments deliver an impulsive force that has a relatively large magnitude and act for a 

very short period of time [33]. The impulsive forces cause a sudden alteration in velocity 

producing oscillation and vibration on the spine [32]. Mechanical force manually assisted 

instruments usually have a contact tip of about 127 mm
2
, and the applied force vector coincides 

with the axis of the instrument. Therefore, the point of force application and the direction vector of 

the force can be defined and controlled [142]. In the past, these instruments were criticized for 

delivering low peak force. However, a previous study has described that if the force magnitudes of 

clinical SMTs are normalized to a similar contact area of these instruments, the peak force 

magnitudes are very similar between clinical SMT and mechanical force manually assisted 

instruments [142]. Kawchuk and colleagues have demonstrated that the use of MFMA instruments 

generally reduces SMT force variability. However, since MFMA instruments are handled by 

clinicians and researchers, the variability between operators and trials remains significant [36]. 

Although the peak force magnitudes are similar between clinical and instrument-delivered SMT, it 

has been described that some responses, such as vertebral movements and spinal reflex activities, 

are substantially different between methods of SMT application [126,143].  
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Given the great force variability between operators and trials applying SMT with or without 

MFMA instruments, an innovative servo-controlled linear actuator motor has been developed to 

provide standardized SMT applications [39]. This recently developed device has also been 

described to deliver repeatable, controlled and safe SMT forces with optimized precision 

(average differences in applied peak force=<3N; correlation coefficient=0.98). It simulates SMT 

applications with specified parameters and force-time profiles and is being used in studies 

investigating the SMT dose-physiological response relation in humans [28,56,57].  

 

2.5.4 Thrust duration 

Also referred as time to peak, thrust duration refers to the time from the end of the preload phase to 

the peak force. Thrust duration has been described to vary from 30 to 300 ms with an average of 

160 ms when SMT is performed in humans [20,142]. Studies have been investigating thrust 

duration effects on both biomechanical and neurophysiological SMT responses. Biomechanically, 

Colloca and colleagues [32] have described shorter SMT thrust duration (10 ms) to produce greater 

adjacent segment vertebral motions in comparison to longer thrust durations (100 and 200 ms). A 

recent study, on the other hand, investigated thrust durations between 125 and 275 ms and 

observed similar vertebral displacements across them [56]. Neurophysiological responses to 

different thrust durations have also been investigated. Sung and colleagues [140] observed 

significant changes in neural discharge of low threshold muscle mechanoreceptors as the duration 

of the SMT thrust approached the one used in clinical settings. Similarly, thrust duration has also 

been described to have a significant effect on increasing muscle spindle activity during SMT 

application [30,31,133,139]. On the other hand, according to Reed and colleagues [34], SMT thrust 

duration has no effect on nociceptive specific lateral thalamic mechanical trunk responses. 
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Changes in electromyographic responses have also been demonstrated when SMT with different 

thrust durations were applied [32,56]. 

 

2.5.5 Loading rate 

Loading rate describes the changes in SMT loading as a function of the time the thrust is being 

applied. Loading rates during the application of a SMT thrust have been described to range from 

400 N/s to 3000 N/s [104,122,144]. As an effect of varying the loading rates during SMT thrust 

application, lumbar spinal stiffness has been described to increase with increasing loading rate 

[104,145]. High loading rates have also shown to produce unique strain patterns in facet joint 

capsule, which could affect responses from mechanoreceptors localized at the facet joint capsule 

[145]. Additionally, the investigation conducted by Reed and colleagues [31] found an increase in 

muscle spindle discharge as loading rate also increased.  

 

2.5.6 Application site 

The application of SMT at different levels of the spine has been investigated. Generally, it has 

been described that SMT thrusts displace not only the target vertebra, but also adjacent segments 

of the spine [46,47]. Significant changes in axial displacements of L1 or L3 vertebrae when SMT 

was delivered at L5/S1 facet joint using different SMT force magnitudes have been observed 

[47]. Displacements of remote regions are potential contributors to the biomechanical and 

neurophysiological responses evoked both locally and remotely from the SMT application site 

[32,48,49]. Specifically, the study of Herzog et al. [48] has shown EMG reflex responses of 

muscles away from the SMT application site. Similarly, Colloca & Keller [49] elicited different 

EMG responses of erector spinae muscles at L3 and L5 levels when SMT was applied at the 
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thoracic and lumbar spinous or transverse processes. Spinal sitffness has also been reported to 

decrease when SMT is applied at specific spinal locations in a feline model [45]. By also using a 

feline model, Reed and colleagues [44] observed that SMT application site significantly affect 

muscle spindles' sensory input magnitude. 

 

2.6 Animal Models 

The investigation of specific spinal structures (e.g. ligaments, facet joints, intervertebral disc) in 

living humans can be very challenging to conduct not only due to the difficult access to these 

structures, but also due to ethical issues. For that reason, in vitro experiments using human 

cadaveric specimens have been conducted to investigate the biomechanical behavior of normal and 

pathological human spinal structures as well as the spinal responses to mechanical LBP 

interventions, such as SMT [143,146–148]. However, not only the availability of human cadaveric 

specimen is very limited but also the large variation in geometry and biomechanical properties of 

specimens due to differences in age, sex, bone mineral density, pathological conditions, 

degenerative changes, shape and size of vertebral body and intervertebral disc motivated 

researchers to look for alternative specimens [146,149,150]. Due to these difficulties, several 

animals have been used as alternative specimens for in vitro spinal research [24,132,151–155]. 

Advantageously, animal specimens are more easily available and have more uniform geometrical 

and biomechanical properties [146,149,150]. From a clinical point of view, their similarity with 

human spines from the anatomical and biomechanical aspects has been described [146,149,150]. 

 

Anatomically, differences between human and bovine vertebral body parameters (width, length, 

height, and area) were found at all three levels (cervical, thoracic and lumbar) with no obvious 
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pattern [156]. Despite of these differences, bovine spines can be an alternative to human thoracic 

and lumbar specimens if the differences, such as growth speed, vertebral body size and growth 

plates, are taken into consideration [146]. Sheep and human vertebrae are most similar at the 

thoracic and lumbar regions, although they show substantial differences in certain dimensions, 

such as vertebral body height, width and pedicle width [146,157]. Sheep spine has been described 

larger than the human, particularly in vertebral body height, but despite these differences, sheep 

spine may be useful model for experiments related to the gross structure of the thoracic or lumbar 

spine [146]. A comparison between deer and human spines revealed many similarities in the lower 

thoracic and upper lumbar spine, yet they show substantial differences in certain dimensions, such 

as endplate surface area and pedicular geometry [158]. Porcine specimens have been described to 

present several anatomical similarities, such as vertebral body height, end-plates, spinal canal 

shape, and pedicle sizes [159]. Nevertheless, specimen age will greatly influence on anatomical 

similarities as older pigs will present smaller end plate area, larger pedicles, taller vertebral bodies, 

narrower spinal canals and smaller spinous process lengths compared to humans [160]. Despite of 

those differences, porcine segments between T6 and T10 and the lumbar spine are a suitable 

alternative to human specimens [146]. 

 

Biomechanically, range of motion, neutral zone and neutral zone stiffness of thoracic and lumbar 

spines of calf and humans have been compared and was found to be substitutes for humans when 

range of motion is the parameter of interest [161]. Biomechanical similarities between sheep and 

human spines have also been found, and sheep spine might be a useful model for disc surgery, 

bone healing processes and evaluation of spinal implants [157]. A comparison between deer and 

human spine showed that the lower thoracic/upper lumbar region of the deer spine can be used as a 
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model for some human biomechanical experiments due to its biomechanical and material 

similarities to the human spine of the corresponding region [146,158,162]. The porcine and human 

spinal segments have been described to have quantitatively similar values for range of motion [95]. 

Neutral zone was found to be larger in porcine specimens when compared to humans, but not 

significant in all regions and effects of creep and recovery observed in porcine specimens have 

been shown to be representative of the human spine [93]. Therefore, the porcine spine has been 

considered to be a good biomechanical model for the human spine, specially the lower thoracic and 

lumbar regions [93,95].  

 

2.6.1 Specific differences between porcine and human lumbar spines 

2.6.1.1 Anatomical differences 

Although porcine lumbar spines have been described as suitable models for the human lumbar 

spine, important anatomical differences have been described and are summarized in Table 2.2 

[146,150,159,160]. 
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Table 2.2 Anatomical characteristics of porcine and human lumbar spines 

Spinal characteristic Porcine spine Human spine Notes 

Vertebral body height  
• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 36.3mm 

• Constant from L1 to L5 

• ~ 23.8mm 

Overall, porcine 

vertebrae were taller 

and narrower in 

comparison to 

human vertebrae 

that were shorter 

and broader 

Vertebral body width 
• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 36.51mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 45.5mm 

Upper end plate width 
• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 36.35mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 45.35mm 
 

Upper end plate depth 
• Constant from L1 to L5 

• ~ 24.35mm 

• Constant from L1 to L5 

• ~ 35.35mm 
 

Lower end plate width 
• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 39.1mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 48.75mm 
 

Lower end plate depth 
• Decrease from L1 to L5 

• ~ 22.9mm 

• Decrease from L1 to L5 

• ~ 34.35mm 
 

Pedicle width 
• Constant from L1 to L5 

• ~ 11.8mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 11.8mm 

Cross section was 

pear shaped on 

porcine pedicles 

whereas oval 

shaped in human 

pedicles 

Pedicle height 
• Increase from L1 to L4 

• ~ 22.15mm 

• Decrease from L1 to L4 

• ~ 14.95mm 

Pedicle angle 
• Increase from L1 to L6 

• ~ 27deg 

• Increase from L3 to L5 

• ~ 10deg 
 

Spinal canal width 
• Increase from L1 to L6 

• ~ 17.91mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 24.76mm 

Spinal canal is 

wider than it is deep 

for both porcine and 

human  
Spinal canal length 

• Constant from L1 to L6 

• ~ 11.6mm 

• Constant from L1 to L5 

• ~ 18.1mm 

Intervertebral disc height 
• Constant from L1 to L4 

• ~ 2.8mm 

• Increase from L1 to L4 

• ~ 12.25mm 
 

Transverse process length 
• Decrease from L2 to L6 

• ~ 75mm 

• Increase from L1 to L5 

• ~ 90mm 
 

Spinous process length 
• Decrease from L1 to L6 

• ~ 13mm 

• Decrease from L3 to L5 

• ~ 30mm 
 

Spinous process angle 
• Constant from L1 to L6 

• ~ 8deg 

• Increase from L1 to L4 

• ~ 10deg 
 

Interfacet distance •  •  

No data shown, but 

porcine and human 

spines presented 

similar dimension 

between facet 

joints. 
Facet surface contour • Radius: ~ 19.6mm • Radius: ~ 20mm  
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2.6.1.2 Biomechanical differences 

In addition to anatomical differences, biomechanical particularities in both porcine and human 

lumbar spines have been previously described. Table 2.3 compiles and summarizes the specific 

biomechanical differences between porcine and human lumbar spines [93,95]. 

 

Table 2.3 Biomechanical characteristics of porcine and human lumbar spines 

Biomechanical characteristic Porcine spine Human spine Notes  

Flexion/Extension 

Range of motion   
• ~10 deg 

• ~ 8.8 deg 

• ~ 3.6 deg 

• ~ 14.9 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone  
• ~ 4.1 deg 

• ~ 1.58 deg 
• ~ 2.1 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone stiffness 
•  ~ 0.05Nm/deg 

• ~ 0.84Nm/deg 
• ~ 0.64Nm/deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Lateral bending 

Range of motion 
•  ~ 7.6 deg 

• ~ 11.2 deg 

• ~ 4.5 deg 

• ~ 11.5 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone 
• ~ 3.2 deg 

• ~ 1.74 deg 
•  ~ 2.0 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone stiffness  
• ~ 0.05Nm/deg 

• ~ 0.18Nm/deg 
•  ~ 0.55Nm/deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Axial rotation 

Range of motion 
• ~ 2.9 deg 

• ~ 3 deg 

• ~ 1.6 deg 

• ~ 5 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone 
• ~ 1.0 deg 

• ~ 0.3 deg 
• ~ 0.9 deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

Neutral zone stiffness 
• ~ 0.36Nm/deg 

• ~ 4.04Nm/deg 
• ~ 2.63Nm/deg 

± 2Nm test 

±7.5Nm test 

 

Nevertheless, despite of the abovedescribed anatomical and biomechanical differences between 

porcine and human spines, porcine spines have been demonstrated to be suitable models to 

investigate lumbar human spines [69,93,95,159]. 

 

2.7 Robotic Biomechanical Testing 

The accurate determination and understanding of the in situ forces developed in a ligament as a 

response to motion or external loads of intact joints is fundamental in determining the ligament's 

function and contribution to the overall joint kinematics [163,164]. Previous studies developed a 
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new methodology using robotics technology to investigate joint biomechanics by controlling the 

position or the forces applied to the joint [165]. By associating the robotics technology with a 

universal force-moment sensor, it was possible to determine the in situ forces magnitude, direction, 

and point of application in the anterior cruciate ligament in intact knees of human cadavers 

[163,164,166]. 

 

The description of the load-displacement characteristics of specific spinal structures is fundamental 

to understanding structural biomechanical behavior and spinal function [167,168]. Biomechanical 

testing of cadaveric spines has been described as the greatest method to investigate the mechanical 

function and failure of spinal structures [168]. Consequently, several apparatus have been 

developed for in vitro biomechanical testing of spine segments by adapting servo-hydraulic 

dynamic testing machines or applying systems of cables and pulleys [147,169–171]. The servo-

hydraulic dynamic testing machine has been widely used in the application of shear loads 

[147,169,172–174]. Although a system of cables and pulleys has been used to apply coupled 

moments in spinal segments [171,175], this approach is usually applied to investigate how joint 

loading is altered when one structure has been injured (or removed). Nevertheless, this system has 

limited results as the resulting joint movements may change with each tissue removal as the joint 

moves along the path of least resistance [170]. Consequently, stable six-degree-of-freedom 

hexapod or parallel linkage robots have also been developed and widely used to reproduce 

identical in vitro motion profiles of the spine [24,176–178]. These robots have six degrees of 

freedom and are considered highly stable robots capable of repeatedly applying identical 3-

dimensional kinematic to the specimen, regardless of any alteration within the specimen [24,178]. 
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In addition to testing apparatus, spinal in vitro biomechanical testing requires definition of control 

methods to conduct the application of loads and/or displacements to the spinal segment being 

tested. Force-controlled, displacement-controlled and hybrid controlled methods have been 

described and discussed in previous studies [179,180]. Specifically, the force-controlled method 

applies a pure controlled force or moment to the specimen and the consequent unconstrained 

displacements are measured [179]. This method has been described to be less appropriate in 

regions with low stiffness, such as the neutral zone, since small changes in the applied force can 

produce large changes in displacement [167,180]. On the other hand, the displacement-controlled 

method moves the specimen to a defined displacement and the resulting complex loads along the 

spine segment are measured and recorded [179]. It has been reported that the displacement-

controlled method is less appropriate in regions with high stiffness, such as the elastic zone, since 

small changes in the applied displacement can generate large changes in load [167,180]. 

Alternatively, the hybrid controlled method integrates aspects of both force-controlled and 

displacement-controlled methods to obtain a new, hybrid method that is better suited for specific 

applications, such as displacement-controlled testing with the addition of achieving a specific load 

[167]. While hybrid control method is being studied and refined with recent findings describing its 

ability to actively control secondary displacements and off-axis forces while applying pure 

moments [181], it does not ensure a smooth and even movement throughout the testing, with 

further improvements being necessary [180]. Recently, a robotic Cartesian force controlled 

biomechanical testing system with 6 degrees-of-freedom real-time cascaded load control capability 

has been introduced and validated to biomechanical testing [182]. This system has been developed 

to apply real-time dynamic force vectors through the physiological range of movement, but 

tracking errors during direction reversal have been observed [183]. 
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Constrained or unconstrained testing method should also be defined for spinal segments 

biomechanical testing. The constrained testing method restricts the movement of the spine segment 

to one specific direction. In this method, the center of rotation is also fixed and is not allowed to 

move [184,185]. While constrained testing can easily apply required loads or displacements with 

several testing apparatus, it has been described to limit coupled motion which are not 

representative of in vivo spinal movements [185]. On the other hand, the unconstrained testing 

method leaves the spine segment free to move in all six degrees of freedom. When a load is applied 

using this method, the center of rotation can change depending on the load magnitude and 

specimen condition, allowing the movement around its own axis of rotation [184,185]. This 

method is usually performed by using system of cables and pulleys, but unconstrained method for 

robotic biomechanical tests has also been developed and described [186]. Unconstrained testing 

methods enabled the description of coupled motions in the lumbar spine that are also known to 

occur in vivo. Nevertheless, in vivo loads are much more complex than those applied in the 

laboratory environment and the complete three-dimensional motion analysis of unconstrained 

testing involve more technical expertise [184,185]. 

 

Creep and stress relaxation are phenomena related to biological tissues' time-dependant, non-linear 

properties. While creep is characterized by the structural units deformation in response to a 

constant applied load [187], stress relaxation characterizes the temporal stress behavior of the 

tissue in response to an applied strain [188]. Although related, the microstructural mechanism of 

biological tissues experiencing creep has been described to be different from those observed during 

stress relaxation [188,189]. Specifically, spinal ligaments have been described to have different 
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morphology and function, which result in unique time-dependent, non-linear behavior [190]. 

However, both phenomena are biomechanically important due to their influence on the kinetics 

and kinematics of the spine [191]. For example, increase in overall spinal flexibility after 30 

minutes of loading has been observed [192] and, similarly, Little and Khalsa (2005) [193] 

observed increase in intervertebral motion as a result of sustained and repetitive lumbar flexion. 

 

2.8 Robotic Biomechanical Testing of the Lumbar Spine  

The identification of spinal tissues mechanical behavior is fundamental for understanding normal 

spinal function and identifying spinal tissues dysfunction and injury [72]. The study of specific 

motion segments behavior is fundamental for biomechanical characterization of the spine, 

including the analyses of spinal loading [194] and spinal stability [147,195]. Specifically, in vitro 

investigations have been widely conducted aiming to characterize spinal tissues mechanical 

behavior during physiologic movements and the application of external loads 

[24,169,170,174,178]. 

 

The supraspinous/interspinous ligament complex has been described to be great contributor in 

resisting moments created by flexion movements in the porcine lumbar spine [178]. Additionally, 

while the posterior elements have been identified as efficient structures in resisting anterior and 

posterior shear loadings [174], greater shear strains have been observed to increase the 

intervertebral disc stiffness contributing to resisting shear loading [174] even when the facet joints 

are damaged [169]. Similarly when facet joints are removed from the spine, axial loads are 

transferred to the annulus fibrosus and longitudinal ligaments [147].  
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Biomechanical fatigue failure tests of lumbar spine segments have also been conducted. Repetitive 

shear loads have been demonstrated to induce failure of porcine spine segments, likely caused by 

fracture of the posterior elements [173]. The intervertebral disc has been described to be 

responsible for approximately 74% of the total loads caused by a posterior shear loading and that 

the predominant injuries resulting from this loading are avulsions of the end plate [172]. Similarly, 

fatigue properties of human trabecular vertebral body have also been investigated and age, sex and 

vertebral position were found to have a significant effect on vertebral body fatigue strength 

[196,197].  

 

Lumbar spine segments have also been biomechanically investigated both in vivo and in vitro. 

While in vivo studies are conducted in living models, in vitro investigations use cadaveric models 

and the biomechanical tests are usually conducted in a controlled environment. In vitro testing 

limitations are usually related to the ex vivo differences, such as soft tissue stiffness changes and 

the difficulty in replicating in vivo loading characteristics and physiologic responses [198]. Results 

from previous studies revealed that in vitro applied loading modes do not simulate spinal 

movements as the simplified loads cannot realistically mimic the in vivo situation [52,199]. Indeed, 

although in vitro  biomechanical testing does not take into consideration the muscular activities and 

neuromuscular controls [200,201], optimized loads can show the best agreement with averaged in 

vivo measured data and lead to a reasonable simulation of the spinal compression and intervertebral 

movements [52,199]. Therefore, in vivo studies are often based on the findings from in vitro 

biomechanical studies for data validation [200].  
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2.9 Robotic Biomechanical Testing and Spinal Manipulative Therapy 

As previously stated, SMT is a clinical intervention based on the application of a mechanical force 

to a specific segment of the spine [20]. As a result of the external mechanical force applied during 

SMT, several biomechanical and neurophysiological responses have been demonstrated and 

previously described [21,22,104,112]. Although previous studies have provided important 

information regarding SMT physiological effects, the kinematics of lumbar vertebrae during SMT 

is still under investigation. Therefore, studies focusing on the spinal tissues mechanical behavior 

and loading characteristics during the application of SMT are fundamental to elucidating and 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of SMT [24,145,202] 

 

While several studies have been conducted investigating SMT biomechanical characteristics, input 

parameters, and basic and clinical effects [21,47,104,120,122,203], only one study have combined 

SMT with robotic biomechanical testing [24]. In this study, the loads experienced by each spinal 

structure during the application of a general SMT were quantified. The loading characteristics 

during SMT were found to be non-uniform among spinal tissues with the intervertebral disc 

experiencing the greatest forces and moments [24]. 
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Chapter 3. 

Quantification of loading in biomechanical testing: the influence of dissection sequence* 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Unconstrained testing of joint segments is performed by fixing one end of an articulation and 

leaving the other end to move freely. Traditionally performed by servo-hydraulic machines or 

cables/pulleys systems to move the free end of the specimen [147,169–171], this approach has 

been used to investigate how joint loading is altered after one structure has been injured (or 

removed). Importantly, this technique is limited in that the resulting joint movements may change 

with each tissue transection as the joint moves along the path of least resistance [170]. 

Alternatively, robots with sufficient rigidity and six degrees-of-freedom can reproduce identical 

kinematics trajectories following tissue removal [24,178]. By combining this technique with serial 

dissection, loads experienced by each joint structure can be quantified [24,170,178].  

 

However, combining robotics with serial dissection does not assure that the resulting tissue loads 

remain equal when the dissection sequence is changed. Although this is true for linear systems, 

the nature and material properties (nonlinearity, viscosity, porosity etc.) of biological structures 

may not result in similar loads when biomechanical tests are used with different sequences of 

dissection [191,204].  

 

Given the above, this experiment was conducted to investigate structural response to mechanical 

loading created through robotic testing when different sequence of structural removal is used. 

* This chapter has been published at the Journal of Biomechanics: Funabashi M, El-Rich M, Prasad N, Kawchuk GN. 

Quantification of loading in biomechanical testing: the influence of dissection sequence. J Biomech 2015; 48(12): 3522-6. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Model design and fabrication 

A simple vertebral motion segment facsimile (model) was made from two rigid objects joined 

together by multiple, flexible connectors of different dimensions (Figure 3.1). To minimize 

variability between copies of the model, 3D printing was used to fabricate 6 replicates. Based on the 

dimensional data from Panjabi [205], the model consisted of two rigid blocks printed in 

VeroWhitePlus, a rigid material that simulated vertebral bodies. Joining these two rigid blocks were 

three connectors made of a rubber-like material. Connectors 1 and 2 (7.5 mm diameter, 36 mm 

height) were composed of A40-shore TangoBlackPlus while Connector 3 (elliptical shaped: 15.75 

mm height, 22.5 mm width, 17.25 mm length) was composed of A50 shore TangoBlackPlus (Figure 

3.1). The resulting combination of these materials created a motion segment presumed to have a 

time-dependent, nonlinear behavior. 
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Figure 3.1 Multi-material 3D print model and Cartesian axes. Numbers indicate the connector. 

Measures are given in millimetres. 

 

3.2.2 Model preparation and mounting 

All six 3D print models were potted simultaneously with a standardized technique using dental stone 

(Modern Materials, South Bend, IN). A 6-axis load cell (AMTI MC3A-1000, Advanced Mechanical 

Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) was used to record forces and moments generated in the models 

along and around each of the three Cartesian axes (x axis = anterior/posterior, y-axis = medial/lateral, 

z-axis = cranial/caudal) (Figure 3.1). The load cell was mounted rigidly to the platform of a parallel 

robot (Parallel Robotics Systems Corp., Hampton, NH) and zeroed. 

 

The parallel robot is comprised of a rigid platform suspended by 6 rigid struts of fixed length. Each 

strut is attached to an electromechanical motor that travels about a circular track. Changes in the 

position and orientation of the robot platform are achieved by computer-controlled movement of 
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each motor around the track. The linear and angular resolution of the robot is approximately 1µm and 

0.001° respectively. 

 

Both ends of the potted 3D model were rigidly fixed: the upper end bolted to a stationary cross-beam 

and the lower end bolted to the load cell mounted rigidly to the parallel robotic platform. The robot 

was then moved until the loads and moments on the model were minimized in all axes. This was 

considered the starting neutral position and from this position, spatial reference points were collected 

from the external surface of connector 3 with an optical tracking system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada) 

and customized software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX). From these data, a static 

center of rotation (COR) was calculated for  subsequent testing as 
1
/3 the length of connector 3 from 

the posterior wall.  

 

3.2.3 Testing protocol 

Pilot testing was conducted to verify the maximum angular displacement of the 3D print models. 

Based on the properties of the materials used, the maximum angular displacement was considered the 

angular displacement that created relative peak moments of ± 2 Nm and was found to be ± 7° about 

y-axis, ± 6° about the x-axis, and ± 5° for torsion (rotation around z-axis). Starting from the neutral 

position, 3 cycles of pure rotation were applied about each axis around the same COR. In each cycle, 

rotations were applied first in the positive direction, returning to neutral position, followed by 

rotation in the negative direction. After each rotation, the model was allowed to recover for a defined 

period of time to allow internal forces of the materials to minimize (7 minutes for rotation about y-

axis, and 5 minutes for rotation about both x- and z-axes as determined from pilot testing). The return 

of forces and moments to baseline was assured before the following test commenced. All angular 
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displacements were applied at a rate of 1°/sec and all testing was performed in a room at 23°C with 

data sampling at 1 kHz.  

 

3.2.3.1 Sequential connector removal 

Following baseline testing, the three connectors were removed using predetermined sequences 

(Table 3.1). After the removal of each connector, the same kinematic trajectory was performed with 

standardized recovery time between trials.  

 

Table 3.1 Sequence of connector removal for each 3D print model 

 Cut 1 Cut 2 Cut 3 

Model A Connector1 Connector2 Connector3 

Model B Connector1 Connector3 Connector2 

Model C Connector2 Connector1 Connector3 

Model D Connector2 Connector3 Connector1 

Model E Connector3 Connector1 Connector2 

Model F Connector3 Connector2 Connector1 

 

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

For each 3D print model, the resulting moments were plotted against time for the intact condition and 

following the removal of each connector. The relative mean and peak moments experienced by each 

connector were identified, calculated, and considered to be the primary outcome. Relative mean and 

peak moments were calculated as the difference between the mean and peak moments and the 

moments in the previous condition. The relative area between curves of the moment-rotation graph 

(Figure 3.2), was also calculated and analyzed. The measurements of the 3 trials were averaged and 

considered as dependent variables. 
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Descriptive statistics were reported for moments around each specific axis. As measurements were 

taken after the removal of each connector, the dependent variables were correlated. A linear mixed 

model analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 22 with 3 fixed factors: connector, 

movement, and sequence of connector removal. For all statistical tests, a level of significance p=0.05 

was considered. 

 

3.3 Results 

The variance between three repeated trials was found to be negligible (analysis of variance p=0.805), 

therefore the average of the 3 trials was used. Figure 3.2 illustrates moment-rotation curves observed 

about the y-axis. From these average curves, the interaction between the 3 fixed factors (connector, 

movement, and sequence of removal) was shown to be significant and was therefore retained in the 

analysis. The linear mixed models analysis revealed a significant difference in the moments borne by 

each connector when removed in different sequences (p<0.001) for all dependent variables. Linear 

mixed model tables are shown in Appendix I. The relative area between curves of the moment-

displacement graph of each connector during all movements tested are displayed in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Moment-rotation graph during positive and negative rotation around y-axis. White 

line represents the moments observed when the model was intact. The red line corresponds to the 

moments after connector 1 was removed, green line after connector 2 was also removed and blue 

line after all connectors (1, 2 and 3) were removed. For positive rotation, bottom line 

corresponds to loading curve and upper line to unloading curve. For negative rotation, upper line 

corresponds to loading curve and bottom line to unloading curve. 
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Table 3.2 Area between curves of moment-displacement graph (Nm-deg) of each connector during rotations about all three axes. 

 
Positive rotation 

y-axis 

Negative rotation 

y-axis 

Positive Rotation 

x-axis 

Negative rotation 

x-axis 

Positive rotation 

z-axis 

Negative Rotation 

z-axis 

 

Connector 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
 

Specimen 

A -3.46 -1.01 -0.50 -3.65 -0.82 -0.69 -5.11 -0.17 -0.27 -4.67 -0.03 -0.16 -0.88 -0.02 0.01 -0.86 -0.04 0.02 

 

B -4.94 -0.56 -0.70 -5.95 -0.36 -0.78 -4.39 -0.19 -0.01 -4.32 -0.21 -0.02 -0.98 -0.01 -0.03 -0.99 -0.00 -0.01 
 

C -4.35 -0.82 -0.68 -4.66 -0.53 -0.71 -4.22 -0.04 -0.54 -4.25 0.09 -0.64 -0.72 0.04 -0.14 -0.70 0.02 -0.13 
 

D -4.51 -0.69 -0.62 -5.26 -0.77 -0.49 -4.71 -0.47 -0.27 -4.31 -0.35 -0.17 -0.86 -0.04 -0.00 -0.83 -0.02 -0.00 
 

E -3.66 -0.52 -0.67 -3.87 -0.39 -0.57 -4.01 -0.16 -0.01 -4.00 -0.18 -0.00 -0.85 -0.00 -0.00 -0.82 -0.00 -0.00 
 

F -4.07 -0.58 -0.68 -3.75 -0.45 -0.57 -4.64 -0.19 -0.02 -3.76 -0.20 -0.00 -1.05 -0.00 -0.01 -1.05 -0.00 -0.01 
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Figure 3.3 shows the relative peak moments borne by each connector during positive rotation about 

y-axis. There was no statistically significant difference in moments when the same connector was 

removed first between models (i.e. moments borne by connector 1 between model A and B, 

connector 2 between models C and D, and connector 3 between models E and F - Mann-Whitney U; 

p>0.05). Relative mean moments and area under the curve borne by each connector during positive 

rotation about y-axis are shown on Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. 
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Figure 3.3 Bar chart showing the relative peak moments (±2SE) carried by each connector in 

different sequence of connector removal during positive rotation around y-axis. 
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Figure 3.4 Bar chart showing the relative mean moments (±2SE) carried by each connector in 

different sequence of connector removal during positive rotation around y-axis. 
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Figure 3.5 Bar chart showing the area under the curve (±2SE) of each connector in different 

sequence of connector removal during positive rotation around y-axis. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The results of this study demonstrate that structure loading created through robotic testing is 

dependent connector removal order. Although several studies have assumed identical load sharing 

regardless of sequence of structure removal [24,178,206], our results illustrate that even when 

using fabricated replicates and standardized robotic testing protocols with kinematic replication, 

model loading is dependent on removal sequence. This suggests an interaction between connectors 

while carrying load: the removal of one structure influences the loads borne by the remaining 

structures. 

  

The previous study of Lu and colleagues [174] support our findings. Their results showed that the 

sum of the loads experienced by the anterior and posterior columns during pure anterior and 

posterior shear were not equal to the load experienced by the intact specimen. They concluded that 

structures of the intervertebral joint act in cooperation and that the removal of one structure affects 

the mechanical function of the remaining structures [174].  

 

Although our protocols were carefully developed and executed to minimize error, variability in our 

protocol may have occurred. These error sources however would be minimal as preliminary testing 

showed no statistically significant difference in the spatial orientation between the six 3D print 

models.  

 

Although a standardized recovery time was defined during pilot testing and used during testing, 

our findings may be partly explained by insufficient recovery time even though loads were 
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confirmed to return to baseline before each rotation. This is unlikely for several reasons. First, 

rotation about the three axes were applied in the same order for all models before any connector 

was removed: rotation around y-axis was applied first, followed by rotation around the x- and then 

z-axes, so that no rotation in the same direction would be performed consecutively. Additionally, 

each connector was removed while the specimen was mounted in the specimen's position and 

loads. Finally, there was no significant difference between any of the repeat trials obtained for any 

given axis and any connector condition.    

 

The current study used a parallel robotic platform to repeatedly apply identical kinematics to the 

3D print models and measured the loads experienced by each connector. The study of Gillespie 

and Dickey [178] has also used a parallel robotic manipulator to replay identical kinematics of 

flexion and extension on porcine spines. By using a rotational potentiometer, they described small 

joint motion differences between trials, indicating deformation within the specimen [178]. In the 

current study however, given the known materials used to print the models, the deformation 

observed within the biological specimens is not likely to have occurred within our model. 

 

This study used identical testing objects, followed standardized procedures and protocols, and 

performed stable robotic biomechanical testing with exact kinematics being repeated between tests. 

The connectors of the 3D print models used in this study were printed with rubber-like materials 

which were observed in our study to have nonlinear viscoelastic material behavior [207,208] 

(Figure 3.2). As a result, model loading was influenced by the order in which connectors were 

removed. 
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3.4.1 Limitations 

In our model, we used a rubber-like material which was observed to have nonlinear viscoelastic 

behavior as do biological tissues (Figure 3.2). However, the response of biological tissues during a 

biomechanical test is much more complex [209,210] and would likely result in greater differences 

in loading arising from changes in dissection sequence. Therefore, extrapolation of these results to 

biological circumstances is not appropriate. Additionally, despite the known migration of the COR 

during movement in biological structures, this study utilized a fixed COR based on the location 

reported by Xia and colleagues [211] for flexion-extension. The use of a different COR could 

potentially load the specimen differently. 

 

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that the sequence in which connectors were removed from 

testing object affected their loading characteristics. The methodology used in the current study 

does not allow us to ascribe the results here observed to any one of the discussed phenomenon (e.g. 

viscoelasticity properties, nonlinearity behaviour, specimen preparation differences, testing error, 

etc). However, these results emphasize that if sequence-dependency was observed in such a 

simplified system, it will likely be observed in other systems composed of complex biological 

tissues. Based on these findings, the authors recommend that during robotic testing, tissues should 

be removed from all the specimens in the same sequence to facilitate appropriate comparison.  
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Chapter 4. 

Spinal tissues loaded by spinal manipulative therapy (SMT). 

Part I: the influence of SMT force magnitude and application site 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is defined as a high velocity, low amplitude dynamic force 

applied to a specific location of the spine for therapeutic reasons resulting in a mechanical 

deformation of the spine and surrounding tissues [20–22]. It is a common intervention to treat 

low back pain and its usage has increased over the last decade due to the public’s interest in 

complementary and alternative therapies [99,102]. Despite an increase in SMT usage, the 

underlying mechanisms of SMT (beneficial or harmful) are still not well understood.  

 

To date, investigations of SMT mechanisms have focused on two domains: physiological 

outcomes, including both biomechanical and neurophysiological [22,113,132], and SMT input 

parameters (e.g. thrust duration, loading rate) [30,56,212]. 

 

For SMT input parameters, peak force magnitudes and application site have been described as 

important parameters as they influence both neurophysiological and biomechanical outcomes 

elicited by SMT [28,32,45,56,133,139,140]. Vertebral displacement and acceleration as well as 

electromyographic responses and muscle spindles neural responsiveness have been reported to 

change depending on the applied SMT force magnitude [28,30,31,33]. Similarly, SMT 

application site has been demonstrated to influence spinal stiffness and muscle spindles sensory 

input magnitude [44,45]. 
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Unfortunately, few studies have succeeded in linking these domains together (i.e. SMT input 

parameters and physiological outcomes) by investigating how altering SMT input parameters can 

change the response of spinal tissues. If it can be shown that spinal tissue response is modified 

by SMT input parameters, then important indicators as to why SMT has specific health outcomes 

may be revealed. 

 

Toward understanding SMT underlying mechanisms, a previous study conducted by Kawchuk 

and colleagues [24] identified the loads experienced by spinal tissues during a general clinical 

application of SMT. They found that within the boundaries of a specific SMT application in a 

cadaveric preparation, the intervertebral disc is the spinal structure that experiences the greatest 

loads [24]. Despite these findings, it remains unknown if changes in SMT application parameters 

can modify the load distribution within spinal tissues. Specifically, the investigation of loading 

distribution within spinal tissues when SMT is applied with different peak force magnitudes and 

at different application sites has not been conducted to elucidate the relation between SMT input 

parameters and spinal tissue response. 
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Figure 4.1 Potential relation between spinal tissue targeting and influence on physiological 

outcomes by adjusting SMT input parameters. 

 

Given the lack of studies investigating SMT input parameters and their effect on spinal tissue 

load distribution, exploratory studies are needed to define the relation between SMT input 

parameters and the distribution of load within spinal tissues. Therefore, the objective of this 

study was to evaluate the relation between SMT input parameters and their effect on spinal 

tissues loading to guide the following studies of this dissertation. 

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Overview 

The overall methodology used in this study is summarized in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Summary of the overall methodology 

 

4.2.2 Sample Size Calculation 

The sample size calculation was conducted based on the data previoulsy reported by Kawchuk 

and colleagues (2010) [24] using  the General Power Analysis Program (G*Power 2) (University 

of Trier, Germany). With a statistical power was set at 0.80 (80%), two-tailed tests with level of 

significance set at α=0.05 (5%) and an effect size of 0.99-1.2, a sample size of 9 porcine models 

was required. Five additional porcine models were included to account for possible specimen 

loss due to data collection, potting procedure or testing complications and a total of 14 cadaveric 

porcine specimens were included. Given that the study from Kawchuk and colleagues also 

observed 12 variables, the use of the effect size reported by these authors for the current sample 
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size calculation is appropriate. Therefore, with a level of significance set at 0.05 and statistical 

power set 0.80, the changes of having types I and II errors were 5% and 20%, respectively. 

 

4.2.3 Specimen Preparation  

 Ten porcine cadavers (Duroc X [Large White X Landrace breeds]) of approximately 60-65kg 

were used in this study (four specimens were excuded due to technical complications during data 

collection). In each intact porcine cadaver, the L3 and L4 spinous processes were identified by 

palpation and confirmed by two techniques: 1) ultra-sound imaging and 2) needle probing. About 

1.5 cm to the right of the L3 and L4 spinous processes and with approximately 20° of inclination 

in the clockwise direction relative to the vertical position, pilot cuts were made through the skin 

and paravertebral muscles until the right L3 and L4 vertebral laminas were contacted. Through 

each cut, a 3.2 mm diameter bone pin (Zimmer Spine, Minneapolis, MN) with the same 20° of 

inclination were drilled through the right lamina, into the vertebral body (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 Bone pin positioning. A. Intact cadaveric specimen. B. After spine was removed. 

 

A rectangular flag having 4 infrared light-emitting diode markers was attached to the upper end 

of each bone pin (Figure 4.4). Ultra-sound imaging and needle probing technique were also used 

on the left side of the lumbar spine to identify the L4 left transverse process (TVP) and L3/L4 

facet joint (FJ). Following the application of SMT on the intact porcine cadaver (described in the 

following section), the lumbar spine was removed en bloc by reciprocating saw [24]. The 

vertebrae superior to L3 and inferior to L4 were extracted, the non-ligamentous tissues were 

removed with a scalpel and the L3/L4 segment cleaned of remaining non-ligamentous tissues 

with a water jet dissector (Smith and Nephew, St. Petersburg, FL). The segment was then sealed 

in plastic bag and kept refrigerated at 3°C for a few hours until potting and testing on the 
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following day [213]. The specimen was kept moist with physiologic saline throughout 

preparation, embedding and testing [214,215]. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Rectangular flag with 4 infrared light-emitting diode markers. 

 

4.2.4 Spinal Manipulation and Kinematic Recording 

In order to minimize significant SMT force-time profile variance known to exist between 

clinicians [21], SMT was delivered by a servo-controlled linear actuator motor [39] (Appendix 

II). A posterior to anterior spinal manipulative thrust was delivered using 3 different peak force 

magnitudes (100 N, 300 N, and 500 N) at 2 different application sites: L4 left TVP, and L3/L4 
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left FJ. For all SMTs, the preload was adjusted at 10% of the peak force and the slope of the 

force curve from preload to peak load (loading rate) was kept constant at 2.6 N/ms. Therefore 

time to peak was 37.5 ms, 112.5 ms, and 187.5 ms for SMT with 100 N, 300 N and 500 N peak 

force, respectively. 

  

During the application of each SMT the resulting motion of each bone pin and sensor flag was 

recorded in 3 dimensions by an optical tracking system at a rate of 400 Hz (0.01 mm system 

resolution with 0.15 mm rigid body resolution; NDI, Waterloo, Canada) (Appendix III). 

 

4.2.5 Potting Procedure 

Prior to robotic testing, all porcine lumbar spines had 3 pilot holes drilled in the exposed L3 and 

L4 endplates to accommodate 3 anchor screws per endplate (Figure 4.5). 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Anchor screws placement on porcine lumbar segments. 
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The specimens were then potted in a vertical orientation using dental stone (Modern Materials, 

South Bend, IN): in a horizontal surface, the spine segment was suspended in the pot by a hanger 

bolt drilled into L3 endplate and fixed to a ball-and-socket head attached to a cross beam (Figure 

4.6A). A horizontal laser level (DeWalt Industrial Tool Co., Baltimore, MD) was used to ensure 

that the intervertebral disc was parallel to the horizontal. After the dental stone was dry, the pot 

was turned up-side down, fixed to the cross beam, and the L3 vertebra was then potted (Figure 

4.6 B and C). All potting procedures were standardized to reduce variation in potting. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Potting procedure of porcine lumbar spine specimens. A. Potting of L4 vertebra. B 

and C. Potting of L3 vertebra.  
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4.2.6 Robotic Testing 

Following the potting procedure, the caudal end (L4) of the potted spinal segment was fixed to a 

6-axis load cell (AMTI MC3A-1000, Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) 

and the load cell rigidly mounted to a parallel robot platform (Parallel Robotics Systems corp., 

Hampton, NH) (Figure 4.7A). The parallel robot is composed of a rigid circular platform with 80 

cm of diameter, suspended by 6 rigid arms with 35 cm of length (Figure 4.7B). Each arm travels 

along a circular track moved by an electromechanical motor that is controlled by custom-

designed software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX). By changing the commands 

on the software, the robot’s arms move around the track and change the position and orientation 

of the platform. The resolution of the robot is a function of the motor performance (0.05 mm 

with a repeatability of 0.025 mm; Mikrolar, Hampton, NH), which translates into a linear 

resolution of less than 1µm and an angular resolution of 0.001°.  

 

 
Figure 4.7 Robotic testing. A. Specimen fixed to the load cell. B. Parallel robot platform with 

load cell and specimen attached.  
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After the potted specimen was rigidly mounted to the load cell/robot, a calibration process 

consisted of a series of known translations and rotations of the robot platform was performed and 

compared to the resulting change in the sensor position (Appendix IV). This calibration was 

executed to position the specimen in the same position and orientation previously recorded from 

the ex vivo neutral pose. By using known mathematical processes [216], the sensor movements 

caused by all SMTs were transposed into the robotic frame of reference. As a result, 6 robotic 

trajectories with each unique parameter combination (force magnitude and SMT application site) 

generated a separate robotic trajectory file consisting of a series of commands. The robot accepts 

commands less frequently than data points are generated by the optical system. Therefore the 

robotic command files were re-sampled to move the robotic platform in displacement control 

method reproducing the path of each SMT previously recorded. Given the safety settings of the 

robot, the SMT path replication was approximately 10% slower than the original SMT 

application. Once the calibration process was complete, the cranial end of the potted specimen 

was fixed to a stationary cross beam, the segment positioned in the initial neutral position and the 

load cell zeroed.  

  

By inputting the robotic trajectory file created in the custom-designed software, the robot moved 

through a series of events in the following the order: SMT application from medial to lateral and 

increasing SMT force magnitudes. This way, starting from the initial neutral position, SMTs 

were reproduced in the following sequence: 100 N at L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP; 300 N at L3/L4 FJ 

and L4 TVP; and 500 N at L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP.  Each event was separated by a 2 minutes 

recovery time. This time was employed as it was the minimum time necessary to perform all the 

tasks between tests (saving data, removing spinal structures, setting up for next test) and satisfied 
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the minimum time for loads to return to baseline [24]. Feasibility tests performed by Kawchuk 

and colleagues [24] also demonstrated that peak loads in the specimen change with repeated 

applications of the robotic trajectory, but this phenomenon reached equilibrium within 2 or 3 

trials. Therefore, 3 pre-conditioning trials were executed prior to testing.   

  

The forces and moments generated during robotic simulation of SMT movements were recorded 

at 50 Hz (axes of movement: x = medial/ lateral, y = anterior/posterior, and z = superior/inferior). 

Following the replication of the SMT paths by the robot, spinal structures were removed and/or 

transected from the specimen and the exact same kinematic events repeated by the robot. Based 

on the previous study of this dissertation [217], spinal structures were removed using the same 

sequence in all 10 specimens. Therefore, spinal structures were removed/transected (via scalpel 

unless otherwise noted) in the following order: 1) supra- and interspinous ligament (SL), 2) 

bilateral facet capsules, facet joints (via rongeur) and ligamentum flavum (PJ), 3) intervertebral 

disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). Since some intertransverse 

ligaments were not intact after removing the spine from ex vivo and dissection process, the 

intertransverse ligaments from all specimens were removed prior to testing. 

 

4.2.7 Statistical Analysis  

4.2.7.1 Variables 

In summary, this study had 2 independent variables, 12 dependent variables with 4 conditions 

independently observed. The description of the conditions and variables here used are detailed in 

Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Description of conditions and variables used throughout the chapter 

Term  Definition 

Condition (n=4)  

State in which specimens were tested. This study investigated 4 different 

conditions: 1.Intact specimen, 2.after cut 1 where supra- and intespinous 

ligaments (SL) were removed, 3.after cut 2 removing bilateral facet joins, 

capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) and 4.after cut 3 removing 

intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). 

SMT input parameter 

(n=6) 
 

Characteristics of the SMT force. In this study, peak force magnitude 

(100N, 300N, 500N) and application site (L3/L4 facet joint and L4 

transverse process) parameters were included. 

Independent variable  
Variable under investigation. In this study, independent variables are SMT 

peak force magnitude and application site. 

Dependent variable  

Measured variable, outcome. In this study, dependent variables are peak 

and mean forces and moments along and around all 3 axes of movement, 

respectively. 

 

 

4.2.7.2 Statistical Tests 

For each porcine lumbar specimen, the resulting forces and moments were plotted against time 

for the intact condition and following the removal of each spinal structure. By using customized 

software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX), the baseline forces and moments along 

and around the 3 Cartesian axes were considered to be those measured when the specimen was 

positioned in the same initial position as ex vivo. The peak and mean forces and moments along 

and around each axis (x-, y-, and z-axes) were identified by customized software for the intact 

condition and following each spinal structure removal. For the spinal structures, the relative peak 

and mean forces and moments were normalized to the respective load experienced by the intact 

condition during the application of each SMT trajectory. Peak force and moment correspond to 

the maximum measured force and moment during the SMT thrust phase. Mean forces and 

moments correspond to the average value of forces and moments involving both the preload and 
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thrust phases of SMT. The customized software also determined the magnitude of displacements 

(translation and rotation) where peak loads occurred. 

 

Given our objective of describing the relation between SMT input parameters of force magnitude 

and application site and spinal tissues loading characteristics, each spinal structure removal 

condition was analyzed independently. Therefore, a split plot analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

performed using R: A language and environment for statistical computing (R Foundation for 

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) with 2 factors: force magnitude (main-plot factor) and 

SMT application site (subplot factor). A Tukey multiple comparison post-hoc test was performed 

for pairwise analysis of significant interaction between factors. Force magnitude and application 

site main effects were analyzed on the conditions (intact condition or following spinal structure 

removal) and variables that did not reveal a significant interaction. For all statistical tests an α-

level of 0.05 was considered.  

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Overview 

Table 4.2 provides an overview of the significant interactions and main effects found in this 

experiment. Figure 4.8 shows an overview of the peak and mean forces and moments along and 

around the 3 axes of movement experienced by the intact specimen and by spinal structures 

isolated by sequential dissection. 
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Table 4.2 Summary of significant interactions and main effects 

Condition Dependant Variable 
Axes of movement 

X Y Z 

Intact 

Peak Force Force magnitude Force magnitude 
Force magnitude, 

Application site 

Mean Force Force magnitude Force magnitude Application site 

Peak Moment Interaction Force magnitude 
Force magnitude, 

Application site 

Mean Moment Interaction Application site 
Force magnitude, 

Application site 

Cut 1 (SL) 

Peak Force - - - 

Mean Force Force magnitude - - 

Peak Moment - Force magnitude - 

Mean Moment - - - 

Cut 2 (PJ) 

Peak Force Application site - - 

Mean Force - - - 

Peak Moment - Application site - 

Mean Moment - - Force magnitude 

Cut 3 (IVD) 

Peak Force - - - 

Mean Force - - - 

Peak Moment Interaction - - 

Mean Moment - - - 
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Figure 4.8 Combined loads of all conditions 
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4.3.2 Vertebral Displacements 

Exact vertebral displacements resulting from each SMT were replicated during robotic testing of 

all conditions. Relative translations and rotations of L4 vertebra in relation to L3 arising from  

SMT parameters of force magnitude and application site are displayed by axis of movement in 

Table 4.3. The greatest translation was observed along the y-axis (posterior to anterior 

translation) (5.16 ±2.76 mm) and the greatest rotations around the x- (1.77° ±0.87) and z-axes (-

1.85° ±1.10) (flexion-extension and axial rotation, respectively). Table 4.4 shows the average 

(±SD) relative vertebral displacement and rotation caused by SMT in comparison to values 

reported Kawchuk et al. (2010). 
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Table 4.3 Maximal displacement (mm) and rotation (°) (SD) created in the cadaveric specimens with the application of SMT 

(with different force magnitudes at different application sites) trajectories for all conditions 

SMT Parameters Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

Location Force Magnitude (N) X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (flx ext) Y (lat bending) Z (axial rot) 

L3/L4 FJ 100 2.89 (1.72) 4.00 (2.54) 0.73 (0.27)  1.34 (0.78) -0.72 (0.45) -0.78 (0.66) 

L3/L4 FJ 300 2.17 (1.48) 3.98 (2.47) 1.19 (0.16)  1.36 (0.84) -0.10 (0.17) -1.47 (1.08) 

L3/L4 FJ 500 1.93 (2.08) 4.74 (3.39) 1.42 (0.22)  1.58 (1.02) -0.70 (0.40) -1.91 (1.12) 

L4 TVP 100 2.47 (1.96) 5.76 (2.16) 0.73 (0.42)  1.90 (0.67) -0.67 (0.57) -1.54 (0.71) 

L4 TVP 300 1.32 (1.60) 5.99 (2.66) 1.03 (0.31)  2.14 (0.85) -0.47 (0.46) -2.17 (1.32) 

L4 TVP 500 1.50 (1.06) 6.49 (3.31) 1.12 (0.32)  2.32 (1.04) -0.49 (0.21) -3.22 (1.70) 

Average 2.05 (1.65) 5.16 (2.76) 1.04 (0.28)  1.77 (0.87) -0.53 (0.64) -1.85 (1.10) 

SD = standard deviation; FJ = facet joint; TVP= transverse process, N=Newtons 

 

 

 

Table 4.4 Average (SD) maximum displacement (mm) and rotation (°) of the current study and the previous 

study conducted by Kawchuk et al. (2010) 

Study 
Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf) 

Current Study 2.05 (1.65) 5.16 (2.76) 1.04 (0.28)  1.77 (0.87) -0.53 (0.64) -1.85 (1.10) 

Kawchuk et al. (2010) 2.15 (0.47) 5.35 (0.86) 0.5 (0.07)  1.96 (0.29) 0.61 (0.17) 0.45 (0.15) 
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4.3.3 Intact Specimen 

Figure 4.9 reports the average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by the intact specimen while changing SMT parameters of applied force magnitude 

and application site. 

 

4.3.3.1 Interaction effect 

With the intact specimen, a significant interaction between SMT force magnitude and application 

site was observed in flexion extension moments (peak and mean moments around x-axis) (Table 

4.5). Specifically, the interaction between 300 N and 500 N force magnitudes with L4 TVP 

application site created peak moments around x-axis (average: 0.95 Nm ±0.97, 95% CI [0.44, 

1.56]; and average: 1.24 Nm ±1.24, 95% CI [0.41, 1.99], respectively) significantly greater than 

the other possible interactions (Figure 4.10A). The interaction between 500 N force magnitude 

with L3/L4 FJ application site created a mean moment around x-axis (average: -0.80 Nm ±0.72, 

95% CI [-1.22, -0.28]) significantly greater in comparison to the other possible interactions 

(Figure 4.10B).  
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Figure 4.9 Average and standard deviation of peak and mean forces and moments experienced 

by the intact specimen during the SMT application with each force magnitude (bottom of each 

graph) at each application site (bar colors). Red boxes indicate significant interaction between 

force magnitude and application site effects. Yellow boxes indicate significant force magnitude 

main effect. A green boxes indicates significant application site main effect. 
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Table 4.5 Split plot ANOVA table for the intact condition 
 Peak force along x-axis  Mean force along x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 1214.2 1157.09 15.09 0.001 2 22.45 11.225 0.2968 0.74 

Ea 18 1380.2 76.68   18 680.87 37.826   

Location 1 140.6 140.58 3.2233 0.08 1 138.71 137.712 4.9646 0.03 

Force:Location 2 41.2 20.59 0.4720 0.62 2 50.62 25.311 0.9059 0.41 

Eb 27 1177.6 43.61   27 754.38 27.940   

 Peak force along y-axis Mean force along y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 2891.0 1445.49 32.0610 <0.001 2 78.9 39.46 9.5985 0.001 

Ea 18 811.5 45.09   18 74.0 4.11   

Location 1 86.3 86.28 2.9814 0.09 1 0.3 0.28 0.0552 0.81 

Force:Location 2 106.7 53.33 1.8428 0.17 2 4.3 2.16 0.4289 0.65 

Eb 27 781.4 28.94   27 136.2 5.04   

 Peak force along z-axis Mean force along z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 426.7 213.37 4.0065 0.03 2 86.29 43.144 2.5240 0.10 

Ea 18 958.6 53.26   18 307.68 17.094   

Location 1 1431.5 1431.52 12.0459 0.001 1 91.71 91.712 4.6859 0.03 

Force:Location 2 42.7 21.35 0.1796 0.83 2 17.95 8.974 0.4585 0.63 

Eb 27 3208.7 118.84   27 528.44 19.572   

 Peak moment around x-axis Mean moment around x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 2.928 1.4639 3.6005 0.04 2 0.1027 0.05137 0.5801 0.56 

Ea 18 7.319 0.4066   18 1.5938 0.08855   

Location 1 8.943 8.9434 65.4513 <0.001 1 0.7628 0.76281 25.3743 <0.001 

Force:Location 2 0.930 0.4650 3.1032 0.04* 2 0.6135 0.30673 10.2031 <0.001* 

Eb 27 3.689 0.1366   27 0.8117 0.03006   

 Peak moment around y-axis Mean moment around y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 17.953 8.9766 25.1463 <0.001 2 0.1169 0.05847 0.3398 0.71 

Ea 18 6.426 0.3570   18 3.0974 0.17208   

Location 1 0.074 0.0744 0.0965 0.75 1 1.1354 1.13542 7.8484 <0.001 

Force:Location 2 0.363 0.1817 0.2357 0.79 2 0.1888 0.09440 0.6525 0.52 

Eb 27 20.813 0.7709   27 3.9061 0.14467   

 Peak moment around z-axis Mean moment around z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 133.546 66.773 14.8692 <0.001 2 4.6993 2.34964 11.9448 <0.001 

Ea 18 80.832 4.491   18 3.5407 0.19671   

Location 1 64.679 64.879 16.2209 <0.001 1 2.6332 2.63323 31.0537 <0.001 

Force:Location 2 18.114 9.057 2.2644 0.12 2 0.2541 0.12706 1.4984 0.24 

Eb 27 107.993 4.000   27 2.2895 0.08480   

* - p-value < 0.05          
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Figure 4.10 Interaction between force magnitude and application site for peak (A) and mean (B) 

moment around x-axis (flexion extension moment) in the intact condition. FJ=Facet joint; 

TVP=Transverse process. 

 

4.3.3.2 Force magnitude main effect 

Significant SMT force magnitude main effect was observed in all peak forces and moments, 

mean anterior-posterior forces (force along y-axis), and mean axial rotation moment (moment 

around z-axis). Overall, the intact specimen experienced significantly greater loads and moments 

with the application of a SMT with greater force magnitudes (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.9). 

 

4.3.3.3 Application site main effect 

Significant application site main effect was observed in peak and mean superior-inferior forces 

and axial rotation moments (forces along and moments around z-axis). Mean lateral moment 

(moment around y-axis) was also affected by SMT application site main effect. Generally, the 

intact specimen experienced greater superior inferior forces when SMT was applied at FJ than 

when applied at TVP. On the other hand, axial rotation and lateral bending moments experienced 

by the intact specimen were greater when SMT was applied at TVP in comparison to when 

applied at FJ (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.9). 
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4.3.4 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Figure 4.11 shows the average of normalized relative peak and mean forces and moments 

experienced by the SL structures during the SMT application with each force magnitude at each 

application site. Generally, from the total loads experienced by the intact specimen, SL structures 

experienced about 0.2% of the peak forces, 0.7% of the mean forces, 3% of the peak moments 

and 7.2% of the mean moments (Figure 4.8).  

 

4.3.4.1 Interaction effect 

The SL structures removed in cut 1 did not present any significant interaction between force 

magnitude and SMT application site (Table 4.6). 

 

4.3.4.2 Force magnitude main effect 

Statistically significant main effect of force magnitude was observed in mean lateral force and 

peak lateral bending moment (mean force along x-axis and peak moment around y-axis, 

respectively) (Table 4.6). Paradoxically, lateral loads borne by SL when SMT was applied with 

100 N force magnitude (average mean force along x-axis: -0.18 N ±0.21, 95% CI [-0.31, -0.02]; 

average peak moment around y-axis: -0.10 Nm ±0.06, 95% CI [-0.25, -0.04]) were significantly 

greater than with 500 N (average mean force along x-axis: -0.04 N ±0.12, 95% CI [-0.08, 0.00]; 

average peak moment around y-axis: 0.01 Nm ±0.25, 95% CI [-0.07, 0.10]) (Figure 4.12).  

 

4.3.4.3 Application site main effect 

Application site main effect did not reveal a statistically significant difference. 
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Figure 4.11 Average and standard deviation of normalized relative peak and mean forces and 

moments experienced by the supra- and interspinous ligaments during the SMT application with 

each force magnitude (bottom of each graph) at each application site (bar colors). Yellow boxes 

indicate significant force magnitude main effect.  
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Table 4.6 Split plot ANOVA table for the supra- and interspinous ligaments 
 Peak force along x-axis  Mean force along x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.4738 0.23689 1.3052 0.29 2 0.19636 0.09818 4.3454 0.02 

Ea 18 3.2670 0.18150   18 0.40669 0.02259   

Location 1 0.0011 0.00112 0.0108 0.91 1 0.00159 0.00158 0.1136 0.73 

Force:Location 2 0.1482 0.07411 0.7127 0.49 2 0.02840 0.014200 1.0160 0.37 

Eb 27 2.8080 0.10400   27 0.37734 0.013976   

 Peak force along y-axis Mean force along y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.01444 0.00721 0.2351 0.79 2 0.02978 0.014889 1.6817 0.21 

Ea 18 0.55272 0.03070   18 0.15936 0.00885   

Location 1 0.01102 0.01021 0.5754 0.45 1 0.00258 0.002582 0.3455 0.56 

Force:Location 2 0.1021 0.05109 2.8776 0.07 2 0.00747 0.003735 0.4999 0.61 

Eb 27 0.4793 0.01775   27 0.20174 0.007472   

 Peak force along z-axis Mean force along z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.06956 0.034778 0.4383 0.65 2 0.00739 0.003696 0.7087 0.50 

Ea 18 1.42837 0.079354   18 0.09388 0.00521   

Location 1 0.02752 0.02751 0.2406 0.62 1 0.01002 0.010024 2.888 0.10 

Force:Location 2 0.17410 0.08705 0.7612 0.47 2 0.00404 0.002022 0.5826 0.56 

Eb 27 3.08763 0.114357   27 0.09369 0.003470   

 Peak moment around x-axis Mean moment around x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.04988 0.024942 1.3812 0.27 2 0.06025 0.03012 0.6736 0.52 

Ea 18 0.32505 0.018058   18 0.80500 0.044722   

Location 1 0.07215 0.072152 1.7173 0.20 1 0.00400 0.003999 0.0672 0.79 

Force:Location 2 0.02919 0.14594 0.3474 0.70 2 0.02799 0.013997 0.2352 0.79 

Eb 27 1.13439 0.042014   27 1.60678 0.059510   

 Peak moment around y-axis Mean moment around y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.15788 0.078939 4.3191 0.02 2 0.2820 0.140991 1.0428 0.37 

Ea 18 0.32898 0.018277   18 2.4337 0.135204   

Location 1 0.03591 0.035907 0.7271 0.40 1 0.0459 0.045894 0.2911 0.59 

Force:Location 2 0.01811 0.009053 0.1833 0.83 2 0.2120 0.105989 0.6724 0.51 

Eb 27 1.3336 0.049384   27 4.2561 0.157635   

 Peak moment around z-axis Mean moment around z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.03492 0.017459 0.7265 0.49 2 0.00012 0.00059 0.0031 0.99 

Ea 18 0.43258 0.024032   18 0.33562 0.018646   

Location 1 0.00895 0.008948 0.4100 0.52 1 0.00113 0.001133 0.2070 0.87 

Force:Location 2 0.03634 0.018171 0.8327 0.44 2 0.09972 0.049861 1.1905 0.31 

Eb 27 0.58922 0.021822   27 1.13084 0.041883   
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Figure 4.12 Force magnitude main effect of average (and standard deviation) mean force along 

x-axis (lateral force) and peak moment around y-axis (lateral bending) for supra- and 

interspinous ligaments. 

 

 

4.3.5 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Figure 4.13 shows the average of normalized relative peak and mean forces and moments 

experienced by the PJ structures during the SMT application with each force magnitude at each 

application site. Generally, from the total loads experienced by the intact specimen, PJ structures 

experienced 0.1% of the peak forces, 1.4% of the mean forces, 2.1% of the peak moments and 

75% of the mean moments (Figure 4.8). 

 

4.3.5.1 Interaction effects 

The PJ structures removed in cut 2 did not reveal a statistically significant interaction between 

force magnitude and SMT application site (Table 4.7). 

 

* 
* 

x-axis y-axis 
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4.3.5.2 Force magnitude main effect 

Force magnitude main effect was only observed in mean moment around z-axis (axial rotation 

moment) (Table 4.7): a SMT applied with a force magnitude of 100 N created moments in PJ 

structures (average: -0.17 Nm ±0.51, 95% CI [-1.52, 1.17]) significantly smaller than a SMT 

with 500 N (average: -0.79 Nm ±0.50, 95% CI {[-1.08, -0.49]) (Figure 4.14 and Table 4.7). 

 

4.3.5.3 Application site main effect 

Application site main effect was also statistically significant for lateral force and lateral bending 

moment (peak force along x-axis and peak moment around y-axis, respectively): loads 

experienced by PJ structures were significantly greater when SMT was applied at L4 TVP than 

at L3/L4 FJ (Figure 4.15 and Table 4.7).  
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Figure 4.13 Average and standard deviation of normalized relative peak and mean forces and 

moments experienced by the bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum during the 

SMT application with each force magnitude (bottom of each graph) at each application site (bar 

colors). A yellow box indicates significant force magnitude main effect. Green boxes indicate 

significant application site main effect. 
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Table 4.7 Split plot ANOVA table for the bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum 
 Peak force along x-axis  Mean force along x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 2.939 2.9694 1.5459 0.24 2 4.1084 2.05418 2.2088 0.13 

Ea 18 34.574 1.9208   18 16.7399 0.9300   

Location 1 11.199 11.1986 5.8021 0.02 1 0.0431 0.04311 0.0438 0.83 

Force:Location 2 4.960 2.4798 1.2848 0.29 2 0.5451 0.27254 0.2768 0.76 

Eb 27 52.112 1.9301   27 26.5833 0.98457   

 Peak force along y-axis Mean force along y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.3195 0.1597 0.5116 0.60 2 0.0205 0.01026 0.0643 0.93 

Ea 18 5.6201 0.3122   18 2.8715 0.15953   

Location 1 0.6248 0.62483 1.2356 0.27 1 0.0794 0.07941 0.9995 0.32 

Force:Location 2 2.5118 1.2559 2.4835 0.10 2 0.3645 0.18227 2.2944 0.12 

Eb 27 13.6541 0.50571   27 2.1450 0.07944   

 Peak force along z-axis Mean force along z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.3476 0.1782 0.4433 0.64 2 0.01303 0.006516 0.7452 0.48 

Ea 18 7.0583 0.39213   18 0.15738 0.008743   

Location 1 0.0045 0.00445 0.0095 0.92 1 0.00351 0.003509 0.8884 0.35 

Force:Location 2 1.5229 0.76143 1.6179 0.21 2 0.00709 0.003546 0.8976 0.41 

Eb 27 12.7070 0.47063   27 0.10666 0.003950   

 Peak moment around x-axis Mean moment around x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.0905 0.04525 0.2452 0.78 2 0.7544 0.37719 2.7347 0.09 

Ea 18 3.3216 0.18453   18 2.4826 0.13792   

Location 1 0.2831 0.28314 0.8939 0.35 1 0.0548 0.05476 0.1550 0.69 

Force:Location 2 0.5129 0.25646 0.8096 0.45 2 0.0790 0.03948 0.1118 0.89 

Eb 27 8.5527 0.31677   27 9.5355 0.3517   

 Peak moment around y-axis Mean moment around y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 0.1420 0.07101 0.2145 0.80 2 0.4615 0.23076 0.1441 0.86 

Ea 18 5.9584 0.33102   18 28.8186 1.60103   

Location 1 3.0531 3.05309 8.1190 <0.01 1 0.3616 0.36157 0.3611 0.55 

Force:Location 2 0.1792 0.08959 0.2383 0.78 2 0.9484 0.47422 0.4736 0.62 

Eb 27 10.1531 0.37604   27 27.0359 1.00133   

 Peak moment around z-axis Mean moment around z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 2.6353 1.31766 1.4245 0.26 2 5.9178 2.95889 4.9126 0.01 

Ea 18 16.6498 0.9249   18 10.8414 0.60230   

Location 1 0.0144 0.01440 0.0209 0.88 1 0.0880 0.08798 0.1863 0.66 

Force:Location 2 2.8818 1.44091 2.0901 0.14 2 0.6562 0.32808 0.6947 0.50 

Eb 27 18.6138 0.68940   27 12.7513 0.47227   
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Figure 4.14 Force magnitude main effect of average (and standard deviation) mean moment 

around z-axis (axial rotation) for bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum. 

 

 
Figure 4.15 Application site main effect of average (and standard deviation) peak force along x-

axis (lateral force) and peak moment around y-axis (lateral bending moment) for bilateral facet 

joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum. 

 

4.3.6 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Figure 4.16 shows the average of normalized peak and mean forces and moments experienced by 

IVD structures during the SMT application with each force magnitude at each application site. 

Generally, from the total loads experienced by the intact specimen, IVD structures experienced 

* 

* 
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about 2.3% of the peak forces, 2.6% of the mean forces, 58.1% of the peak moments and 77.7% 

of the mean moments (Figure 4.8). 

 

4.3.6.1 Interaction effects 

For the IVD structures, although a statistically significant interaction between force magnitude 

and SMT application site in flexion extension moment (peak moment around x-axis) was 

observed (Table 4.8), post-hoc analysis did not reveal any significant pairwise comparison. 

 

4.3.6.2 Force magnitude main effect 

No significant force magnitude main effect was observed. 

 

4.3.6.3 Application site main effect 

Application site main effect did not reveal a statistically significance difference.  
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Figure 4.16 Average and standard deviation of normalized peak and mean forces and moments 

experienced by intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments during the 

SMT application with different force magnitudes (bottom of each graph) at each application site 

(bar colors). A red box indicate significant interaction between force magnitude and application 

site effects.  
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Table 4.8. Split plot ANOVA table for the intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudial ligaments 

 Peak force along x-axis  Mean force along x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 7.925 3.9625 0.9616 0.40 2 7.784 3.8922 1.7808 0.19 

Ea 18 74.148 4.1193   18 39.342 2.1857   

Location 1 10.453 10.4526 3.5390 0.07 1 2.835 2.8353 0.7488 0.39 

Force:Location 2 10.039 5.0195 1.6995 0.20 2 3.838 1.9192 0.5069 0.60 

Eb 27 79.746 2.9535   27 102.22 3.7863   

 Peak force along y-axis Mean force along y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 7.680 3.8402 0.7902 0.46 2 2.445 1.2223 0.6185 0.54 

Ea 18 87.478 4.8599   18 35.751 1.9762   

Location 1 0.446 0.4464 0.1825 0.67 1 1.872 1.8715 1.7852 0.19 

Force:Location 2 14.462 7.2312 2.9561 0.06 2 1.954 0.9771 0.9320 0.40 

Eb 27 66.047 2.4462   27 28.306 1.0484   

 Peak force along z-axis Mean force along z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 3.317 1.6585 0.7519 0.48 2 0.0556 0.02779 1.2155 0.31 

Ea 18 39.702 2.2057   18 0.4115 0.02286   

Location 1 0.233 0.2335 0.1040 0.74 1 0.0103 0.01026 0.9099 0.34 

Force:Location 2 3.714 1.8568 0.8271 0.44 2 0.0042 0.00209 0.1852 0.83 

Eb 27 60.612 2.2449   27 0.6044 0.0128   

 Peak moment around x-axis Mean moment around x-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 1.461 0.7307 0.2286 0.79 2 0.7544 0.37719 2.7347 0.09 

Ea 18 57.523 3.1957   18 2.4826 0.13792   

Location 1 3.301 3.3015 1.6622 0.20 1 0.0548 0.05476 0.1550 0.69 

Force:Location 2 13.882 6.9410 3.4946 0.04* 2 0.0790 0.03948 0.1118 0.89 

Eb 27 53.628 1.9862   27 9.5355 0.35317   

 Peak moment around y-axis Mean moment around y-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 3.001 1.5003 0.9875 0.39 2 19.293 9.6466 2.6230 0.10 

Ea 18 27.347 1.5193   18 66.199 3.6777   

Location 1 3.076 3.0759 2.6579 0.11 1 3.715 3.7153 0.8488 0.36 

Force:Location 2 2.102 1.0509 0.9081 0.41 2 4.763 2.3814 0.5441 0.58 

Eb 27 31.246 1.1573   27 118.183 4.3771   

 Peak moment around z-axis Mean moment around z-axis 

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value 

Force 2 4.3912 2.19562 1.9527 0.17 2 2.619 1.30969 0.4990 0.61 

Ea 18 20.2397 1.12443   18 47.240 2.6244   

Location 1 0.6285 0.62854 0.6138 0.44 1 1.661 1.66109 1.0396 0.31 

Force:Location 2 0.1380 0.06899 0.0674 0.93 2 0.739 0.36961 0.2313 0.79 

Eb 27 27.6466 1.02395   27 43.139 1.59775   

* - p-value < 0.05          
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In summary, the interaction between SMT force magnitude and application site parameters with 

significant pairwise comparisons was only observed on the intact condition. Significant 

differences in loads due to force magnitude main effect were observed in the intact specimen and 

for SL and PJ structures. Application site main effect significantly influenced the intact specimen 

and PJ structures loading.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

This study aimed to describe the loading characteristics of cadaveric spinal tissues receiving 

SMT of different application parameters. The results demonstrate that SMT force magnitude and 

application site parameters influenced spinal tissues loading. The interaction effect between SMT 

force magnitude and SMT application site influenced the intact specimen in flexion and 

extension, while main significant effects were observed in all other axes. Specifically for unique 

spinal structures, while PJ structures were influenced by both force magnitude and application 

site main effects, SL structures were only influenced by SMT force magnitude. Sequential 

dissection revealed that lateral forces and moments experienced by SL and PJ structures were 

influenced by force magnitude and application site main effects respectively, and that axial 

moments experienced by PJ structures were also influenced by SMT force magnitude main 

effect. Overall, the results of this study suggest that SMT input parameters of force magnitude 

and application site significantly change SMT load distribution within spinal tissues and, 

consequently, the forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and by spinal 

structures. Although several studies have been conducted investigating the effects of various 

SMT parameters on biomechanical and neurophysiological responses [28,30,34,45,56], this is 
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the first study to quantify the effect of changing SMT application parameters on spinal tissue 

response.  

 

4.4.1 Methodological choices   

Significant differences in force-time profiles of manual SMT have been described in the 

literature [21,35,36]. It is thought that this variation in consistent application of manual SMT 

impedes systematic investigation of the effects of SMT parameters on various outcomes [35,36]. 

For this reason, a servo-controlled linear actuator motor (Linear Motor Series P01-48x360; 

LinMot, Inc, Zurich, Switzerland) was developed to standardize SMT force-time profiles and 

simulate a precise and repeatable SMT (average differences in applied peak force=<3N; 

correlation coefficient=0.98) [39]. In order to ensure that accurate and repeatable SMT force-

time profiles were being applied, the current study used the Descarreaux device [39] to apply 

SMTs with specific parameters. In this way, it is more certain that the observed response of 

spinal loading is attributable to SMT parameters. 

 

Based on these results from the first study of this dissertation, the sequence in which spinal 

structures are removed from the specimen influence the loads each structure experiences. 

Therefore, in order to avoid confounding load differences related to the sequence of structure 

removal, this experiment removed spinal structures from all the specimens following the same 

sequence: SL structures were removed first, followed by PJ structures, and IVD were the last 

structures to be removed [217].  
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4.4.2 Interpretation of Results 

4.4.2.1 Vertebral displacements and rotations 

A posterior to anterior SMT thrust was applied at the overlying skin of the left L3/L4 FJ and L4 

TVP and the resulting kinematics replicated for the intact specimen and following each cut. As 

expected, given the posterior to anterior direction of SMT application, the greatest vertebral 

translation was observed to occur in the postero-anterior axis (y-axis). Similarly, the greatest 

rotations were observed to occur around the x- (flexion-extension) and z-axes (axial rotation).  

 

These results are in agreement with Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24] who applied manual 

SMT at the overlying skin of left L3 TVP. Kawchuk et al. [24] not only observed maximal 

translations in the posterior to anterior axis and greatest rotation around the medial-lateral axis 

(flexion-extension movement), but the magnitude of the anterior posterior displacement and 

flexion extension rotation were similar to the ones observed in the current study (Table 4.4). 

Despite these similar displacement and rotation, the rotation about z-axis observed in this study 

was similar in magnitude to the rotation about x-axis, and greater to the one observed by 

Kawchuk et al. [24]. These differing observations could be explained by the method used for 

SMT application. While a trained clinician applied manual SMT in the study conducted by 

Kawchuk and colleagues [24], our study used a servo-controlled linear actuator motor. In 

addition to possible force-time profile differences between manual and instrument-based SMT, 

the area of pressure through which the forces were applied in manual versus instrument-based 

SMT could additionally be the source of this observed difference in angular displacement. 

Although Kawchuk and colleagues [24] did not describe the position of the clinician's hand at the 

time of the SMT application, peak pressure migration and area of pressure distribution have been 
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associated with hand configuration during SMT application [218]. Given these results, it is 

possible that the use of a linear motor actuator created more focused and precise SMT which in 

turn created different angular displacements around z-axis. This suggests that in addition to SMT 

input parameters, other SMT characteristics, such as contact area and area of pressure 

distribution, may potentially play an important role in spinal tissue loading during SMT. 

Notwithstanding, despite the difference observed in rotation about z-axis (axial rotation), similar 

spinal loading magnitudes were observed on the displacements and rotations of the remaining 

axes (Table 4.4). This indicates that the SMT applied in the current study is representative of a 

clinical SMT application and, in regard to vertebral motion, the clinical implications of this study 

will only have a limitation on inferences regarding rotation around z-axis (axial rotation).  

 

4.4.2.2 Intact Specimen 

In the intact specimen, the interaction between 300 N and 500 N SMT magnitudes with a L4 

TVP application site generated significantly greater peak flexion-extension moments (about x-

axis) when compared to the other possible interactions (Figure 4.10A). In addition to the greater 

extension rotations caused by the application of 300 N and 500 N SMT at a TVP application site 

(Table 4.3), peak extension moments generally increased with greater SMT force magnitude as 

well as when SMT was applied at the TVP versus the FJ (Figure 4.8). Additionally, the 

anatomical position of L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP gives SMT applied at the L4 TVP a mechanical 

advantage to producing greater moments. Therefore, by applying basic mechanical foundations 

and combining a longer moment arm with greater applied forces, greater moments are created in 

the intact specimen. 
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Interestingly, the interaction between L3/L4 FJ application site with 500 N force magnitude 

created a mean moment around the x-axis (flexion-extension moment) greater than all other 

interactions in this study (Figure 4.10B). While the measurement of peak moments is related to 

the maximum measured moment experienced during the SMT thrust phase only, the mean 

moments take into consideration the loads experienced during both preload and thrust phases of 

SMT. Therefore, when the moments experienced during the preload phase are taken into 

consideration, the interaction between 500 N force magnitude with L3/L4 FJ application site 

creates flexion-extension moments that are significantly greater. Related to the significance of 

preload characteristics, the study conducted by Nougarou and colleagues [57] observed that 

increasing forces of the preload phase significantly increased the sagittal vertebral displacement 

during this phase. Reed and colleagues [141] also reported preload phase parameters to influence 

muscle spindles responses. This indicates that SMT preload phase does not only influence 

neuromuscular and biomechanical responses [57,141], but also the loads experienced by the 

motion segment. 

 

The significant interactions between 300 N and 500 N force magnitudes with L4 TVP 

application site and between 500 N force magnitude with L3/L4 FJ application site indicate that 

for the extension moments experienced by the intact specimen, SMT force magnitude is related 

to the location in which SMT is applied. Therefore, the combination of a specific force 

magnitude with a specific application site has a different effect than each main effect would have 

by itself. Consequently, future studies investigating the SMT input parameters of force 

magnitude and application site should consider both parameters and the interaction between them 

when designing the study. 
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Of note, only flexion-extension moments (moments around x-axis) experienced by the intact 

specimen were influenced by the interaction between force magnitude and application site 

effects. Peak and mean forces as well as moments around y- and z-axes were influenced by 

either force magnitude or application site main effects or both, but no interaction was observed. 

This observation, that main effects occur in most, but not all axes indicates that for those axes 

where force magnitude main effect was observed, spinal responses to SMT are not dependent on 

where these SMT forces are applied. Similarly, the specific spinal responses significantly 

influenced by SMT application site are not dependent on the SMT force magnitude. These 

observations indicate that for all peak and mean forces and moments around y- and z-axis, the 

combination of a specific force magnitude with a specific application site does not have a 

different effect than each main effect would have by itself. 

 

Regarding the main effects in the intact segment, significant main effects were observed and 

only considered for variables in which the interaction effect was not significant. Specifically, 

significant force magnitude main effect was observed and SMT with greater force magnitudes 

increased all experienced peak forces and peak lateral and axial rotation moments. This 

demonstrates that generally, SMT with greater force magnitudes caused greater vertebral 

displacements, which is in agreement with previous observations reported by Keller et al. (2003) 

[46]. The current study goes further by demonstrating that in addition to the greater vertebral 

displacements, SMT with greater force magnitude also created greater loads in the intact 

specimen. Although our data support the intuitive rationale that greater vertebral displacements 

create greater loads in the specimen, this relation still needs to be further investigated as there 
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were occasions in which greater loads were not observed during great vertebral displacements. 

For example, although the application of a 100 N SMT at L3/L4 FJ caused the greatest lateral 

translation (displacement along x-axis) (Table 4.2), the forces experienced by the intact specimen 

along this axis (force along x-axis) was not the greatest force observed (Figure 4.9). Despite this, 

applying SMT with greater force magnitudes created greater peak forces in all directions as well 

as peak lateral bending and axial rotation moments in the intact specimen.  

 

Regarding main effects in the intact segment, it was expected that the SMT application at TVP 

created greater moments than when applied at FJ. Additionally, greater vertebral axial rotation 

(rotation about z-axis) can be observed when SMT is applied at L4 TVP in comparison to when 

applied at L3/L4 FJ (Table 4.3). On the other hand, the superior-inferior forces experienced by 

the intact specimen were significantly greater when SMT was applied at FJ than at TVP. Table 

4.3 shows that SMT application at L3/L4 FJ causes slightly greater vertebral superior translations 

than when applied at L4 TVP. One potential explanation for this finding is related to the existing 

natural pretension of the ligamentum flavum [97]. Heuer and colleagues [97] have observed a 

0.5° change in lordosis angle following the transection of the ligamentum flavum indicating the 

presence of a natural pretension of this ligament. Therefore, it is possible that this pretension 

might assist the superior vertebral translation when SMT is applied at L3/L4 FJ. Therefore, while 

the SMT application at the TVP creates greater axial rotation moments, the SMT application at 

the FJ creates greater superior-inferior forces in the spinal segment. 
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4.4.2.3 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Specifically, Table 4.3 shows the displacements of L4 vertebra in relation to L3 during the 

application of each SMT trajectory. Force magnitude main effect was the only significant effect 

observed to influence SL structures, an effect limited to lateral forces and moments. A previous 

study conducted by Heuer and colleagues [97] support our findings that the SL structures 

contribute to resisting lateral bending moments. Unexpectedly and paradoxically, SL structures 

experienced significantly greater lateral force (mean force along x-axis) and lateral bending 

moment (peak moment around y-axis) with lesser (100N), not greater SMT application (500 N). 

Specifically, 100 N SMT trajectories caused greater lateral translation (displacement along x-

axis) and rotation (rotation around y-axis) than the 500 N SMT trajectory. Although the 

underlying mechanism to this paradoxical relation is not forthcoming from our data, it can be 

speculated that when SMT is applied with greater force magnitudes, additional spinal structures, 

(e.g. facet joints) are engaged thereby changing the resulting vertebral movement as well as 

taking over the loads previously experienced by SL structures.  

 

In summary, although SL structures experience greater loads when SMT is applied with smaller 

force magnitudes, the amount of load borne by SL structures remains smaller in magnitude than 

the ones borne by the LF and IVD structures. 

 

4.4.2.4 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Both force magnitude and application site main effects significantly influenced loads 

experienced by PJ structures. Specifically for the force magnitude main effect, moments around 

z-axis (axial rotation moment) were significantly smaller when SMT was applied with 100 N 
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than the ones experienced during the 500 N SMT. This agrees with the previous speculation that 

as greater force magnitudes of SMT are applied, facet joints (and potentially ligamentum flavum) 

become engaged and change the resulting vertebral motion and spinal loads. 

 

Application site main effect was also observed to significantly affect the relative load 

experienced by the PJ structures. For these structures, SMT applied at L4 FJ created relative 

peak lateral forces (along x-axis) in the opposite direction than the ones created when SMT was 

applied at L4 TVP. Given that the SMT application at L3/L4 FJ and at L4 TVP caused lateral 

translations in the same direction (Table 4.3), the reason for PJ structures to experience lateral 

forces (along x-axis) in opposite directions it is not completely understood. One potential 

explanation for this finding is related to the previously described natural pretension of the 

ligamentum flavum [97]. Given that 1) SMT application causes a complex movement involving 

3-dimensional translations and rotations [125], 2) SMT was applied unilaterally at the left L3/L4 

FJ and TVP, and 3) ligamentum flavum is included in the PJ structures, it is possible to speculate 

that given the combination of translations and rotations caused by SMT at each application site, 

ligamentum flavum pretension influences SMT loading distribution and alters loads experienced 

by PJ structures. Specifically, it is possible that when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ, the 

ligamentum flavum pretension imposed a greater resistance to the lateral displacement creating a 

lateral force in the opposite direction compared to SMT application at L4 TVP. Additionally, 

Table 4.3 shows that despite being in the same direction, the SMT application at L3/L4 FJ 

created lateral vertebral translations slightly greater than when applied at TVP. Therefore, given 

the oblique orientation of the facet joints in the lumbar spine [219,220], it is possible that this 
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slight vertebral translation increase caused a greater contact between facet joints surfaces, 

increasing the lateral forces borne by the PJ structures. 

 

On the other hand, PJ structures experienced greater peak lateral bending moments (around y-

axis) when SMT was applied at L4 TVP than at L3/L4 FJ. Previous studies have reported lateral 

displacements and rotations as a consequence of SMT application [104,125,126]. Given the 

anatomical position of L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP, and the length of the moment arm when SMT is 

applied at each of these application sites, greater moments experienced by PJ structures when 

SMT is applied at L4 TVP (longer moment arm than L3/L4 FJ) were expected. Keller and 

colleagues (2003) [46] have described that the observed 3-dimensional vertebral motions during 

the SMT application is influenced by the location in which SMT is applied. Although specific 

lateral bending was not greatly different between L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP SMT application sites in 

the current study, the total movement resulting from the combination of translations and rotations 

along and around all 3 Cartesian axes potentially play a significant role in loading PJ structures 

when SMT is applied at different application sites. This suggests that the resulting vertebral 

motion arising from the application of SMT at different application sites influence the SMT load 

distribution. 

 

In summary, PJ structures experienced greater loads when SMT was applied with greater force 

magnitudes and when applied at the TVP.  With the exception of mean moments around z-axis, 

from the total loads experienced by the intact specimen, the overall loads borne by posterior joint 

structures were smaller than the ones borne by IVD structures.  
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4.4.2.5 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

While statistical analysis revealed a significant interaction in the normalized relative peak 

flexion-extension moments experienced by IVD structures, post-hoc testing did not reveal any 

significant pairwise comparison. Significant interactions with no significant pairwise 

comparisons may be observed when the interaction between effects are significant in the overall 

test, but the difference between specific levels of effects during pairwise comparisons are not 

large enough to reach the predetermined level of significance [221]. This indicates that there 

might be a trend with potential interaction between force magnitude and application site effect on 

peak flexion extension moments (moments around x-axis) that our study did not identify, most 

likely due to the small sample size. Therefore, future studies with larger sample size should be 

conducted to investigate this trend. Loads experienced by IVD structures were also not 

influenced by either force magnitude or application site main effects. Despite this, from the total 

loads experienced by the intact specimen, generally, the IVD were the structures that 

experienced the greatest loads. This finding is in accordance to the previous study conducted by 

Kawchuk et al. (2010) [24] and indicate that by adjusting SMT input parameters of force 

magnitude and application site, it might not be possible to specifically target or avoid one 

particular spinal structure without concurrently loading the IVD structures. Nevertheless, this 

exploratory study has demonstrated that by applying SMT with different force magnitudes and at 

different application sites, the SMT resulting load distribution within spinal tissues is altered.  

 

4.4.2.6 General Discussion 

In the intact specimen, although differences in spinal forces and moments were observed when 

SMT was applied with 100 N, 300 N and 500 N, the observation of significant differences in 
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loads experienced by SL and PJ structures when SMT with different force magnitudes were 

applied were only present in specific axes of movement and when a 100 N force magnitude was 

compared to 500 N. For these structures, the comparison between 100 N with 300 N and 300 N 

with 500 N force magnitudes did not reveal any significant difference in experienced loads. This 

indicates that a difference of applied forces greater than 200 N is required to influence the loads 

experienced by spinal structures. 

 

Despite the observation that greater loads were generally observed when greater vertebral 

displacements were also present, some exceptions could be observed. For example, even though 

the application of 100 N SMT at L3/L4 FJ caused the greatest lateral translation (displacement 

along x-axis) and lateral bending rotation (rotation about y-axis) (Table 4.3), the forces in the 

intact specimen along x-axis and the moments about y-axis were not maximal (Figure 4.8). 

Similarly, even though lateral translations occurred in the same direction when SMT was applied 

at L4 TVP and at L3/L4 FJ, the PJ structures experienced lateral forces in opposite directions. 

Likewise, Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24] observed that the axis presenting greater 

displacements were not the same axes experiencing the greater loads. This demonstrates that 

greatest vertebral displacement is not always associated with greatest loading; a result most 

likely explained by different anatomic connections and boundaries between axes. This suggests 

that some displacements and rotations caused by SMT application occur within the neutral zone, 

where vertebral motion is produced with minimal resistance [222]. As neutral zone has been 

described to be a result of the nonlinear load-displacement curves presented by biological 

structures [222], this indicates that the nonlinear, time-dependent behavior of spinal structures 

also play an important role on the SMT load distribution. Even when greater vertebral 
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displacements are produced, if they exist within the neutral zone of the motion segment, small 

loads will result.  

 

This study analysed the peak and mean forces and moments experienced by intact specimen as 

well as spinal structures during the SMT application with different input parameters of force 

magnitude and application site. While peak forces and moments correspond to the maximum 

load during the SMT thrust phase only, the mean forces and moments reflected on the overall 

loads as it is the average of loads during both preload and thrust phases. In addition to the 

different outcome they represent, peak and mean forces and moments showed considerable 

difference in magnitude with the peak loads generally having greater magnitudes and, 

consequently, more evident effect sizes.  

 

Although no significant pairwise comparisons was observed, statistical analysis revealed a 

significant interaction between SMT force magnitude and application site only for mean flexion 

extension moments of the IVD structures suggesting a trend to be further investigated. No 

significant interaction between SMT force magnitude and application site was observed for SL 

and PJ structures. This indicates that for those spinal structures, the effects of force magnitude 

and application site are independent from each other and that the effect of one does not change 

the effect of the other. 

 

Interestingly, considerably different displacements and rotations were observed when SMT was 

applied with different input parameters of force magnitude and application site (Table 4.3). 

Specifically, while most of the great translations and rotations were caused by greater force 
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magnitudes, greater lateral translation and rotation were caused by smaller SMT force 

magnitudes. Additionally, the SMT application at L4 TVP caused greater vertebral 

displacements and rotation only in specific axes (e.g. translation along y-axis and rotation about 

z-axis). This indicates that SMT input parameters of force magnitude and application site not 

only significantly influence on SMT load distribution within spinal structures, but also influences 

the coupled motion of the spinal segment. It is possible that SMT input parameters of force 

magnitude and application site affect spinal structures engagement as well as the length of 

moment arms created, influencing the resulting vertebral motion.  

 

Given that this was the first study to investigate the differences in spinal structures loading 

characteristics due to the different SMT input parameters of force magnitude and application site, 

a comparison to existing literature is limited. Results from the current study indicate that SMT 

force magnitude and application site parameters influence the resulting complex 3-dimensional 

vertebral motion as well as the loading distribution within spinal tissues and, consequently, the 

loads spinal structures experience during SMT.  

 

Of note, given the findings of the first study of this dissertation (Chapter 3), the results of the 

current study is limited to the order in which structures were removed from the specimen during 

biomechanical testing. By changing the order of structure removal, the loading characteristics 

experienced by spinal structures during SMT with different force magnitudes and application site 

would also be changed. Given the composition and biomechanical function of spinal structures 

investigated here, it is possible to speculate that structure removal order will not significantly 
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impact the loading characteristics of spinal structures. Nevertheless, future studies are needed to 

quantify the load difference when different orders of strucutre removal are used.  

 

4.4.2.5 Clinical implications 

Based on the results of this study, the application of SMT with different force magnitudes and at 

different application sites alter the loading distribution within spinal tissues.  

 

Generally, for the intact spinal segment, greater SMT force magnitude created greater forces and 

moments, while applying greater force magnitudes at L4 TVP and at L3/L4 FJ increases the 

maximum and the overall (respectively) flexion-extension moment experienced by the intact 

specimen. In addition, the SMT application at L4 TVP created greater lateral bending and axial 

rotation moments and smaller superior-inferior forces while application at the FJ created greater 

superior inferior forces. 

 

For SL structures, SMT with smaller force magnitudes created greater lateral loads. 

Alternatively, in order to avoid loading SL structures, SMT with greater force magnitudes are 

recommended. 

 

For PJ structures, greater force magnitudes created greater axial rotation moments. The SMT 

application at L4 TVP created greater lateral bending moments. Alternatively, in order to avoid 

loading PJ structures, SMT with smaller force magnitudes should be applied. 
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Force magnitude and application site did not influence the loads experienced by IVD structures. 

It may not be possible to avoid loading IVD structures by changing SMT force magnitudes and 

application site parameters. Figure 4.17 summarizes the abovedescribed clinical implications. 

Noteworthy, given that the current study was conducted using porcine cadaveric models, the 

clinical implications described here are speculative and further clinical studies are needed to 

verify their application to human spines. 
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Figure 4.17 Summary of clinical implications 
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4.4.3 Limitations 

First, a porcine cadaveric model was used. Although porcine lumbar spine models have been 

described to be suitable alternative to human spines [93,95,146], anatomical and biomechanical 

differences can be observed. Therefore, the extrapolation of these results to human spines are 

limited. Second, by using cadaveric models limitations associated with differences between in 

vivo and in vitro conditions such as physiological and muscular effects, and potential differences 

in repeated loading testing are also present. Third, given the results of the first study of this 

dissertation, the loads here observed are specific to the order in which spinal structures were 

removed from the specimen. Fourth, this was an exploratory study initiating scientific 

investigations regarding the effect of SMT input parameters of force magnitude and application 

site on spinal tissues load distribution. More research is necessary to further investigate these 

parameters as well as other SMT input parameters, such as thrust duration and loading rate. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of this study, SMT input parameters of force magnitude and application 

site significantly influence the distribution of forces and moments within the motion segment. 

Consequently, forces and moments experienced by the intact L3/L4 spinal segment, and SL and 

PJ structures were significantly influenced by force magnitudes and application site parameters 

of SMT. Given the findings of this study that smaller force magnitudes may influence some 

spinal structures and greater force magnitudes may influence others, a 300 N force magnitude 

was chosen for the following studies of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 5. 

Spinal tissues loaded by spinal manipulative therapy (SMT). 

Part II: the influence of application site 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Randomized controlled trials investigating spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) have reported 

conflicting evidence. While some studies observed significant improvement in low back pain 

patients following SMT interventions [101,105–107], other studies reported that SMT was not 

significantly superior to other types of intervention (e.g. exercise; standard medical care) [108–

110]. While this conflicting evidence can be explained partially in light of recent findings that 

suggest SMT affects some, but not all low back pain patients [111], another explanation is that 

variability in SMT application may create varied responses to SMT [21]. Similar to other 

treatment parameter that have been described to significantly affect the outcome of physical 

interventions such as dosage and application site [223–225], SMT input parameters likely 

modulate the physiological outcomes following a SMT application.  

 

Specifically, SMT input parameters have been reported to significantly vary between clinicians 

and applications [36,43,226]. With respect to application site, previous investigations have 

reported not only the limited ability of manual therapists to accurately identify the site of 

application [40,41,226], but also that the location in which SMT is actually applied may shift 

about 10 mm during SMT application [142]. Based on that, basic and clinical research has been 

conducted to assess the influence of SMT input parameters on both biomechanical and 

neurophysiological responses to SMT. Specifically, Colloca & Keller [49] observed differences 
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in electromyographic response (EMG) of the erector spinae muscle when SMT was delivered at 

the spinous or transverse process of different spinal levels. Additionally, while Reed and 

colleagues [44] demonstrated that the site in which SMT was applied significantly affected 

muscle spindles sensory input, a biomechanical study conducted by Edgecombe and colleagues 

[45] showed significant changes in spinal stiffness related to SMT application site. 

 

Although the abovementioned findings indicate that SMT application site significantly affects 

the physiological outcomes elicited by SMT, many other SMT parameters have yet to be studied 

including SMT loading characteristics as they relate to influencing specific spinal tissues. By 

elucidating the SMT load distribution within spinal tissues when SMT is applied at different 

application sites, the relation between SMT application site and spinal tissue response could be 

defined. Importantly, if it can be shown that the SMT application at specific sites preferentially 

load particular spinal structures, then SMT could be provided to a specific location tailored to 

each individual's condition, improving SMT efficacy and safety. 

 

Given the above, the objective of this study was to describe the effect of a standardized SMT 

application on load distribution within spinal tissues as a function of application site. 

Specifically, this study aimed to describe if the application of a SMT with standardized force 

provided at different application sites (including adjacent spinal segments) influenced loads 

experienced by spinal structures. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Overview 

The methodology used in this study was previously described in detail in Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation. Briefly, a linear actuator motor was used to provide a standardized application of 

SMT at 6 distinct application sites of the lumbar spine. The resulting SMT vertebral motions 

were tracked by an optical system and then replicated by a parallel robotic platform. By 

combining kinematics replication and serial dissection, the forces and moments experienced by 

spinal tissues were recorded using a 6 degrees-of-freedom load cell and analysed. 

 

5.2.2 Sample Size Calculation 

The sample size calculation was conducted based on the data previoulsy reported by Kawchuk 

and colleagues (2010) [24] using  the General Power Analysis Program (G*Power 2) (University 

of Trier, Germany). With a statistical power was set at 0.80 (80%), two-tailed tests with level of 

significance set at α=0.05 (5%) and an effect size of 0.99-1.2, a sample size of 9 porcine models 

was required. Five additional porcine models were included to account for possible specimen 

loss due to data collection, potting procedure or testing complications and a total of 14 cadaveric 

porcine specimens were included. Given that the study from Kawchuk and colleagues also 

observed 12 variables, the use of the effect size reported by these authors for the current sample 

size calculation is appropriate. Therefore, with a level of significance set at 0.05 and statistical 

power set 0.80, the changes of having types I and II errors were 5% and 20%, respectively. 
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5.2.3 Specimen Preparation  

Thirteen fresh porcine cadavers (Duroc X [Large White X Landrace breeds]) of approximately 

60-65 kg were used in this study (one specimen was excluded due to calibration error and 

consequent robotic testing complication). In each intact porcine cadaver, bone pins were drilled 

into the L3 and L4 vertebral bodies and a rectangular flag having 4 infrared light-emitting diode 

markers was attached to the exposed end of each bone pin (Figure 5.1). Following SMT 

application to the intact porcine cadaver (detailed in the following section), the lumbar spine was 

removed en bloc [24]. The L3/L4 spinal segment was cleaned of non-ligamentous tissues, sealed 

in a plastic bag and kept refrigerated at 3°C until potting and testing on the following day [213]. 

The specimen was kept moist with physiologic saline throughout preparation, embedding and 

testing [170,178]. 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Rectangular flags with 4 infrared light-emitting diode markers attached to bone pins 

drilled into L3 and L4 vertebrae. 
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5.2.4 Spinal Manipulation 

Ultrasonic imaging and needle probing were used to identify skin locations of 6 distinct anatomic 

landmarks used as application sites: L2/L3 facet joints (FJ), L3/L4 FJ, L3 transverse process 

(TVP), L4 TVP, the space between those FJs (BTW FJ) and the space between those TVPs 

(BTW TVP). In order to minimize the known and significant SMT force-time profile variance 

that occurs within clinical SMT [21], this study used a servo-controlled linear actuator motor 

[39] to apply all SMTs (Appendix II). This device provided a posteroanterior spinal manipulative 

thrust with peak force magnitude chosen from data provided in Chapter 4. Specifically, given 

that low force magnitude SMT (100 N) influenced some spinal structures and greater SMT force 

magnitudes (500 N) influenced others, a 300 N force magnitude was selected to best affect all 

possible spinal tissues. Therefore, all SMT in this study was provided with a peak force 

magnitude of 300 N with a preload adjusted to be 10% of the peak force (30 N) and the slope of 

the force curve from preload to peak load being 2.6 N/ms with a time to peak of 112.5 ms. 

 

5.2.5 Kinematic Recording 

During the application of SMT at each site, the resulting motion of L3 and L4 was captured by 

an optical tracking system that recorded the movement of each bone pin/sensor flag in 3 

dimensions at a rate of 400 Hz (0.01 mm system resolution with 0.15 mm rigid body resolution; 

NDI, Waterloo, Canada) (Appendix III). 
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5.2.6 Potting Procedure 

This study followed the standardized potting procedure described in the previous chapter where 

specimens were potted in a vertical orientation using dental stone (Modern Materials, South 

Bend, IN) with the intervertebral disc positioned parallel to the horizontal plane (Figure 5.2). 

  
 

Figure 5.2 Standardized potting procedure and L3/L4 spinal segment. 

 

5.2.7 Robotic Testing 

Following the potting procedure, robotic testing was conducted as previously described in 

Chapter 4. In brief, the caudal end (L4) of the potted spinal segment was fixed to a 6-axis load 

cell (AMTI MC3A-1000, Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) and the load 

cell mounted rigidly to a parallel robotic platform (Parallel Robotics Systems corp., Hampton, 

NH). A calibration process was performed [216] (Appendix IV) resulting in 6 robotic trajectory 

files consisting of a series of commands corresponding to the vertebral trajectories during SMT 

application at each of the 6 different application sites. The robot accepts commands less 

frequently than data points are generated by the optical system. Therefore the robotic command 
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files were re-sampled to move the robotic platform in displacement control method reproducing 

the path of each SMT previously recorded. Given the safety settings of the robot, the SMT path 

replication was approximately 10% slower than the original SMT application. The cranial end of 

the potted specimen was then fixed to a stationary cross beam and the segment positioned in the 

initial neutral position.  

 

Starting from this initial neutral position, SMTs were replayed in the robot in the following 

sequence from cranial to caudal and from medial to lateral: L2/L3 FJ, BTW FJs, L3/L4 FJ, L3 

TVP, BTW TVP, and L4 TVP.  Each SMT replication by the robot was separated by a 2 minutes 

recovery time as it was the minimum time necessary to perform all the tasks between tests 

(saving data, removing spinal structures, setting up for next test) and satisfied the minimum time 

for loads to return to baseline [24]. Based on feasibility tests performed by Kawchuk and 

colleagues (2010) [24], 3 pre-conditioning trials were executed prior to testing.   

 

The forces and moments experienced by the specimen during robotic replication of SMT 

movements were recorded (axes of movement: x = medial/ lateral, y = anterior/posterior, and z = 

superior/inferior). Following the robotic replication of the SMT trajectories, spinal structures 

were removed and/or transected from the specimen and the same 6 trajectories repeated in the 

same order by the robot. Based on the findings reported by Funabashi et al. (2015) [217] that the 

order in which structures are removed from the specimen influence their loading characteristics, 

spinal structures were removed/transected (via scalpel unless otherwise noted) in the same order 

from all specimens: 1) supra- and interspinous ligament (SL), 2) bilateral facet capsules, facet 
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joints (via rongeur) and ligamentum flavum (PJ), 3) intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior 

longitudinal ligaments (IVD).  

 

5.2.8 Data Analysis  

5.2.8.1 Overview 

Similar to Chapter 4, this study analysed 12 dependent variables corresponding to the peak and 

mean forces and moments measured and recorded along and around each of the 3 Cartesian axes, 

in 4 conditions independently observed (intact and following the removal of spinal structures). In 

contrast to the previous chapter, this study investigated only 1 independent variable: SMT 

application site. 

 

5.2.8.2. Data Processing 

Detailed data extraction and processing was described in the previous chapter of this dissertation 

(Chapter 4). Briefly, baseline forces and moments were considered to be those recorded when the 

specimen was positioned in the same initial position as in its ex vivo state. The resulting forces 

and moments for each SMT trajectory of each specimen were plotted against time for each 

condition (intact and following the removal of spinal structures) and peak and mean forces and 

moments along and around each axis (x-, y-, z-axes) identified by customized software 

(LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX). Like Chapter 4, relative peak and mean forces 

and moments experienced by spinal structures were normalized to the respective load 

experienced by the intact condition during the application of each SMT trajectory. Table 5.1 

presents the description of conditions and variables, and the definition of included dependent 
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variables. The magnitude of displacements (translation and rotation) where peak forces and 

moments occurred was also identified by the customized software. 

 

Table 5.1. Description of conditions and variables used throughout the chapter 

Term  Definition 

Condition (n=4) 

 State in which specimens were tested. This study investigated 4 different 

conditions: 1.Intact specimen, 2.after cut 1 where supra- and intespinous 

ligaments (SL) were removed, 3.after cut 2 removing bilateral facet joins, 

capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) and 4.after cut 3 removing intervertebral 

disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). 

SMT input parameter 

(n=6) 

 Characteristics the SMT force. In this study, application site parameter was 

included (L2/L3 and L3/L4 facet joints, L3 and L4 transverse processes and 

the interspace between those facet joints and transverse processes). 

Independent variable 
 Variable under investigation. In this study, independent variable is SMT 

application site. 

Dependent variable 
 Measured variable, outcome. In this study, dependent variables are peak and 

mean forces and moments along and around all 3 axes of movement, 

respectively. 

 Peak forces 

and moments 
 maximum measured force and moment during the SMT thrust phase 

 Mean forces 

and moments 
 

average value of forces and moments involving both the preload and thrust 

phases of SMT 

 

5.2.8.3 Statistical Tests 

As the objective of this study was to describe the effects of SMT application site on spinal tissues 

loading, each condition (intact specimen and following the removal of spinal structures) was 

analyzed independently. Given that all 6 locations were applied on the same specimen, each SMT 

application at a different application site was considered a repeated measure. Therefore, for the 

intact specimen, a repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted 

followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis for pairwise comparisons. For the analysis of loads 

experienced by each spinal structure, a MANOVA was conducted for the regression coefficients. A 

Tukey post-hoc test was performed for the multiple pairwise comparisons of the removed spinal 
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structures. Statistical tests were performed combining IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 

22.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.) and R: A language and environment for statistical computing (R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).  

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Overview 

Overall, SMT application site significantly affected the loads experienced by spinal structures. 

Generally, forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and spinal structures changed 

significantly in terms of direction when SMT was applied at adjacent spinal levels and significantly 

decreased when SMT was applied between vertebrae. 

 

5.3.2 General descriptive statistics 

Given a non-parametric distribution of the resulting data, descriptive statistics include median 

and interquartile range (IQR). Median peak and mean forces experienced by the intact specimen 

are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The median of normalized relative peak and mean 

forces experienced by spinal structures following each cut are also shown. Similarly, median 

peak and mean moments experienced by the intact specimen as well as the median of normalized 

relative peak and mean moments experienced by isolated spinal structures are shown in Figures 

5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Only significant comparisons are shown and are identified according to 

the legend provided in each figure.  
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Figure 5.3 Median value of peak forces experienced by the intact specimen and median value of normalized peak forces experienced 

by spinal structures. 
Only significant comparisons (p<0.05) are shown according to the legend: significant differences when SMT was applied at L3 or at L4 vertebrae 

are shown in red; differences when SMT was applied at the facet joint or the transverse process of the same vertebra are shown in green; 

differences when SMT was applied between L3 and L4 transverse processes in comparison to the remaining application sites are shown in blue; 

differences when SMT was applied between L2/L3 and L3/L4 facet joints in comparison to either facet joints or transverse processes of L3 or L4 

vertebrae are shown in black. FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; Btw=between; Cut 1=supra- and interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral 

facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligament. 
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Figure 5.4 Median values of mean forces experienced by the intact specimen and median values of normalized mean forces 

experienced by spinal structures. 
Only significant comparisons (p<0.05) are shown according to the legend: significant differences when SMT was applied at L3 or at L4 vertebrae 

are shown in red; differences when SMT was applied at the facet joint or the transverse process of the same vertebra are shown in green; 

differences when SMT was applied between L3 and L4 transverse processes in comparison to the remaining application sites are shown in blue; 

differences when SMT was applied between L2/L3 and L3/L4 facet joints in comparison to either facet joints or transverse processes of L3 or L4 

vertebrae are shown in black. FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; Btw=between; Cut 1=supra- and interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral 

facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligament. 
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Figure 5.5 Median values of peak moments experienced by the intact specimen and median values of normalized peak moments 

experienced by spinal structures. 
Only significant comparisons (p<0.05) are shown according to the legend: significant differences when SMT was applied at L3 or at L4 vertebrae 

are shown in red; differences when SMT was applied at the facet joint or the transverse process of the same vertebra are shown in green; 

differences when SMT was applied between L3 and L4 transverse processes in comparison to the remaining application sites are shown in blue; 

differences when SMT was applied between L2/L3 and L3/L4 facet joints in comparison to either facet joints or transverse processes of L3 or L4 

vertebrae are shown in black. FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; Btw=between; Cut 1=supra- and interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral 

facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligament. 
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Figure 5.6 Median values of mean moments experienced by the intact specimen and median values of normalized mean moments 

experienced by spinal structures. 
Only significant comparisons (p<0.05) are shown according to the legend: significant differences when SMT was applied at L3 or at L4 vertebrae 

are shown in red; differences when SMT was applied at the facet joint or the transverse process of the same vertebra are shown in green; 

differences when SMT was applied between L3 and L4 transverse processes in comparison to the remaining application sites are shown in blue; 

differences when SMT was applied between L2/L3 and L3/L4 facet joints in comparison to either facet joints or transverse processes of L3 or L4 

vertebrae are shown in black. FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; Btw=between; Cut 1=supra- and interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral 

facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligament. 
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5.3.2.1 Vertebral displacements and rotations 

The same vertebral displacements arising from each SMT application were replicated during 

robotic testing of all conditions. Relative L4 displacements (translations and rotations) in relation 

to L3 vertebra are shown in Table 5.2 by SMT application site and axis of movement. The 

greatest translation was observed in the y-axis (postero-anterior axis) (average: 5.33 mm ±SD: 

3.55) and the greatest rotation around the z-axis (axial rotation) (absolute average: 2.31° ±SD: 

0.93). Absolute values of vertebral displacements and rotations were used to calculate the overall 

average displacement and rotations including all application sites as negative values only 

indicate the direction of displacement and rotation on the axis of movement (bottom of Table 

5.2). Table 5.3 shows the average (±SD) relative displacement and rotation of the present study, 

the study described in Chapter 4 and the study previously conducted by Kawchuk and colleagues 

(2010) [24]. 

 

Table 5.2. Maximal displacement (mm) and rotation (°) (SD) created in the cadaveric 

specimens with the application of SMT (at different application sites) trajectories 

SMT 

Application site 

Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (flx ext) Y (lat bending) Z (axial rot) 

L2/L3 FJ 2.01 (1.33) 9.95 (3.46) 0.77 (0.41)  2.95 (1.18) -0.72 (0.40) 3.48 (1.06) 
L3 TVP 2.69 (1.69) 7.52 (2.89) 0.82 (0.34)  2.22 (1.08) -0.87 (0.40) 3.21 (1.11) 
Btw FJ 2.44 (1.61) 6.06 (3.39) 0.87 (0.42)  1.69 (1.21) -0.78 (0.46) 3.10 (1.11) 

Btw TVP 2.29 (1.05) 4.01 (3.49) 0.88 (0.31)  1.22 (1.11) -0.74 (0.29) 1.75 (0.85) 
L3/L4 FJ 1.48 (1.30) 1.56 (3.96) 0.99 (0.39)  0.90 (1.05) -0.59 (0.33) -0.41 (0.83) 
L4 TVP -0.95 (1.09) 2.91 (4.12) 0.73 (0.51)  1.35 (0.81) -0.07 (0.47) -1.93 (0.62) 

Average of 

absolute values 
1.98 (1.34) 5.33 (3.55) 0.84 (0.40) 

 

1.72 (1.78) 0.63 (0.39) 2.31 (0.93) 

SD=standard deviation; SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process, Btw=between; 

ant post=anterior posterior; sup inf=superior inferior; flx ext=flexion extension; lat bending=lateral bending; axial 

rot=axial rotation; for lateral displacement: +=left direction, -=right direction; for lateral bending: -=right lateral 

bending; for axial rotation: +=right axial rotation, -= left axial rotation 
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Table 5.3 Average (SD) maximum displacement (mm) and rotation (°) of the current study, 

study described in Chapter 4 and the previous study conducted by Kawchuk et al. (2010) 

Study 
Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (flx ext) Y (lat bending) Z (axial rot) 

Current Study* 1.98 (1.34) 5.33 (3.55) 0.84 (0.40)  1.72 (1.78) 0.63 (0.39) 2.31 (0.93) 

Chapter 4 2.05 (1.65) 5.16 (2.76) 1.04 (0.28)  1.77 (0.87) -0.53 (0.64) -1.85 (1.10) 

Kawchuk et al. (2010)* 2.15 (0.47) 5.35 (0.86) 0.5 (0.07)  1.96 (0.29) 0.61 (0.17) 0.45 (0.15) 

* - Average of absolute values  

ant post = anterior posterior; sup inf = superior inferior; flx ext = flexion extension; lat bending = lateral bending; 

axial rot = axial rotation 

 

5.3.3 Intact Specimen 

Table 5.4 shows the values of median (IQR) of peak and mean forces and moments experienced 

by the intact specimen when SMT was applied at each application site. The analysis of the intact 

specimen revealed significant differences in experienced forces and moments when SMT was 

applied at different application sites. Generally, significant differences in forces and moments 

were observed when SMT was applied at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP in 

comparison to when applied at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP). Specifically, SMT application at L3, 

BTW FJ and BTW TVP generally created peak lateral and anterior posterior forces (forces along 

x- and y-axis, respectively), and torsion moments (moment around z-axis) in the opposite 

direction to the ones created during SMT application at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP) (Figures 5.3, 

5.5, 5.6). Additionally, peak anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis) and torsion moments 

(moments around z-axis) were significantly smaller when SMT was applied BTW TVP in 

comparison to when applied at the remaining application sites (Table 5.4). While peak extension 

moment (moment around x-axis) was significantly greater and in opposite direction when SMT 

was applied at L3/L4 FJ in comparison to L4 TVP, torsion moments (moments around z-axis) 

were significantly greater when SMT was applied at L4 TVP (Table 5.4).  
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Table 5.4. Median (IQR) forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen during the SMT application at each 

application site 

Condition Variable Axis 
Application Site 

L2/L3 FJ L3 TVP BTW FJ BTW TVP L3/L4 FJ L4 TVP 

Intact 

Peak 

Force 

X 10.06 (10.77)
c,e,f 

95% CI [-0.27, 18.62]
 

21.10 (12.61)
c,e,f 

95% CI [4.39, 25.38] 
-11.12 (6.88)

a,b,e,f 

95% CI [-15.37, 2.6] 
19.12 (13.05)

e,f 

95% CI [-29.80, -21.80] 
-19.58 (8.82)

a,b,c,d 

95% CI [-24.79, -14.39] 
-27.69 (9.58)

a,b,c,d 

95% CI [-29.8, -21.8] 

Y 31.61 (6.70)
d,e,f 

95% CI [14.95, 35.65] 
26.23 (13.92)

d,e,f 

95% CI [10.40, 30.50] 
16.84 (22.02)

d,e,f 

95% CI [7.14, 27.90] 
9.46 (23.01)

a,b,c,e 

95% CI [-6.74, 11.85] 
-25.12 (21.72)

a,b,c,d 

95% CI [-29.29, -16.00] 
-28.47 (8.56)

a,b,c 

95% CI [-32.62, -13.9] 

Z 20.21 (32.17) 

95% CI [-1.51, 21.15] 

21.88 (14.17) 

95% CI [4.56, 23.85] 

24.32  (36.15) 

95% CI [1.16, 24.9] 

24.36 (10.31) 

95% CI [21.93, 29.38] 

24.64 (8.09) 

95% CI [21.10, 29.60] 
23.82 (13.60)   
95% CI [16.65, 27.19] 

Mean 

Force 

X -1.33 (11.21) 

95% CI [-2.29, 6.79] 

2.87 (7.30) 

95% CI [1.53, 7.28] 

-0.80 (7.33) 

95% CI [-3.64, 7.17] 

1.64 (10.02) 

95% CI [-2.23, 3.96] 

-0.87 (14.68) 

95% CI [-7.53, 4.49] 

-0.53 (6.62) 

95% CI [-2.89, 1.80] 

Y 0.58 (4.56)
e,f   

95% CI [-2.05, 2.37] 
-0.51 (3.24)

e,f    

95% CI [-2.74, 1.95] 
-0.35 (2.79)

e      

95% CI [-1.58, 1.43] 
-1.08 (3.41)

e      

95% CI [-5.27, 0.13] 
-5.15 (6.52)

a,b,c,d   

95% CI [-10.99, -3.84] 
-4.37 (3.46)

a,b    

95% CI [-7.27, -2.47] 

Z 24.27 (4.79) 

95% CI [-6.91, 26.47] 

23.12 (3.10) 

95% CI [-5.82, 25.28] 

24.32 (8.60) 

95% CI [-8.64, 28.09] 

24.01 (10.22) 

95% CI [-5.67, 26.26] 

24.28 (8.02) 

95% CI [-2.80, 28.39] 

22.47 (10.65) 

95% CI [-4.56, 25.00] 

Peak 

Moment 

X -1.50 (1.65) 

95% CI [-2.84, 0.37] 

-1.05 (1.55) 

95% CI [-2.44, 0.11] 

-3.15 (2.18) 

95% CI [-3.96, 1.00] 

-1.27 (2.19) 

95% CI [-2.08, 0.39] 

-1.22 (2.63)
f 

95% CI [-3.08, -1.00] 

1.04 (1.26)
e 

95% CI [-0.46, 2.30] 

Y 0.48 (1.70) 

95% CI [-1.68, 1.07] 

1.09 (0.94) 

95% CI [-0.96, 1.54] 

-0.89 (0.55) 

95% CI [-1.83, 0.01] 

1.32 (3.09) 

95% CI [-0.58, 1.86] 

-1.44 (0.79) 

95% CI [-1.98, 1.09] 

-1.88 (0.82) 

95% CI [-2.25, 1.23] 

Z 5.70 (3.65)
d,e,f 

95% CI [4.98, 7.70] 
5.22 (2.52)

d,e,f   

95% CI [4.35, 6.47] 
5.29 (2.19)

d,e,f   

95% CI [4.27, 6.56] 
2.49 (1.56)

a,b,c,e,f 

95% CI [2.01, 3.45] 
-1.48 (1.74)

a,b,c,d,f 

95% CI [-2.52, -0.47] 
-4.02 (1.36)

a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-4.66, -3.23] 

Mean 

Moment 

X -0.30 (0.63) 

95% CI [-0.50, 0.01] 

-0.28 (0.48) 

95% CI [-0.48, 0.07] 

-0.42 (0.72) 

95% CI [-0.56, 0.09] 

-0.23 (0.56) 

 95% CI [-0.39, 0.02] 

-0.35 (0.56) 

95% CI [-0.42, 0.01] 

-0.02 (0.56) 

95% CI [-0.20, 0.16] 

Y -0.10 (0.90) 

95% CI [-0.26, 0.37] 

0.06 (0.54) 

95% CI [-0.01, 0.40] 

-0.15 (0.65) 

95% CI [-0.32, 0.42] 

0.08 (0.80) 

95% CI [-0.19, 0.26] 

-0.19 (0.87) 

95% CI [-0.53, 0.21] 

-0.08 (0.39) 

95% CI [-0.22, 0.08] 

Z 0.62 (0.46)
d,e,f 

95% CI [0.46, 0.82] 

0.54 (0.29)
d,e,f 

95% CI [0.38, 0.71] 

0.62 (0.27)
d,e,f 

95% CI [0.49, 0.81] 

0.23 (0.18)
a,b,c,e,f 

95% CI [0.14, 0.41] 

-0.23 (0.51)
a,b,c,d,f 

95% CI [-0.48, -0.01] 

-0.55 (0.43)
a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-0.67, -0.33] 

IQR=interquartile range; 95% CI= 95% confidence interval; FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; BTW=between 
a - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L2/L3 FJ 
b - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3 TVP 
c - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW FJ 
d - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW TVP 
e - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3/L4 FJ 
f - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L4 TVP 
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5.3.4 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Table 5.5 shows the values of median (IQR) of normalized forces and moments experienced by 

the SL structures when SMT was applied at each application site relative to the intact condition. 

Generally, considering 100% the total forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen, 

SL structures experienced about 0.5% of the peak forces, 1.8% of the mean forces, 4% of the 

peak moments and 74% of the mean moments. 

 

The analysis revealed significant change in loads experienced by SL structures when SMT was 

applied at different locations of the spine. Specifically, change in peak superior inferior force 

(force along z-axis) experienced by SL structures was significantly greater when SMT was 

applied at L2/L3 FJ in comparison to L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP (Table 

5.5). Change in mean lateral bending moment (moment around y-axis) was significantly greater 

when SMT was applied at L3 TVP (median: -0.09Nm (IQR: 0.11)) in comparison to when 

applied at the FJ of L2/L3 (median: -0.05Nm (IQR: 0.10)), L3/L4 (median: -0.05Nm (IQR: 

0.12)) and BTW FJ (median: -0.03Nm (IQR: 0.06)). Additionally, change in peak torsion 

moment (moment around z-axis) was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ 

when compared to all other application sites (Figure 5.5).  
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Table 5.5. Median (IQR) value of normalized forces and moments (relative to the intact condition) experienced by the 

supra- and interspinous ligaments during the SMT application at each application site 

Condition Variable Axis 
Application Site 

L2/L3 FJ L3 TVP BTW FJ BTW TVP L3/L4 FJ L4 TVP 

Cut 1 

(SL) 

Peak 

Force 

X -0.06 (0.13) 

95% CI [-0.85, 1.21] 

-0.01 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.13, 0.34] 

-0.00 (0.06) 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.01] 

-0.02 (0.01) 

95% CI [-0.03, 0.01] 

-0.04 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.09, 0.00] 

-0.02 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.00] 

Y -0.01 (0.01) 

95% CI [-0.30, 0.08] 

-0.02 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.14, 0.02] 

-0.01 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.02, 0.00] 

-0.03 (0.06) 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.01] 

-0.03 (0.07) 

95% CI [-0.08, 0.00] 

-0.02 (0.01) 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.05] 

Z -0.01 (0.16)
c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.06, 0.19] 

-0.00 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.27, 0.04] 

0.00 (0.08)
a 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.10] 

-0.00 (0.02)
a 

95% CI [-0.08, 0.01] 

0.00 (0.01)
a 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.02] 

-0.00 (0.01)
a 

95% CI [-0.08, 0.12] 

Mean 

Force 

X -0.05 (0.10) 

95% CI [-0.21, 0.07] 

-0.03 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.16, 0.09] 

-0.05 (0.07) 

95% CI [-0.22, 0.00] 

-0.04 (0.05) 

95% CI [-0.24, 0.07] 

-0.05 (0.10) 

95% CI [-0.01, 0.00] 

-0.05 (0.22) 

95% CI [-0.15, 0.07] 

Y -0.16 (0.42) 

95% CI [-0.57, 0.01] 

-0.10 (0.32) 

95% CI [-0.43, 0.00] 

-0.14 (0.56) 

95% CI [-0.80, 0.06] 

-0.10 (0.27) 

95% CI [-0.17, 0.11] 

-0.10 (0.09) 

95% CI [-0.30, 0.03] 

-0.08 (0.04) 

95% CI [-0.13, 0.02] 

Z -0.09 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.18, 0.10] 

-0.09 (0.21) 

95% CI [-0.23, 0.13] 

-0.03 (0.16) 

95% CI [-0.61, 0.09] 

-0.05 (0.09) 

95% CI [-0.21, 0.04] 

-0.01 (0.04) 

95% CI [-0.18, 0.09] 

-0.01 (0.06) 

95% CI [-0.15, 0.02] 

Peak 

Moment 

X -0.01 (0.07) 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.18] 

-0.04 (0.05) 

95% CI [-0.10, 0.11] 

-0.03 (0.01) 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.04] 

-0.04 (0.06) 

95% CI [-0.16, 0.01] 

-0.04 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.31, 0.01] 

-0.03 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.00] 

Y -0.02 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.41, 0.00] 

-0.03 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.50, 0.60] 

-0.01 (0.05) 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.02] 

-0.03 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.01] 

-0.03 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.15, 0.03] 

-0.03 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.04, 0.01] 

Z -0.03 (0.01)
e 

95% CI [-0.19, 0.01] 

-0.03 (0.002)
e 

95% CI [-0.04, -0.03] 

-0.05 (0.01)
e 

95% CI [-0.05, -0.04] 

-0.05 (0.02)
e 

95% CI [-0.06, 0.04] 

-0.04 (0.12)
a,b,c,d,f 

95% CI [-0.59, -0.04] 

-0.03 (0.01)
e 

95% CI [-0.04, -0.02] 

Mean 

Moment 

X -0.06 (0.13) 

95% CI [-0.27, 0.01] 

-0.07 (0.17) 

95% CI [-0.37, 0.02] 

-0.08 (0.09) 

95% CI [-0.32, 0.02] 

-0.01 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.06, 0.03] 

-0.04 (0.09) 

95% CI [-0.08, 0.02] 

-0.03 (0.13) 

95% CI [-0.18, 0.12] 

Y -0.05 (0.10)
b 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.03] 

-0.09 (0.11)
a,c,e 

95% CI [-1.07, -0.08] 

-0.03 (0.06)
b 

95% CI [-0.10, -0.00] 

-0.04 (0.08) 

95% CI [-0.03, 0.01] 

-0.05 (0.12)
b 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.00] 

-0.12 (0.18) 

95% CI [-1.08, 0.24] 

Z -0.05 (0.05) 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.03] 

-0.07 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.08, 0.03] 

-0.06 (0.02) 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.03] 

-0.07 (0.11) 

95% CI [-0.12, 0.00] 

-0.08 (0.09) 

95% CI [-0.16, 0.08] 

-0.06 (0.03) 

95% CI [-0.34, 0.12] 

IQR=interquartile range; 95%CI=95% confidence interval; SL=supra- and interspinous ligaments; FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; BTW=between 
a - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L2/L3 FJ 
b - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3 TVP 
c - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW FJ 
d - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW TVP 
e - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3/L4 FJ 
f - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L4 TVP 
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5.3.5 Cut 2: Facet capsules, facet joints and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Table 5.6 shows the values of median (IQR) of forces and moments experienced by the PJ 

structures when SMT was applied at each application site. Generally, considering 100% the total 

forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen, PJ structures experienced loads 

equivalent to about 2.5% of the peak forces, 25.3% of the mean forces, 7.3% of the peak 

moments and 257.6% of the mean moments. 

 

The analysis of change in loads experienced by PJ structures also showed significant differences 

when SMT was provided at different application sites. Generally, changes in specific forces and 

moments experienced by PJ structures were significantly smaller when SMT was applied BTW 

TVP in comparison to when applied at other application sites (Table 5.6). Forces and moments 

experienced by PJ structures differed in direction and magnitude when SMT was applied at L3 

and L4 vertebrae. Specifically during the SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ 

and BTW TVP, PJ structures experienced peak anterior posterior forces (force along y-axis) in 

the opposite direction to when applied at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP) (Figure 5.3). Particularly in 

each axis, change in peak lateral force (force along x-axis) was significantly greater when SMT 

was applied at L2/L3 FJ and BTW FJ (even though in opposite direction) when compared to the 

other application sites (Table 5.6). While change in peak and mean anterior posterior forces 

(force along y-axis) and mean superior inferior forces (force along z-axis) were significantly 

greater when SMT was applied BTW FJ than when applied at the other application sites (Table 

5.6 and Figure 5.4), change in peak superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) were 

significantly greater when SMT was applied at L2/L3 FJ than in other application sites (Figure 

5.3). 
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Specifically for moments and similarly to the intact specimen, change in peak flexion extension 

moment (moment around x-axis) was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ 

(median: -0.38Nm (IQR: 0.38)) in comparison to when applied at L4 TVP (median: -0.08Nm 

(IQR: 0.24)). Additionally, change in peak torsion moments were significantly smaller during 

SMT application at L3/L4 FJ (median: -0.52Nm (IQR: 0.29)) and BTW TVP (median: -0.27Nm 

(IQR: 0.34)) than the application at L4 TVP (median: -0.56Nm (IQR: 0.08)) and L3 vertebra (FJ 

and TVP) (Table 5.6). While changes in peak lateral bending were significantly greater during 

SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) than at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP), it was in the 

opposite direction during a SMT application at BTW FJ in comparison to the other application 

sites (Figure 5.5). While changes in mean extension moments experienced by PJ structures 

during a SMT application at L3/L4 FJ and BTW TVP were significantly smaller than the other 

application sites, changes in mean lateral bending moments (moment around y-axis) were 

significantly greater when SMT was applied at FJs in comparison to TVPs (Table 5.6). 

Additionally, mean torsion moments were significantly smaller during a SMT application at 

BTW TVP than other application sites, whereas SMT application at TVPs generally created 

mean torsion moments significantly greater than when SMT was applied at FJs (Table 5.6).  
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Table 5.6. Median (IQR) value of normalized forces and moments (relative to the intact condition) experienced by the 

bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligametum flavum during the SMT application at each application site 

Condition Variable Axis 
Application Site 

L2/L3 FJ L3 TVP BTW FJ BTW TVP L3/L4 FJ L4 TVP 

Cut 2 (PJ) 

Peak 

Force 

X 1.62 (1.84)
b,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [0.97, 3.52] 

0.45 (0.54)
a,c 

95% CI [0.06, 0.66] 

-0.79 (1.48)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.40, -0.15] 

0.17 (0.47)
a,c 

95% CI [0.01, 0.61] 

0.14 (0.35)
a,c 

95% CI [-0.05, 0.27] 

0.10 (0.23)
a,c 

95% CI [0.08, 0.32] 

Y -0.17 (0.39)
c,e 

95% CI [-0.49, -0.06] 

-0.62 (0.44)
c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.69, -0.39] 

-0.63 (0.57)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.33, -0.41] 

-0.61 (0.87)
b,c,e 

95% CI [-0.99, 0.68] 

0.23 (0.31)
a,b,c,d,f 

95% CI [0.16, 0.42] 

0.02 (0.08)
b,c,e 

95% CI [-0.69, -0.39] 

Z 0.00 (0.75)
b,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [0.06, 1.32] 

-0.01 (0.56)
a 

95% CI [-0.07, 0.25] 

0.00 (0.13)
a 

95% CI [-0.10, 0.18] 

-0.01 (0.07)
a 

95% CI [-0.19, 0.09] 

0.00 (0.06)
a 

95% CI [-0.12, 0.00] 

-0.01 (0.02)
a 

95% CI [-0.30, 0.35] 

Mean 

Force 

X -0.45 (1.07) 

95% CI [-1.15, 0.25] 

0.04 (0.30) 

95% CI [-1.39, 0.97] 

-0.49 (1.62) 

95% CI [-1.01, 0.04] 

-0.12 (0.52) 

95% CI [-0.60, 0.56] 

-0.32 (0.49) 

95% CI [-0.84, 0.17] 

-0.68 (1.30) 

95% CI [-2.14, 1.96] 

Y -0.20 (2.12)
c,e,f 

95% CI [-0.98, 0.94] 

0.18 (2.38)
c 

95% CI [-0.80, 1.21] 

0.89 (5.62)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [0.47, 3.18] 

0.28 (2.90)
c,e,f 

95% CI [-1.18, 1.07] 

0.38 (0.69)
a,c,d 

95% CI [0.00, 0.99] 

0.50 (0.40)
a,c,d 

95% CI [0.27, 0.93] 

Z -0.42 (0.45)
c 

95% CI [-0.47, 0.09] 

-0.18 (0.50)
c 

95% CI [-0.56, 0.43] 

-0.23 (0.48)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.27, -0.09] 

-0.17 (0.29)
c 

95% CI [-0.69, 0.61] 

-0.02 (0.13)
c 

95% CI [-0.24, 0.01] 

-0.08 (0.34)
c 

95% CI [-0.58, 0.49] 

Peak 

Moment 

X -0.56 (0.35) 

95% CI [-0.68, 0.27] 

-0.55 (0.33)
f 

95% CI [-1.12, -0.24] 

-0.41 (0.33) 

95% CI [-0.65, 0.22] 

-0.26 (0.52) 

95% CI [-0.88, 0.01] 

-0.38 (0.38)
f 

95% CI [-0.95, -0.12] 

-0.08 (0.24)
b,e 

95% CI [-0.76, -0.29] 

Y 0.69 (3.18)
b,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [0.25, 2.34] 

0.99 (1.02)
a,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [0.51, 1.36] 

-0.79 (1.05)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.30, 0.59] 

0.21 (0.67)
a,b,c,f 

95% CI [-0.10, 0.43] 

0.07 (0.54)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-0.47, 1.08] 

0.37 (0.36)
a,b,c,d 

95% CI [-0.09, 0.50] 

Z -0.71 (0.09)
d,e 

95% CI [-0.74, -0.53] 

-0.69 (0.05)
d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.71, -0.59] 

-0.66 (0.06)
d 

95% CI [-0.69, -0.59] 

-0.27 (0.34)
a,b,c,e,f 

95% CI [-0.33, -0.14] 

-0.52 (0.29)
a,b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.75, -0.17] 

-0.56 (0.08)
b,d,e 

95% CI [-0.62, -0.50] 

Mean 

Moment 

X -0.35 (0.41)
d,e 

95% CI [-1.68, 0.07] 

-0.40 (0.42)
d,e 

95% CI [-1.17, 0.02] 

-0.37 (0.23)
d,e 

95% CI [-2.02, 0.39] 

-0.26 (1.07)
a,b,c,f 

95% CI [-0.31, -0.21] 

-0.35 (1.19)
a,b,c,f 

95% CI [-0.63, -0.01] 

-0.72 (2.04)
d,e 

95% CI [-1.68, -0.09] 

Y -0.48 (1.23)
b,c,d,f 

95% CI [-1.49, -0.02] 

0.01 (1.99)
a,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-2.62, -0.14] 

-0.48 (1.47)
a,b,e 

95% CI [-0.71, 0.53] 

-0.15 (0.50)
a,b,e 

95% CI [-0.44, 0.10] 

-0.46 (0.83)
b,c,d,f 

95% CI [-1.27, -0.14] 

-0.13 (1.35)
a,b,e 

95% CI [-1.18, 0.72] 

Z -0.60 (0.38)
d,f 

95% CI [-0.87, -0.52] 

-0.56 (0.23)
e 

95% CI [-0.73, -0.43] 

-0.64 (0.28)
d 

95% CI [-0.75, -0.53] 

-0.43 (0.55)
a,b,c,e,f 

95% CI [-0.86, -0.01] 

-0.59 (0.47)
b,d,f 

95% CI [-1.27, -0.21] 

-0.60 (0.11)
a,e 

95% CI [-0.78, -0.20] 

IQR=interquartile range; 95%CI=95% confidence interval; PJ=bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; BTW=between 
a - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L2/L3 FJ 
b - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3 TVP 
c - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW FJ 
d - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW TVP 
e - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3/L4 FJ 
f - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L4 TVP 
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5.3.6 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Table 5.7 shows the values of median (IQR) of forces and moments experienced by the IVD 

structures when SMT was applied at each application site. Generally, considering 100% the total 

forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen, IVD structures experienced loads 

equivalent to about 4.4% of the peak forces, 34% of the mean forces, 7.7% of the peak moments 

and 238.4% of the mean moments. 

 

Statistical analysis revealed significant changes in loads experienced by IVD structures as a 

function of the application site. Particularly for forces, change in lateral forces (forces along x-

axis) were generally greater when SMT was applied at TVP in comparison to when applied at FJ. 

Specifically, change in mean lateral force (force along x-axis) was significantly greater when 

SMT was applied at L3 TVP (median: -0.73N (IQR: 0.94)) than when applied at L2/L3 FJ 

(median: -0.37N (IQR: 0.79)). Additionally, while change in peak lateral forces (force along x-

axis) and mean anterior posterior forces (force along y-axis) were significantly smaller during 

SMT application at BTW FJ than in other application sites, peak lateral forces were also 

significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) in comparison to L4 

vertebra (FJ and TVP) and BTW TVP (Table 5.7). Change in peak anterior posterior forces 

significantly differed in magnitude during a SMT at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) and at L4 vertebra 

(FJ and TVP). On the other hand, although change in peak superior inferior force (force along z-

axis) was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L2/L3 FJ (median: -0.84N (IQR: 0.97)) 

than when applied at L3 TVP (median: -0.37N (IQR: 0.94)), it was also greater when SMT was 

applied at L4 TVP (median: -0.43N (IQR: 0.97)) than at L3/L4 FJ (median: -0.05N (IQR: 0.11)). 

Additionally, while changes in peak superior inferior forces also significantly differed as a 
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function of the spinal level in which SMT was applied, change in mean superior inferior forces 

were significantly greater during a SMT application at the FJ in comparison to its respective 

spinal level TVP, with the SMT application at L4 (FJ and TVP) also creating greater change in 

mean superior inferior forces than its respective landmark at L3 (FJ and TVP, respectively). 

 

Specifically for moments, while change in lateral bending and torsion moments (moments 

around y- and z-axis, respectively) were generally greater when SMT was applied at TVP in 

comparison to when applied at FJ, extension moments (moments around x-axis) were generally 

greater when SMT was applied at FJ than at TVP (Figures 5.3 to 5.6). While change in peak 

flexion extension moments (moments around x-axis) was significantly smaller when SMT was 

applied at L2/L3 FJ than at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP), mean flexion extension moments were 

significantly greater during a SMT application at L4 TVP in comparison to L3 vertebra (FJ and 

TVP) (Table 5.7). Change in peak and mean lateral bending moments (moments around y-axis) 

were significantly smaller during a SMT application at BTW FJ in comparison to other 

application sites. While change in mean lateral bending moment was significantly greater when 

SMT was applied at L4 TVP than at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), change in peak lateral bending 

moment was significantly greater during SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) in 

comparison to the other application sites (Table 5.7). Although change in peak torsion moments 

(moment around z-axis) experienced by IVD structures was significantly greater when SMT was 

applied at L3 and L4 TVPs in comparison to BTW FJ, it was also significantly smaller when 

SMT was applied at BTW TVP in comparison to when applied at the other application sites and 

significantly greater during SMT application at L4 TVP than at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) (Table 

5.7).  
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Table 5.7. Median (IQR) value of normalized forces and moments (relative to the intact condition) experienced by the 

intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments during the SMT application at each application site 

Condition Variable Axis 
Application Site 

L2/L3 FJ L3 TVP BTW FJ BTW TVP L3/L4 FJ L4 TVP 

Cut 3 

(IVD) 

Peak 

Force 

X -1.81 (1.67)
c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-5.05, -1.01] 

-1.38 (0.42)
c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.79, -1.03] 

-0.31 (1.02)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.58, 0.38] 

-1.10 (0.35)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-1.47, -1.00] 

-1.16 (0.33)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-1.34, -1.04] 

-1.14 (0.54)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-1.44, -1.00] 

Y -0.53 (0.50)
d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.07, -0.40] 

-0.34 (0.28)
c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.53, -0.22] 

-0.35 (0.69)
b,f 

95% CI [-0.57, -0.00] 

-0.41 (0.84)
a,b 

95% CI [-0.75, 0.49] 

-0.13 (0.47)
a,b 

95% CI [-0.70, 0.19] 

-0.66 (0.24)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-1.46, 1.50] 

Z -0.84 (0.97)
b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-2.26, -0.28] 

-0.37 (0.94)
a,e,f 

95% CI [-0.85, 0.36] 

-0.06 (0.92) 

95% CI [-0.78, 0.05] 

-0.34 (1.06)
a,e,f 

95% CI [-0.89, -0.00] 

-0.05 (0.11)
a,b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.31, 0.7] 

-0.43 (0.97)
a,b,d,e 

95% CI [-1.88, -0.17] 

Mean 

Force 

X -0.37 (0.79)
b,f 

95% CI [-0.71, 0.10] 

-0.73 (0.94)
a,c,d,e 

95% CI [-1.88, 0.12] 

-0.61 (0.95)
b,d 

95% CI [-1.43, -0.07] 

-0.76 (0.45)
b,c,e,f 

95% CI [-1.18, 1.15] 

-0.67 (0.58)
b,d 

95% CI [-1.65, 0.02] 

-0.87 (2.89)
a,d 

95% CI [-3.46, -0.87] 

Y -0.50 (0.80)
c 

95% CI [-1.06, 0.03] 

-0.38 (0.45)
c,d,e 

95% CI [-0.82, 0.10] 

-0.21 (2.07)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.80, -0.78] 

-0.25 (0.38)
b,c 

95% CI [-0.86, 0.45] 

-0.45 (0.40)
b,c 

95% CI [-1.29, 1.07] 

-0.95 (0.52)
c 

95% CI [-1.38, 0.52] 

Z -0.39 (0.63)
b,d,e 

95% CI [-0.97, 0.93] 

-0.33 (0.54)
a,d,f 

95% CI [-0.70, -0.02] 

-0.55 (0.73)
d 

95% CI [-1.51, -0.08] 

-0.51 (0.77)
a,b,c 

95% CI [-0.72, -0.07] 

-0.59 (0.61)
a,f 

95% CI [-0.77, -0.33] 

-0.53 (0.81)
b,e 

95% CI [-0.78, 0.26] 

Peak 

Moment 

X -0.43 (0.30)
b,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.13, -0.09] 

-0.43 (0.37)
a 

95% CI [-1.49, 0.82] 

-0.61 (0.41)
a,d 

95% CI [-0.81, -0.16] 

-0.72 (0.65)
a,c 

95% CI [-1.14, -0.57] 

-0.84 (0.66)
a 

95% CI [-0.98, -0.25] 

-0.82 (0.35)
a 

95% CI [-1.00, -0.42] 

Y -1.59 (3.10)
b,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-4.66, -0.96] 

-1.68 (1.71)
a,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-2.64, -1.18] 

-0.20 (0.94)
a,b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.68, 0.14] 

-1.20 (0.31)
a,b,c,e 

95% CI [-1.37, -0.98] 

-1.03 (0.69)
a,b,d,f 

95% CI [-1.36, -0.02] 

-1.34 (0.39)
a,b,c,e 

95% CI [-1.59, -0.94] 

Z -0.23 (0.06)
b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.31, -0.19] 

-0.26 (0.09)
a,c,d,e,f 

95% CI [-0.35, -0.22] 

-0.28 (0.09)
b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.34, -0.23] 

-0.21 (0.20)
a,b,c,e,f 

95% CI [-0.22, -0.10] 

-0.39 (0.56)
b,d,f 

95% CI [-0.63, 0.03] 

-0.42 (0.08)
a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-0.50, -0.35] 

Mean 

Moment 

X -0.59 (0.53)
b,f 

95% CI [-0.83, 0.03] 

-0.59 (0.33)
a,c,d,f 

95% CI [-0.77, -0.25] 

-0.52 (0.49)
b,f 

95% CI [-1.33, 0.25] 

-0.41 (0.51)
b,f 

95% CI [-0.99, -0.14] 

-0.73 (0.71)
f 

95% CI [-1.15, -0.18] 

-0.51 (2.24)
a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-1.81, -0.67] 

Y -0.26 (0.69)
c,f 

95% CI [-0.67, 0.56] 

-0.21 (1.53)
c,f 

95% CI [-1.05, 0.66] 

-0.40 (1.54)
a,b,d,e,f 

95% CI [-1.74, -0.29] 

-0.62 (0.94)
c,f 

95% CI [-0.96, 0.01] 

-0.71 (1.08)
c,f 

95% CI [-1.04, 0.30] 

-1.46 (4.37)
a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-3.29, -0.47] 

Z -0.18 (0.22)
b,e,f 

95% CI [-0.29, -0.06] 

-0.26 (0.14)
a,c,d,f 

95% CI [-0.37, -0.17] 

-0.26 (0.17)
b,e,f 

95% CI [-0.38, 0.00] 

-0.23 (0.40)
b,e,f 

95% CI [-0.55, 0.04] 

-0.32 (0.63)
a,c,d,f 

95% CI [-0.91, -0.12] 

-0.35 (0.37)
a,b,c,d,e 

95% CI [-1.32, -0.26] 

IQR=interquartile range; 95%CI=95% confidence interval; IVD=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments; FJ=facet joint; TVP=transverse process; BTW=between 
a - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L2/L3 FJ 
b - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3 TVP 
c - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW FJ 
d - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with BTW TVP 
e - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L3/L4 FJ 
f - significant difference in comparison (p<0.05) with L4 TVP 
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5.4 Discussion 

This study aimed to describe the loading characteristics of spinal tissues when SMT with a fixed 

peak force magnitude was applied at different application sites. The results indicate that the 

location in which SMT was applied significantly influenced spinal tissue loading characteristics. 

In general, a posterior to anterior SMT thrust application at the L3 vertebra caused vertebral 

movement, forces and moments between L3 and L4 spinal segment which were in reversed 

direction when SMT was applied at L4 vertebra. In contrast, when SMT was applied on the soft 

tissue between adjacent vertebrae (BTW TVP), vertebral movement did not significantly change 

while forces and moments were similar in direction to L3 TVP but smaller in magnitude. When 

changing SMT application sites within the same vertebra, greater torsion moments were 

generally experienced when SMT was applied at TVP compared to FJ. Overall, the results of this 

study suggest that SMT application site significantly influences SMT load distribution within 

spinal tissues and consequently, the forces and moments experienced by spinal structures. 

Although previous studies have described biomechanical and neurophysiological responses as a 

result of SMT application at a specific site [44,45,48,49], this is the first study to quantify the 

forces and moments experienced by spinal structures and describe how SMT loading distribution 

changes as a function of the application site. Figure 5.7 presents a summary of the general 

findings of this study. 
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Figure 5.7 Summary of general findings of this study. 

 

 

5.4.1 Vertebral displacements and rotations 

In this study, a posterior to anterior SMT thrust was applied at the skin overlying L3 and L4 

vertebrae landmarks (FJs and TVPs) and at the interspace between them. The resulting L4 

vertebral displacements and rotations in relation to L3 vertebra were replicated during robotic 

testing of all conditions. Interestingly, vertebral motions were considerably different when SMT 

was applied at each application site, with SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) generally 

creating the greatest displacements and rotations magnitudes, and SMT application at L4 vertebra 

(FJ and TVP) generally creating the smallest magnitudes of displacements and rotations. Given the 

posterior to anterior SMT thrust application, the observed opposite relative lateral translation and 

axial rotation when SMT was applied at L3 vertebra in comparison to when applied at L4 vertebra 
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was expected. Similar magnitudes of displacements in opposite directions, however, were not 

observed. For example, while the SMT application at L3 TVP created an axial rotation of 3.21° 

(L4 right axial rotation in relation to L3), SMT application at L4 TVP caused 1.93° of L4 left axial 

rotation. This indicates that for a SMT application with a constant force magnitude, the spinal level 

in which SMT is applied generally creates motions in opposite directions but not of opposing 

magnitudes. This difference in magnitudes is likely the result of variation in the specimens 

themselves, such as vertebral position (angulation and distance from skin) [227,228] and facet joint 

orientation [73] that may influence vertebral motion arising from SMT.  

 

The greatest linear displacements were observed along the anterior posterior axis (y-axis) and 

greatest rotations in axial rotation movement (around z-axis). Given the posterior to anterior 

direction of SMT thrust application, the great displacement along the posterior-anterior axis was 

expected and supported by previous studies [24]. In contrast to the observation of greater axial 

rotation in the current study, the study conducted by Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24], 

observed rotations in flexion extension to be greater than around the other axes. On the other 

hand, the previous study described in Chapter 4 observed large rotations in both flexion 

extension and axial rotation. While Kawchuk et al. (2010) [24] applied a manual SMT provided 

by a trained clinician, both the study described on Chapter 4 and the current study applied SMT 

by using a linear actuator motor with a contact area of approximately 0.8 cm
2
. Based on a 

previous finding that hand configuration during SMT application influence SMT's resultant 

magnitude, location and pressure distribution [218], differences in angular displacements 

observed between the current study and the one conducted by Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) 

[24] are likely related to differences in SMT force-time profile and area of pressure distribution. 
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This observation supports Chapter 4's speculation suggesting that in addition to SMT force-time 

characteristics (e.g. force magnitude, loading rate, application site), contact area and area of 

pressure distribution are also important aspects of SMT application. Additionally, differences in 

SMT input parameters between this study, Chapter 4 of this dissertation and the study conducted 

by Kawchuk and colleagues may also contribute to the observed difference in vertebral motion. 

While the current study applied 300N peak force SMT at 6 different application sites (L2/L3 and 

L3/L4 FJs, L3 and L4 TVP and the interspace between those FJs and TVPs), Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation applied SMT with 3 different peak force magnitudes at L3/L4 FJ and L4 TVP, and 

Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) applied a manual SMT (peak force magnitude not measured) at 

L3 TVP. Despite the difference observed in rotation about the axial axis (z-axis), the magnitudes 

of the remaining displacements and rotations along and around all other axes were similar to the 

ones observed in previous studies (Table 5.3). Therefore, similar to Chapter 4, SMT used in the 

current study is representative of a clinical SMT and clinical implications arising from this study 

are only limited in regards to vertebral axial rotation movement. 

 

Noteworthy, no statistical analysis was conducted on vertebral motion displacements and 

rotations during SMT applications and differences between displacements and rotations were 

only described here with the purpose of putting SMT input parameter and consequent vertebral 

motion into perspective. Despite of this, the description of spinal segment vertebral motion 

during the SMT application with different parameters is of great importance to demonstrate that 

SMT input parameters does affect the vertebral motion path and may contribute to the different 

physiological responses observed following SMT application [22,29,44,45]. 
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5.4.2 Interpretation of Results  

5.4.2.1 Forces and moments in the intact specimen 

The direction of particular forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen when SMT 

was applied at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP reversed when SMT was 

applied at L4 vertebra (FJ and TVP) (Table 5.4). More specifically, peak anterior posterior and 

lateral forces (forces along y- and x-axis, respectively), and torsion moments (moments around 

z-axis) created when SMT was applied at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP, 

were in opposite direction compared to the ones created when SMT was applied at L4. Although 

a SMT application at L4 vertebra did not cause vertebral motions in anterior posterior and lateral 

translations completely in the opposite direction as to when applied at L3 vertebra, translations 

during the SMT application at L3/L4 FJ were considerably smaller than the ones during SMT 

application at L3 vertebra (L2/L3 FJ and L3 TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP. Therefore, even 

though relative vertebral displacements during SMT application at adjacent levels (L3 and L4 

vertebrae FJ and TVP) was not always opposite relatively to each other, anterior posterior and 

lateral forces and axial moments were opposite. This indicates that spinal loading is not always a 

reflection of the vertebral displacement (i.e. the axis with the greatest displacement does not 

always experience the greatest forces or moments) given the unequal dimensions of the vertebral 

neutral zone combined with directionality in various anatomic conditions and constraints.  

 

The intact specimen also experienced peak anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis) and 

torsion moments (moments around z-axis) significantly smaller when SMT was applied at BTW 

TVP than when applied at any other application site involved in this study. This was expected 

given that only soft tissues are present underneath the skin overlying BTW TVP. In contrast, 
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bony structures are present below all other application sites: L2/L3 and L3/L4 FJs, L3 and L4 

TVPs and L3 lamina (underneath BTW FJ overlying skin). This suggests that when SMT is 

provided at the skin overlying soft tissues with no bony structures, SMT forces are dissipated 

through those soft tissues and significantly smaller loads are transmitted and experienced by the 

vertebral segment. 

 

Based on the data observed in this study, in order to compensate for applying SMT at BTW 

TVP, the SMT would require about 2x the force magnitude to create approximately similar 

torsion moments in the spinal segment as created during a SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ 

and TVP). Similarly, for a SMT application at BTW TVP to create anterior posterior forces 

approximately similar to the ones created by a SMT application at L3 (FJ and TVP), the SMT 

force magnitude would need to be approximately 8x the one applied in this study, which 

corresponds to a force magnitude of approximately 2400 N. In order for a SMT application at 

BTW TVP create anterior posterior forces and torsion moments similar to the ones created 

during a SMT application at L4 vertebra, the SMT thrust would have to be applied in the 

opposite direction to the one used in this study, i.e. a thrust applied from anterior to posterior 

(which may not be clinically possible). Although a SMT with approximately 2400 N was 

estimated to create similar anterior posterior forces to the ones created when SMT was applied at 

L3 vertebra (about 30 N), previous research reported failure shear forces ranging from 800 N to 

8700 N in porcine spines [173,229,230] and from 700 N to 1000 N in human spines [231,232]. 

Since a 300N-SMT application at L3 (FJ and TVP) created an average anterior posterior force of 

30 N (equivalent to 10% of the applied force), the application of a 2400N-SMT on a vertebral 

landmark during a mistargeted SMT application is estimated to create an anterior posterior force 
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of approximately 240N, which would still be below the values reported to cause spinal failure 

[173,231]. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that these are estimates based on the values 

observed in this study. The application of SMT with greater force magnitudes however will alter 

the resulting 3-dimensional vertebral motion of the spinal segment, potentially altering the forces 

and moments created at the specimen.  

 

Peak extension moment (moment around x-axis) was significantly greater when SMT was 

applied at L3/L4 FJ in comparison to when applied at L4 TVP. Even with a smaller extension 

rotation during SMT application at L3/L4 FJ than when applied at L4 TVP, the anatomical 

position of both structures might suggest an explanation for this finding. Given that the spinal 

segment included in this study is composed of the L3 and L4 vertebrae and the interconnecting 

structures between them (except muscular tissues), SMT motions applied to this unit falls in 

between those vertebrae within the mobile portion of the functional spinal unit [126] which is 

more closely located to the L3/L4 FJ (Figure 5.8) than to L4 TVP. With these anatomical 

positions, the observation that the application of a posterior-to-anterior SMT thrust on the 

overlying skin of L3/L4 FJ creates greater extension moments is comprehensible. 
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Figure 5.8 Posterior view of the L3-L4 motion segment. [Source: Netter FH. Atlas of human anatomy. 

4th ed., 2006. Saunders Elsevier] 
 

Significant differences in experienced torsion moments (moments around z-axis) were also 

observed when SMT was applied at L4 TVP in comparison to when applied at L3/L4 FJ. The 

significantly greater torsion moment experienced when SMT was applied at L4 TVP was expected 

not only due to the greater vertebral axial rotation (Table 5.2), but also due to the anatomical 

location of both structures in relation to the axial axis of the spinal segment. The longer moment 

arm presented by the TVP combined with applied forces (such as SMT) gives this structure a 

mechanical advantage of producing greater moments in comparison to the FJ. Therefore, applying 

SMT at the TVP creates significantly greater torsion moments on the intact specimen. The effect of 

SMT application at anatomic landmarks (e.g. FJ and TVP) of adjacent spinal levels on the resulting 

SMT 3-dimensional vertebral movement remains not completely clear. Despite the limited 

evidence regarding the specific reasons to why the same significant changes in torsion moments 
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were not observed when SMT was applied at L3 TVP in comparison to when applied at L2/L3 FJ, 

it can be speculated that this was likely due to the anatomical position of both structures and their 

distance to the overlying skin of SMT application sites. In support of this, previous studies have 

described the distance from the skin to spinal anatomical landmarks and reported TVP structures to 

be approximately 10 mm further from the skin than FJ and 26 mm further from the skin than 

spinous process [227,228]. This demonstrates that although a TVP application site presents a 

longer moment arm, it is also further from the skin, topped with more soft tissue through which 

SMT forces can rapidly dissipate with a resulting smaller transmission of force to the TVP in 

comparison to FJ. Therefore, the thickness of soft tissues between the skin and vertebral structures 

might influence the transmitted SMT forces as well as the SMT resulting vertebral motions. 

 

In summary, the intact spinal segment experienced torsion moments, anterior posterior and 

lateral forces in opposite direction when SMT is applied at adjacent spinal level (L3 and L4 FJ 

and TVPs). The anterior posterior and lateral forces and torsion moments were significantly 

smaller with the SMT application at BTW TVP, with an estimate of significantly greater SMT 

force magnitude to create loads similar to the ones created during a SMT application at the L3 

vertebra. Applying SMT at FJ significantly increases the extension moments while SMT 

application at the TVP significantly increases the torsion moments experienced by the intact 

spinal segment. 

 

5.4.2.2 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Overall, SL structures experienced significant change in loads when SMT was applied at 

different application sites. Importantly, sequential dissection technique revealed that the loads 
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experienced by SL structures were substantially smaller than the ones experienced by the other 

spinal structures (PJ and IVD). This indicates that even when SMT is applied at a location that 

SL structures experienced significantly greater change in loads, PJ and IVD structures will still 

be experiencing greater loads than SL structures. More specifically, while SL structures 

experienced, on average, the greatest change in forces and moments during a SMT application at 

L3 TVP, PJ and IVD structures experienced forces and moments 3x and 6x greater during the 

SMT application on the same application site, respectively.  

 

Nevertheless, significant change in peak superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) 

experienced by SL structures was still observed and a SMT application at L2/L3 FJ created 

significantly greater change in superior inferior forces in comparison to when applied at L4 

vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and BTW TVP. Of note, the superior inferior forces (forces 

along z-axis) experienced by SL structures were in the negative direction of z-axis, which 

translates into a force in the caudal direction. Even though the SMT application at L2/L3 FJ did 

not create superior inferior translations considerably different than the ones of the other SMT 

trajectories, SMT application at L2/L3 FJ created greater rotation in extension movement 

(rotation around x-axis) which brings the L3 and L4 spinous processes closer together 

compressing the SL structures. Therefore, the caudal force experienced by SL structures is 

created to resist the compression occurring during extension movement [91,97]. 

 

Change in mean lateral bending moment (moment around y-axis) experienced by SL structures 

was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3 TVP than when applied at L2/L3 FJ, 
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L3/L4 FJ and BTW FJ. This was expected given the anatomical position of TVP and FJ, and the 

longer moment arm presented by TVP in comparison to FJ.  

 

Significant change in peak torsion moment (moment around z-axis) was also experienced by SL 

structures. Unexpectedly, and in contrast to the intact specimens, SL structures experienced 

greater torsion moments with the SMT application at L3/L4 FJ. Table 5.2 shows a smaller 

vertebral axial rotation when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ. Combining a smaller moment arm 

(in comparison to TVP) and a smaller angular displacement (rotation around z-axis), it is likely 

that SL structures are resistors of small degrees of axial rotations [97]. When greater rotations are 

produced, other structures, such as facet joints, are likely engaged and take over the loads in 

resisting the axial rotation.  

 

In summary, while SMT application at L2/L3 FJ generally increases the forces experienced by 

SL structures, increased moments are observed when SMT is applied at L3 TVP. Importantly, 

although SMT application at specific application sites significantly changed loads experienced 

by SL structures, the amount of loads SL structures carry are substantially smaller than the ones 

carried by PJ and IVD structures.  

 

5.4.2.3 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Overall, significant changes in loads experienced by PJ structures were observed when SMT was 

applied at different application sites. Although the overall forces experienced by PJ structures 

were generally smaller than the ones experienced by IVD structures, PJ structures experienced 

greater torsion moments than SL and IVD structures. This indicates that by applying SMT at 
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TVP (instead of FJ), it is possible to preferentially increase torsion moments in PJ structures 

without concurrently increasing these same moments experienced by other spinal structures. 

 

Similar to the intact specimen, the change in peak anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis) 

experienced by PJ structures when SMT was applied at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP), BTW FJ and 

BTW TVP were in the opposite direction to when applied at L4 vertebra indicating that the SMT 

application at adjacent spinal levels create opposite loads experienced by PJ structures. Also, as 

observed in the intact specimen, change in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures 

when SMT was applied at BTW TVP were generally smaller than when SMT was applied at 

other application sites, likely due to the dissipation of the majority of forces through soft tissues 

and significantly smaller forces being transmitted to the spinal segment. Additionally, change in 

torsion moments (moments around z-axis) were also significantly greater when SMT was applied 

at L4 TVP in comparison to when applied at L3/L4 FJ, which is likely related to the mechanical 

advantage of TVP's longer moment arm in comparison to FJs, producing greater torsion 

moments. 

 

Specifically for PJ structures, a significantly greater change in peak lateral force (force along x-

axis) was observed when SMT was applied at L2/L3 FJ and BTW FJ (even though in opposite 

direction) than other application sites. Although SMT application at L2/L3 FJ and BTW FJ did 

not cause the greatest lateral translations (Table 5.2), facet joint contact and natural ligamentum 

flavum pretension may have contributed to lateral translation resistance. Supporting this idea, 

previous studies have described the mechanical function of the facet joint in resisting anterior 
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and lateral shear movements [74,75]. This indicates that even under small displacements, PJ 

structures are the main resistors to intervertebral lateral translation movements. 

 

The change in anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis) and mean superior inferior force 

(force along z-axis) experienced by PJ structures were significantly greater when SMT was applied 

at BTW FJ in comparison to when applied at other application sites. Additionally, similarly to SL 

structures, change in peak superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) were significantly greater 

when SMT was applied at L2/L3 FJ than in other application sites. While the significant change 

in superior inferior forces experienced by PJ structures might be related to the resistance of facet 

joints to intervertebral compression when extension movement is associated [71,233], significant 

changes in the anterior posterior forces might be related to the facet joint surface orientation and 

ligamentum flavum pretension imposing great resistance to anterior posterior shear movements 

[71,72,234]. While the anterior translation of the superior vertebra in relation to the inferior is 

resisted by facet joint surface contact, the posterior translation has been described to be resisted by 

posterior elements of the spine, specifically, spinal ligaments [75,174]. Given that SL structures 

did not present a significant change in anterior posterior forces, this indicates that ligamentum 

flavum and facet joint capsules might be important resistors to posterior shear translation. 

 

Similarly to the intact specimen, peak flexion extension moment (moment around x-axis) 

experienced by PJ structures was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ in 

comparison to when applied at L4 TVP. Despite the smaller extension angular displacement, 

Schendel and colleagues [76] have described the contact of the anterior inferior portion of facet 

joint surfaces during extension movement. Therefore, it is possible that when SMT forces were 
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applied directly on the skin overlying the FJs, less force were dissipated and were more 

effectively transmitted through these contact points, significantly increasing the moments in 

extension experienced by PJ structures.  

 

Changes in mean extension moments experienced by PJ structures during a SMT application at 

L3/L4 FJ and BTW TVP were significantly smaller than the other application sites. This was 

expected given the smaller vertebral extension rotation caused by the SMT application at these 

locations.  

 

Interestingly, changes in mean lateral bending moments (moment around y-axis) were 

significantly greater when SMT was applied at FJs in comparison to TVPs. As similar 

observation was not revealed for peak lateral bending, it is possible that the preload phase of 

SMT created greater lateral bending moments on PJ structures when it was being applied at FJs 

in comparison to at TVPs. Additionally, changes in peak lateral bending were significantly 

greater during SMT application at L3 vertebra (FJ and TVP) in comparison to at L4 vertebra (FJ 

and TVP) and may be explained by the greater lateral bending rotations caused by a SMT 

application at L3 vertebra. 

 

In summary, despite the significant changes in forces experienced by PJ structures when SMT 

was applied at different application sites, with the greatest changes in force being generally 

observed when SMT was applied at L2/L3 FJ, overall forces experienced by IVD structures 

were, on average, approximately 3x greater than PJ structures during a SMT application at the 

same application site. Notwithstanding, PJ structures were the structures that experienced greater 
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torsion moments, suggesting that when SMT is applied at TVP (rather than at FJ), PJ structures 

are loaded preferentially in comparison to other spinal structures. 

 

5.4.2.4 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Application of SMT at different application sites significantly influenced change in loads 

experienced by IVD structures. Overall, IVD structures experienced greater forces and moments 

than the other spinal structures (SL and PJ), with the exception of torsion moments (mainly 

experienced by PJ structures). This suggests that applying SMT at different application sites may 

not increase the forces experienced by other spinal structures without concurrently increasing the 

forces experienced by the IVD structures. 

 

Similar to the intact specimen and PJ structures, change in torsion moments (moments around z-

axis) experienced by IVD structures were significantly greater when SMT was applied at TVP in 

comparison to when applied at FJ, and significantly smaller when SMT was applied on soft 

tissues (BTW TVP) than at application sites involving bony structures. This again is related to 

the longer moment arm of TVP structures in comparison to FJ structures, and the force 

dissipation through soft tissues, respectively.  

 

Generally, a greater change in mean lateral force (force along x-axis) was generally observed 

when SMT was applied at TVP than when applied at FJ and significant change in mean lateral 

force was observed when SMT was applied at L3 TVP in comparison to when applied at L2/L3 

FJ. This observation may be related to the magnitude of lateral displacement that occurred when 

SMT was applied at L3 TVP in comparison to when applied at other application sites. Although 
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PJ structures have been described to be the main resistors to lateral translation, studies have also 

described the intervertebral disc to contribute to resisting anterior posterior and lateral shear 

movements [74,174]. This indicates that when significant lateral vertebral translations are 

produced, not only the PJ structures impose resistance, but also the IVD structures are involved 

in assisting the resistance to lateral translation movement. 

 

Changes in peak lateral forces and mean anterior posterior forces (forces along x- and y-axis) 

experienced by IVD structures were significantly smaller during SMT application at BTW FJ in 

comparison to other application sites. Although the reason for this observation is not clear from 

the current data, this can potentially be related to the anatomic structures underneath the location 

in which SMT was applied (L3 left lamina) and the resultant 3-dimensional vertebral movement. 

Given that vertebral lamina is not a landmark usually targeted during a clinical SMT application, 

this suggests that applying SMT off-target significantly reduces anterior posterior and lateral 

forces experienced by IVD structures. 

 

Change in peak anterior posterior forces significantly differed in magnitude during a SMT at 

adjacent spinal levels and significantly greater anterior posterior forces were observed during 

SMT application at L2/L3 FJ and L4 TVP. While the greater anterior posterior force experienced 

by IVD structures during SMT application at L2/L3 FJ can be explained by the greater anterior 

posterior displacement caused by the SMT application at this location (Table 5.2), the reason for 

the greater force during SMT application at L4 TVP is less clear. Nevertheless, Table 5.2 shows 

that the SMT application at L4 TVP caused smallest lateral and superior inferior displacements 

as well as lateral bending. Therefore, it is possible that the resulting 3-dimensional vertebral 
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motion caused by the SMT application L4 TVP moved the spinal segment through a specific 

path in which IVD structures were the main resistors to anterior posterior displacements.  

 

Significant changes in superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) experienced by IVD 

structures were observed when SMT was applied at L3 and L4 vertebrae with SMT application 

at L2/L3 FJ and L4 TVP creating the greatest changes. Interestingly, SMT application at L2/L3 

FJ and L4 TVP trajectories presented similar superior inferior translations but smaller than other 

application sites. The intervertebral disc resistance to compression has been widely described 

[72,235]. Greater superior inferior translations, however, have been observed to significantly 

load the PJ structures. Therefore, it can be speculated that with greater superior inferior 

displacements, the facet joint surfaces become engaged and take over the forces previously 

experienced by the intervertebral disc during smaller superior inferior translations. In support of 

this, neural arch and facet joint engagement have been reported to stress shield the anterior 

elements of the vertebral column during specific postures and movements of the spine [83,85]. 

Additionally, intervertebral disc height of porcine animals are smaller than humans [159] 

potentially increasing the stress shield effect of facet joints on the intervertebral disc.  

 

Similarly, changes in mean flexion extension moments (moments around x-axis) were 

significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ in comparison to when applied at L4 

TVP. Despite the smaller extension rotation occurred during SMT application at L3/L4 FJ (Table 

5.2), the IVD structures resistance to extension movements has been previously described 

[97,236]. Nevertheless, Ryan and colleagues [85] reported that facet joint engagement stress 

shields the posterior annulus fibrosus of the intervertebral disc during extension movement. This 
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indicates that IVD structures are greater contributors to resisting small extension movements. 

Greater extension rotations engage facet joints, which again take over the loads previously 

experienced by the IVD structures. 

 

Changes in lateral bending moments (moments around y-axis) were significantly greater when 

SMT was applied at TVP in comparison to when applied at FJ. This might also be related to the 

longer moment arm presented by TVP structures in comparison to FJ structures. By applying a 

constant force magnitude, greater moment arms produce greater moments. 

 

Change in peak lateral bending moment was significantly greater during SMT application at L3 

vertebra (FJ and TVP) in comparison to the other application sites. The intervertebral disc 

resistance to lateral bending has been previously described [78,97]. Therefore, given the greater 

distance from L3 FJ and TVP to the mobile portion of the L3/L4 spinal segment in comparison 

to the other application sites (Figure 5.8), this observation is comprehensible.  

 

In summary, despite the significant change in torsion moments when SMT was applied at TVP in 

comparison to FJ, IVD structures experienced smaller torsion moments than PJ structures. 

Nevertheless, IVD structures generally experienced greater overall forces compared to all other 

spinal structures suggesting that how ever SMT may be modified in its application, it is difficult 

to reduce forces imparted to the IVDs. 
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5.4.2.5 General discussion 

Based on the results of this study, providing SMT at different application sites significantly 

influenced SMT loading distribution within spinal tissues. Specifically, SMT application site 

changed the SMT resulting vertebral motion and consequently, significantly influenced the loads 

experienced by the intact specimen and spinal structures. Although speculations can be made to 

explain specific significant differences here observed, these results should be carefully 

interpreted. The observed difference in loads experienced by the intact specimen and by spinal 

structures should be interpreted as how the distribution of SMT loads change when SMT is 

applied at different application sites. For example, change in mean lateral bending moment 

(moment around y-axis) was significantly greater when SMT was applied at L3/L4 FJ for PJ 

structures, but significantly greater when SMT was applied at L4 TVP for IVD structures. As the 

discussion of this study provided potential biomechanical explanations for each of these 

observations, one could interpret these findings as conflicting. However, given the methodology 

used allowing for the comparison of experienced loads during each SMT trajectory within each 

set of spinal structures, this should rather be interpreted as difference in SMT loading 

distribution. Therefore, these results indicate that although the SMT application at L3/L4 FJ and 

L4 TVP, for example, did not cause a significant lateral bending moment difference in the intact 

specimen, the distribution of SMT loads change as a function of the application site: PJ 

structures experience greater lateral bending moment with SMT application at L3/L4 FJ and IVD 

structures experience the greatest lateral bending moments when SMT is applied at L4 TVP.  

 

Of note, this study observed that the mean moments experienced by PJ and IVD structures are 

greater than the ones experienced by the intact specimen, with these structures experiencing 
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mean moments equivalent to 257% and 238% of the mean moments experienced by the intact 

specimen, respectively. Given that the majority of this percentage correspond to the mean 

extension moments (around x-axis), this can be explained by the natural pretension of the 

ligamentum flavum [97]: when the specimen is intact, the ligamentum flavum "assists" the 

extension movement. Once the ligamentum flavum is removed, this "assistance" is also removed, 

increasing the resistance to extension movement than previously observed when the specimen 

was intact and ligamentum flavum was still present.  

 

Importantly, unlike the study conducted by Kawchuk et al. (2010) [24] and the previous study of 

this dissertation (Chapter 4) where it was observed that the IVD structures were the structures that 

experienced the greatest forces and moments regardless of the SMT force magnitude and 

application site, the current study observed that for specific variables, PJ structures were the 

structures that experienced the greatest moments. Specifically, despite the differences observed 

within each set of spinal structures (each cut), PJ structures experienced the greatest peak and mean 

torsion moments (moments around z-axis) and mean flexion extension moments (moments around 

x-axis). This suggests that by altering SMT application site and applying SMT at TVP (instead of 

FJ), it is possible to preferentially increase the torsion moments of PJ structures without 

concurrently increasing torsion moments of IVD structures. Although the SMT application at the 

TVP created greater torsion moments experienced by the intact specimen as well as PJ and IVD 

structures in comparison to when applied at other application sites, the torsion moments 

experienced by PJ structures are approximately 1.6x greater than the ones experienced by IVD 

structures (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). 
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Although the previous study of this dissertation (Chapter 4) did not show the greater loads 

experienced by PJ structures when SMT was applied at TVP in comparison to when applied at 

FJ, the experiment described in Chapter 4 was an exploratory study involving both force 

magnitude and application site. Therefore, it is possible that confounding loads related to SMT 

input parameter of force magnitude did not permit this observation. This highlights the 

importance of choosing adequate study design and analysis in order to answering specific 

questions. Given this observation, further studies investigating only SMT force magnitude input 

parameter should be conducted. 

 

Of note, given the findings of the first study of this dissertation (Chapter 3), the results of the 

current study is limited to the order in which structures were removed from the specimen during 

biomechanical testing. By changing the order of structure removal, the loading characteristics 

experienced by spinal structures during SMT application at different  application sites would also 

be changed. Given the composition and biomechanical function of spinal structures investigated 

here, it is possible to speculate that structure removal order will not significantly impact the 

loading characteristics of spinal structures. Nevertheless, future studies are needed to quantify 

the load difference when different orders of strucutre removal are used.  

 

5.4.2.6 Clinical implications 

Based on the results of this study, the SMT application at different application sites significantly 

influenced the SMT loading distribution within spinal tissues. 
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For the intact specimen, to increase the torsion moments, SMT could be applied at TVP (rather 

than FJ). Alternatively, to decrease the general forces and moments SMT could be applied at BTW 

TVP.  

 

To generally increase forces experienced by SL structures, SMT could be applied at L2/L3 FJ. 

To generally increase moments experienced by SL structures, SMT application at L3 TVP could 

be used. Nevertheless, forces and moments experienced by SL structures are considerably 

smaller than the ones concurrently experienced by PJ and IVD structures.  

 

For PJ structures, while SMT could be applied at FJ to generally increase forces, SMT could be 

applied at TVP to generally increase moments with torsion moments being mainly experienced 

by PJ structures (rather than SL and IVD structures). Of note, overall forces are still greatly 

experienced by IVD structures. To specifically increase extension moments, SMT application at 

FJ could be used. Alternatively, to reduce overall forces and moments on PJ structures, SMT 

could be applied at BTW TVP.  

 

In all application sites, IVD structures experienced greater overall forces. To generally increase 

forces experienced by IVD structures, SMT application at L2/L3 FJ could be used. Although 

torsion moments experienced by IVD structures are considerably smaller than the ones 

concurrently experienced by PJ structures, to generally increase moments experienced by IVD 

structures, SMT could be applied at TVP. To specifically increase extension moments, SMT 

application at FJ could be used. To decrease the general forces and moments experienced by IVD 

structures, SMT could be applied at BTW TVP. 
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Figure 5.12 summarizes the resulting vertebral motion and spinal structure loading during SMT 

application at each application site. Noteworthy, given that the current study was conducted 

using porcine cadaveric models, the clinical implications described here are speculative and 

further clinical studies are needed to verify their application to human spines. 
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Figure 5.12 Summary of clinical implications 

 

5.4.3 Limitations 

The current study investigated spinal structures loads by using a porcine cadaveric model. 

Although porcine lumbar spine models have been described to be suitable alternative models to 

human spines [93,95,146], anatomical and biomechanical differences have been described. 

Therefore, these results are limited in making inferences regarding living human spines. 

Additionally, differences between in vivo and in vitro conditions such as physiological and 

muscular effects, and potential differences in repeated loading testing also limit the application 

of these results to living condition. Specifically for this study, some specimens presented forces 

along z-axis reaching a ceiling effect during initial positioning of the intact specimen, reducing 
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the sensibility of the load cell in measuring forces along z-axis in the intact specimen. Finally, 

given the findings reported by Funabashi et al. (2015) [217], the loads reported in the current 

study are specific to the order in which spinal structures were removed from the specimen.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of this study, SMT application site significantly influences the resulting 

complex 3-dimentional vertebral motion and spinal tissue loading distribution. The SMT 

application at adjacent spinal levels caused opposite relative vertebral movements relatively to 

each other and, consequently, opposite anterior posterior forces and torsion moments. When 

SMT was applied between vertebra (BTW TVP), significantly smaller forces and moments were 

experienced by the intact specimen, PJ and IVD structures. Additionally, when SMT was applied 

further from the midline within the same vertebra (at TVP versus FJ), greater torsion moments 

were observed. Most importantly, the results of this study demonstrated by altering SMT 

application site and targeting TVPs (rather than FJs), it is possible to preferentially target PJ 

structures.  
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Chapter 6. 

Spinal tissue loading as a function of the method of spinal manipulative therapy application 

  

6.1 Introduction 

Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is a common intervention for low back pain and is mainly 

used by chiropractors and osteopaths since the late 19
th

 century [237]. It involves the application 

of a dynamic, high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust, causing a mechanical deformation of the 

spine and surrounding soft tissues [20–22]. While SMT is used commonly by the public [102], 

its application is difficult to standardize for a number of reasons including variation of input 

parameters (e.g. thrust duration, loading rate, preload phase forces) within and between 

clinicians. Specifically, peak force magnitudes, application site, contact surface area and hand 

configuration during SMT application have been previously described to significantly vary and 

influence the location, magnitude and pressure distribution of SMT loads [20,21,35,142,218]. 

 

Without controlling SMT input parameters, systematic investigations on the effect of SMT is 

problematic [39]. Based on this limitation, mechanical devices have been developed aiming at 

standardizing SMT application toward minimizing variability of SMT input parameters. While 

the use of mechanical devices does reduce SMT variability [36], it remains unknown if these 

mechanical devices elicit the same outcomes as manual SMT [106]. Therefore, the clarification 

of SMT load distribution within spinal tissues when SMT is provided with different methods of 

application is fundamental not only to clarify if the SMT application by a mechanical device is 

representative of a clinical SMT application, but also to verify if different devices could be used 

to preferentially target specific spinal structures. 
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Specifically, mechanical force manually assisted (MFMA) instruments have been developed and 

used widely in both research and clinical settings [37,212]. Although the use of MFMA 

instruments have been described to reduce variability between clinicians, MFMA instruments are 

still subjected to inter-operator and inter-trials variability [36] in force magnitude and force 

duration as instruments are still hand-held. To address the limitation of hand-held 

instrumentation to provide SMTs, a servo-controlled linear actuator motor was recently 

developed to simulate SMT with optimized precision and repeatability [39]. Compared to hand-

held MFMA instruments, the device developed by Descarreaux and colleagues is suspended 

from a rigid framework and can replicate specific force-time profiles which makes it ideal to 

investigate the relationship between SMT input parameters and physiological outcomes 

[28,56,57]. 

 

Given that both hand-held MFMA instruments and rigidly-supported linear actuators are thought 

to reduce clinical SMT force variability, studies investigating SMT underlying mechanisms and 

physiological outcomes have been conducted using these mechanical devices [28,56,125,212]. 

Unfortunately, differences in SMT input parameters between methods of application might 

impose significant limitations when interpreting and translating those results into clinical 

settings. Specifically, while SMT input parameters, such as peak force magnitude, loading rate 

and thrust duration have been described to change the outcomes elicited by SMT [29–

31,141,145], they have not been controlled for in a single experiment.  
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Importantly, by identifying how load distribution within spinal tissues change when different 

methods of SMT application is used, it may be possible to identify if one method of SMT 

application preferentially loads one specific spinal structure. If it can be shown that spinal tissue 

response can be modified by SMT application method, then important indicators regarding SMT 

specific health outcomes might be revealed in addition to the potential of developing new clinical 

techniques tailored to a patient’s specific needs. Therefore, the objective of this study was to 

compare the loading characteristics of spinal structures when SMT was provided with different 

methods of application in cadaveric porcine lumbar spines. Given that each method of SMT 

application present distinct force-time characteristics (e.g. peak force magnitude, contact surface 

area, loading rate) and those have been described to significantly influence SMT effects 

[142,212,218], it is hypothesized that SMT load distribution within spinal tissues will 

significantly differ as a function of the method of SMT application. 

  

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Overview 

Similar methodology to that used in this study was described in detail within Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation. Generally, an optical tracking system was used to record the vertebral motions 

arising from SMT application with three different methods (MFMA instrument, manual SMT 

and linear actuator motor). These vertebral motions were then replicated by a parallel robotic 

platform and through the use of kinematic replication with serial dissection, forces and moments 

experienced by specific spinal structures were quantified. 
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6.2.2 Sample Size Calculation 

The sample size calculation was conducted based on the data previoulsy reported by Kawchuk 

and colleagues (2010) [24] using  the General Power Analysis Program (G*Power 2) (University 

of Trier, Germany). With a statistical power was set at 0.80 (80%), two-tailed tests with level of 

significance set at α=0.05 (5%) and an effect size of 0.99-1.2, a sample size of 9 porcine models 

was required. Five additional porcine models were included to account for possible specimen 

loss due to data collection, potting procedure or testing complications and a total of 14 cadaveric 

porcine specimens were included. Given that the study from Kawchuk and colleagues also 

observed 12 variables, the use of the effect size reported by these authors for the current sample 

size calculation is appropriate. Therefore, with a level of significance set at 0.05 and statistical 

power set 0.80, the changes of having types I and II errors were 5% and 20%, respectively. 

 

6.2.3 Specimen Preparation  

 This study used 12 fresh porcine cadavers (Duroc X [Large White X Landrace breeds]) of 

approximately 60-65kg (two porcine specimens were excluded due to technical complications). In 

each intact porcine cadaver, ultra-sound imaging and needle probing technique were used to 

identify L3 and L4 vertebrae and L3/L4 left facet joint (FJ). One bone pin was drilled into the 

each of the L3 and L4 vertebral bodies and a rectangular flag having 4 infrared light-emitting 

diode markers was attached to the upper end of each bone pin (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 Rectangular flags with 4 infrared light-emitting diode markers attached to bone pins 

drilled into L3 and L4 vertebrae. 

 

Following the application of SMT with the 3 different methods of application on the intact 

porcine cadaver (detailed in the following sections), the lumbar spine was removed en bloc [24]. 

The L3/L4 spinal segment was cleaned of non-ligamentous tissues, sealed in a plastic bag and 

kept refrigerated at 3°C for less than 5 hours until potting and testing on the following day [213]. 

The specimen was kept moist with physiologic saline throughout preparation, embedding and 

testing [170,178]. 

 

6.2.4 Spinal manipulation 

Three methods of SMT were used to apply a posteroanterior thrust to the skin overlying the 

L3/L4 left FJ: a MFMA instrument (Activator V-E, Activator Methods International, Phoenix, 

AZ) (SMTact), a trained clinician with 3 years of clinical experience (SMTman), and the servo-
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controlled linear actuator motor (SMTmot) [39] (Appendix II) (Figure 6.2). The SMTact was set 

to at maximum force and the clinician instructed to apply a general SMT using the hypothenar 

push manipulation in which the clinician's pisiform bone was positioned on the skin overlying 

L3/L4 FJ. For SMT application with SMTmot, a peak force magnitude of 300N was used, 

preload phase force was adjusted to be 10% of the peak force (30 N) and the slope of the force 

curve from preload to peak load being 2.6 N/ms with a time to peak of 112.5 ms.  

 

A pressure array (Pressure Profile System, Inc. Los Angeles, CA) was used in 5 additional 

cadaveric porcine models with identical characteristics (breed, weight) to measure the SMT 

force-time characteristics applied by the SMTact and SMTman. The pressure array was placed 

between clinicians hands/SMTact contact tip and the skin overlying L3/L4 FJ. The pressure array 

was 1 mm thick, composed of 10x10 pressure sensors with a pressure sensitivity of 0.15% and 

recorded the force-time characteristics of SMT application at a rate of 120 Hz. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.2 Three methods used to apply SMT: A. mechanical force manually assisted instrument 

(Activator V-E); B. Manual SMT; C. linear actuator motor. 

 

6.2.5 Kinematic Recording 

During the application of each SMT, the resulting L3 and L4 vertebral motion was captured by 

each bone pin and sensor flag and recorded in 3 dimensions by an optical tracking system at a 

A B C 
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rate of 400 Hz (0.01 mm system resolution with 0.15 mm rigid body resolution; NDI, Waterloo, 

Canada) (Appendix III). 

 

6.2.6 Potting Procedure 

This study followed the standardized potting procedure described in the previous chapter 

(Chapter 4) where specimens were potted in a vertical orientation using dental stone (Modern 

Materials, South Bend, IN) with the intervertebral disc positioned parallel to the horizontal plane 

(Figure 6.3). 

  
 

Figure 6.3 Standardized potting procedure and L3/L4 spinal segment. 

 

6.2.7 Robotic Testing 

Following the potting procedure, the robotic testing was conducted as previously described in 

Chapter 4. In brief, the caudal end (L4) of the potted spinal segment was fixed to a 6-axis load 

cell (AMTI MC3A-1000, Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) and the load 
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cell mounted rigidly to a parallel robot platform (Parallel Robotics Systems corp., Hampton, 

NH). A calibration process was performed [216] (Appendix IV) resulting in 3 robotic trajectories 

files consisting of a series of commands corresponding to each of the 3 methods of SMT 

application (SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot). The robot accepts commands less frequently than 

data points are generated by the optical system. Therefore the robotic command files were re-

sampled to move the robotic platform in displacement control method reproducing the path of 

each SMT previously recorded. Given the safety settings of the robot, the SMT path replication 

was approximately 10% slower than the original SMT application. The cranial end of the potted 

specimen was then fixed to a stationary cross beam and the segment positioned in the initial 

neutral position.  

 

The robot was then moved and, starting from the initial neutral position, SMTs replications were 

reproduced in the following sequence: SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot. Each movement 

replication was separated by a 2 minutes recovery time as it was the minimum time necessary to 

perform all the tasks between tests (saving data, removing spinal structures, setting up for next 

test) and satisfied the minimum time for loads to return to baseline [24]. Based on feasibility 

tests performed by Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24] where peak loads in the specimen 

reached equilibrium within 2 or 3 trials, 3 pre-conditioning trials were executed prior to testing.   

 

The forces and moments experienced by the specimen during robotic replication of SMTs 

applied by different methods were recorded (axes of movement: x = medial/lateral, y = 

anterior/posterior, and z = superior/inferior). Following the replication of SMTs kinematics by 

the robot, spinal structures were removed and/or transected from the specimen and the same 
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robotic trajectories repeated by the robot. Based on the findings reported by Funabashi et al. 

(2015) [217] that the order in which structures are removed from the specimen influence their 

loading characteristics, spinal structures were removed/transected (via scalpel unless otherwise 

noted) in same order from all specimens: 1) supra- and interspinous ligament (SL), 2) bilateral 

facet capsules, facet joints (via rongeur) and ligamentum flavum (PJ), 3) intervertebral disc and 

anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). Given the intertransverse ligaments fragile 

nature and frequent damage during en bloc spinal removal, all specimens had their 

intertransverse ligaments removed prior to testing. 

 

6.2.8 Data Analysis  

6.2.8.1 Overview 

Similar to Chapter 4, this study also analysed 12 dependent variables corresponding to the peak 

and mean forces and moments measured and recorded along and around each of the 3 Cartesian 

axes, in 4 conditions independently observed (intact and following the removal of spinal 

structures). In contrast to Chapter 4, however, this study investigated only 1 independent 

variable: method of SMT application (SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot). Table 6.1 presents the 

description of conditions and variables, and the definition of included dependent variables. 
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Table 6.1. Description of conditions and variables used throughout the chapter 

Term  Definition 

Condition (n=4) 

 State in which specimens were tested. This study investigated 4 different 

conditions: 1.Intact specimen, 2.after cut 1 where supra- and intespinous 

ligaments (SL) were removed, 3.after cut 2 removing bilateral facet joins, 

capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) and 4.after cut 3 removing 

intervertebral disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). 
Independent variable 

(n=3) 

 Variable under investigation. In this study, independent variable is method of 

SMT application: SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot. 

Dependent variable 
 Measured variable, outcome. In this study, dependent variables are peak and 

mean forces and moments along and around all 3 axes of movement, 

respectively. 

 Peak forces 

and moments 
 

Maximum measured force and moment during the SMT thrust phase. For 

passive physiological moments, the maximum force and moment during the 

applied motion 

 Mean forces 

and moments 
 

Average value of forces and moments involving both the preload and thrust 

phases of SMT. For passive physiological movement, the average value of 

forces and moments involving the entire movement. 

 

6.2.8.2 Data Processing 

Data extraction and processing has been detailed in the previous chapter of this dissertation 

(Chapter 4). Briefly, baseline forces and moments were considered to be those recorded when the 

specimen was positioned in the same initial position as ex vivo. The resulting forces and 

moments of each specimen were plotted against time for each condition (intact and following the 

removal of spinal structures) and peak and mean forces and moments along and around each axis 

(x-, y-, z-axes) were identified by customized software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, 

TX). Similarly to Chapter 4, relative peak and mean forces and moments experienced by spinal 

structures were normalized to the respective load experienced by the intact condition during the 

SMT application with each method. The magnitude of displacements (translation and rotation) 

where peak loads occurred was also identified by the customized software. 

 

Pressure data during SMT application with SMTact and SMTman was plotted against time by 

using the software provided by the manufacturer (Chameleon Visualization and Data Acquisition 
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Software 2012, Version 1.7.0.6, Pressure Profile Systems. Inc., Los Angeles, CA). Peak force 

magnitude during SMT thrust phase and time to peak were extracted by the software and used 

for SMTact and SMTman force-time characterization. Contact surface area at peak force 

magnitude during SMTman application was extracted by the pressure recording software and 

was considered to be the area around the sensor recording the peak force magnitude in which 

forces above 10% of the recorded peak force magnitude were observed.  

 

6.2.8.3 Statistical Tests 

Given the objective of this study to compare the loading characteristics of spinal tissues during the 

application of SMT with different methods, each condition (intact condition and following the 

removal of spinal structures) was analyzed independently. Given that all methods of SMT 

application were performed on the same specimen, each observation of forces and moments when 

SMTs with different methods of application were replicated was considered a repeated measure. 

Therefore, for the intact specimen, a repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis for pairwise comparisons was 

conducted. For the analysis of change in loads following the removal of each spinal structures, a 

MANOVA for the regression coefficients was conducted followed by a Tukey post-hoc test for 

the multiple pairwise comparisons of the removed spinal structures. Statistical tests were 

performed combining  IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM 

Corp.) and R: A language and environment for statistical computing (R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing, Vienna, Austria).  
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Overview 

Overall, the method in which SMT was applied significantly affected the loads experienced by 

spinal structures. Generally, SMTact created smaller forces and moments at the L3/L4 spinal 

segment while overall SMT forces and moments applied by SMTman and SMTmot were 

distributed mainly within PJ and IVD structures. 

 

6.3.2 General descriptive statistics 

6.3.2.1 Spinal manipulative therapy characteristics 

From the pressure system recordings, peak force magnitudes, contact surface area and time to peak 

measured during SMTact and SMTman are shown in Table 6.2 together with SMTmot 

characteristics. While Figure 6.4 shows an example of raw forces and moments along and around 

all three axes of movement during the SMT application with each method experienced by the intact 

L3/L4 spinal segment and following each cut, Figure 6.5 shows an example of contact surface area 

at peak force magnitude during SMTact and SMTman application from pressure array system 

recordings. As the force-time profile applied by SMTmot were defined before the SMT application 

and replicated by the device, pressure data were not recorded during the SMTmot application. 

 

Table 6.2 Average (SD) of spinal manipulative therapy characteristics of each method of 

application 

Method of SMT 

application 

Applied 

force (N) 

Contact surface 

area (cm
2
) 

Time to 

peak (ms) 

Loading 

rate (N/ms) 

Applied stress 

(N/cm
2
) 

SMTact 120 (±12.7) 0.95 99 (±31) 1.21 126.31 

SMTman 524 (±41) 16.63 220 (±15) 2.38 31.51 

SMTmot 300 0.8 112.5 2.6 375 

SD = standard deviation; SMT = Spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact = mechanical force manually 

assisted instrument (Activator V-E); SMTman = Manual SMT; SMTmot = linear actuator motor. 
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Figure 6.4 Characteristic example of force- and moment-time plots of raw forces and moments experienced by the spinal segment in 

all three axes of movement during SMT application with all three methods (SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot). White line represents 

the loads experienced by the intact specimen; red line represents the loads experienced by the whole segment after supra- and 

interspinous were removed; green line after bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum were removed and blue line after 

intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior ligaments were removed. SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact=mechanical force 

manually assisted instrument (Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; SMTmot=linear actuator motor. 
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Figure 6.5 Example of contact surface area at peak force magnitude during A. mechanical force 

manually assisted instrument (Activator V-E) and B. manual spinal manipulative therapy 

application. 

 

6.3.2.2 Vertebral Displacements 

In this study, vertebral displacements arising from application of SMT with different methods 

were replicated during robotic testing of all conditions. Relative displacements (translation and 

rotations) of L4 vertebra in relation to L3 vertebra are shown in Table 6.3 by method of SMT 

application and axis of movement. The greatest translation was observed along the y-axis 

(posterior to anterior translation) (average: 5.89 mm ±SD: 3.92) and the greatest rotation around 

the x-axis (flexion-extension) (average: 1.97° ±SD: 1.32). Among all three methods of SMT 

application, SMTmot caused the greatest lateral displacement and lateral bending, SMTman 

caused the greatest anterior and superior displacements as well as extension and left axial 

rotation.  
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Table 6.3 Spinal manipulative therapy maximum displacement (mm) and rotation (°) 

(SD) created in the cadaveric specimen with the application of SMT (with different 

methods of application) trajectories 

Method of SMT 

application 

Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (flx ext) Y (lat bend) Z (axial rot) 

SMTact 0.43 (1.60) 2.16 (1.20) 0.26 (0.20)  0.65 (0.36) -0.28 (0.28) 0.10 (0.30) 
SMTman 1.26 (1.90) 9.10 (2.94) 1.39 (0.36)  3.06 (1.00) -0.65 (0.52) -1.71 (1.20) 
SMTmot 3.34 (3.59) 6.40 (3.47) 1.33 (0.41)  2.20 (1.09) -0.86 (0.44) -1.09 (0.74) 

Average of 

absolute values 
1.67 (2.74) 5.89 (3.92) 0.99 (1.32)  1.97 (1.32) 0.63 (0.48) 0.96 (1.03) 

SD = standard deviation; SMT = Spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact = mechanical force manually 

assisted instrument (Activator V-E); SMTman = Manual SMT; SMTmot = linear actuator motor. 
 

6.3.2.3 General forces and moments 

Figures 6.6  to 6.8 show boxplots with the median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers 

of peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment experienced by the intact specimen 

and spinal structures during the replication of SMT provided with different methods of 

application in each axis of movement. 
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Figure 6.6 Boxplots with median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers of peak and mean 

forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and following each cut in the x-axis. 

SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact=mechanical force manually assisted instrument 

(Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; SMTmot=linear actuator motor; Cut 1=supra- and 

interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 

3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 
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Figure 6.7 Boxplots with median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers of peak and mean 

forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and following each cut in the y-axis. 

SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact=mechanical force manually assisted instrument 

(Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; SMTmot=linear actuator motor; Cut 1=supra- and 

interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 

3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 
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Figure 6.8 Boxplots with median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers of peak and mean 

forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and following each cut in the z-axis. 

SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SMTact=mechanical force manually assisted instrument 

(Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; SMTmot=linear actuator motor; Cut 1=supra- and 

interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 

3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 
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6.3.3 Intact Specimen 

Figure 6.9 shows the average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by the intact specimen with respect to the method in which SMT was provided. The 

analysis revealed significant differences in forces and moments experienced by the intact 

specimen as a function of the method of SMT application. Generally, peak forces and moments 

created during a SMT application with SMTact were significantly smaller than the ones created 

during SMTman and SMTmot. 
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Figure 6.9 Average value of peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by the intact specimen during the application of SMT with different methods. 

 

 

Specifically, peak lateral and anterior posterior forces (forces along x- and y-axes) experienced 

by the intact specimen was significantly smaller when SMT was applied with SMTact (lateral 

force: average: 0.41N, 95% CI [-7.37,8.20]; median: 2.73N (IQR: 10.43); anterior posterior 
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force: average: -1.64N, 95% CI [-3.40, 0.11]; median: -1.24N (IQR: 3.11)) than when applied 

with SMTmot (lateral force: average: -11.78N, 95% CI [-22.17, -1.40]; median: -14.38N (IQR: 

13.95); anterior posterior force: average: -24N, 95% CI [-29.09, -18.90];  median: -26.98 (IQR: 

9.80)) and SMTman (lateral force: average: -14.92N, 95% CI [-24.78, -5.06];  median: -15.46N 

(IQR: 29.28); anterior posterior force: average: -22.23N, 95% CI [-29.44, -15.02];  median: -

24.56N (IQR: 17.62)).  

 

Peak flexion extension moment (moment around x-axis) was significantly greater when SMT 

was applied with SMTmot (average: -2.37Nm, 95% CI [-3.42, -1.32]; median: -1.86Nm (IQR: 

1.80)) and in opposite direction to when applied with SMTact (average: 0.25Nm, 95% CI [0.05, 

0.44]; median: 0.21Nm (0.31)) and SMTman (average: 0.41Nm, 95% CI [-0.61, 1.44]; median: -

0.10Nm (IQR: 2.25)). Peak lateral bending and torsion moments (moments around y- and z-axes) 

were significantly greater during SMTman (lateral bending moment: average: -2.91Nm, 95% CI 

[-2.21, -0.28]; median: -1.11Nm (IQR: 2.07); torsion moment: average: -2.91Nm, 95% CI [-4.19, 

-1.63]; median: -2.25Nm (IQR: 3.16)) than during SMT application with SMTact (lateral 

bending moment: average: -0.08Nm, 95% CI [-0.64, 0.47]; median: -0.02Nm (IQR: 0.66); 

torsion moment: average: 0.15Nm, 95% CI [-0.15, 0.44]; median: 0.08Nm (IQR: 0.35)). 

 

 

6.3.4 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Figure 6.10 presents the average of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by SL structures during the SMT application with different methods 

relative to the intact condition. Considering the total forces and moments experienced by the 

intact specimen 100%, the total forces and moments experienced by spinal structures during 
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SMT with each method of application are presented in Table 6.4. Although SL structures 

experienced significant changes in forces and moments as a function of the method in which 

SMT was applied, they were substantially smaller than the forces and moments experienced by 

PJ and IVD structures. 
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Figure 6.10 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by supra- and interspinous ligaments during the application of SMT with 

different methods. 
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Table 6.4 Percentage of general forces and moments experienced by spinal structures 

during the SMT application with different methods in relation to the loads experienced by 

the intact specimen (100%) 

Spinal Structure 
Method of SMT 

application 
Peak Forces Mean Forces Peak Moments Mean Moments 

Cut 1 (SL) 

SMTact 2.12% 1.64% 5.96% 30.77% 

SMTman 0.74% 5.94% 3.92% 17.27% 

SMTmot 0.98% 5.46% 4.76% 24.43% 
      

Cut 2 (PJ) 

SMTact 7.40% 3.82% 13.33% 17.35% 

SMTman 2.71% 18.10% 32.76% 103.14% 

SMTmot 2.10% 10.31% 26.92% 113.93% 
      

Cut 3 (IVD) 

SMTact 10.36% 8.27% 47.41% 126.32% 

SMTman 4.77% 21.12% 41.81% 147.64% 

SMTmot 7.26% 26.36% 49.92% 337.70% 
SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SL=supra- and interspinous ligaments; PJ=bilateral facet joints, capsules 

and ligamentum flavum; IVD=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments; 

SMTact=mechanical force manually assisted instrument (Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; 

SMTmot=linear actuator motor 
 

Although SL structures were less sensitive to the differences between methods of SMT 

application, change in mean forces along z-axis was still significantly different when SMT was 

applied using different methods of application. Specifically, change in mean superior inferior 

force (force along z-axis) experienced during SMTman (average: -1.04N, 95% CI [-2.23, 0.15]; 

median: -0.22N (IQR: 0.67)) was significantly greater than when applied with SMTact (average: 

-0.08N, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.05]; median: -0.10N (IQR: 0.28)) and SMTmot (average: -0.33N, 95% 

CI [-1.24, 0.56]; median: -0.25N (IQR: 0.61)).  

 

6.3.5 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Figure 6.11 shows the average of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by PJ structures when SMT was applied with different methods. Despite of 

the significant changes in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures when using different 
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methods of SMT application, the changes in overall forces and moments experienced by PJ 

structures were smaller than the ones experienced by IVD structures (Table 6.4). 

 
 

Figure 6.11 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum during the 

application of SMT with different methods. 
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Specifically for forces, change in peak superior inferior force (force along z-axis) when SMT 

was applied with SMTact (average: -0.18N, 95% CI [-0.84, 0.47]; median: -0.00N (IQR: 0.75)) 

was significantly smaller and in opposite direction than both SMTmot (average: 0.54N, 95% CI 

[-0.20, 1.28]; median: 0.02N (IQR: 0.46)) and SMTman (average: 0.31N, 95% CI [0.00, 0.62]; 

median: 0.11N (IQR: 0.27)). Additionally, change in mean anterior posterior and superior 

inferior forces during SMTman application (anterior posterior force: average: -0.63N, 95% CI [-

2.51, 1.24]; median: 0.21N (IQR: 2.79), superior inferior force: average: -1.22N, 95% CI [-3.13, 

0.68]; median: -0.46N (IQR:1.98)) were significantly greater than when SMT was applied with 

SMTact (anterior posterior force: average: 0.39N, 95% CI [0.00, 0.78]; median: 0.44N (IQR: 

0.51), superior inferior force: average: -0.21N, 95% CI [-0.50, 0.06]; median:-0.17N (IQR: 

0.53)) and SMTmot (anterior posterior force: average: 0.74N, 95% CI [-0.16, 1.66]; median: 

0.28N (IQR: 0.16), superior inferior force: average: -0.68N, 95% CI [-2.06, -0.69]; median: -

0.24N (IQR: 0.74)) with anterior posterior forces during SMTman being in opposite direction to 

the ones during SMTact and SMTmot. 

 

Specifically for moments, while change in peak flexion extension moments (moments around x-

axis) experienced by PJ structures were significantly greater when SMT was applied with 

SMTmot (average: -0.48Nm, 95% CI [-0.66, -0.30]; median: -0.45Nm (IQR: 0.27)) than with 

both SMTact (average: 0.15Nm, 95% CI [-0.41, 0.72]; median: -0.01Nm (IQR: 0.72)) and 

SMTman (average: -0.17Nm, 95% CI [-0.54, 0.19]; median: -0.16Nm (IQR: 0.55)), change in 

mean flexion extension moments when SMT was applied with SMTact (average: -0.18Nm, 95% 

CI [-0.66, 0.30]; median: -0.07Nm (IQR: 1.44)) was significantly smaller and in opposite 

direction than when applied with both SMTmot (average: 0.72Nm, 95% CI [-1.72, -0.26]; 
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median: 0.29Nm (IQR: 1.94)) and SMTman (average: 0.91Nm, 95% CI [-1.59, -0.23]; median: 

0.54Nm (IQR: 1.00)). Additionally, while changes in torsion moments (moments around z-axis) 

were observed and SMT applied with SMTmot (average: -0.27Nm, 95% CI [-0.74, 0.19]; 

median: -0.40Nm (IQR: 0.37)) created peak torsion moments significantly smaller than SMTman 

(average: -0.64Nm, 95% CI [-0.89, -0.39]; median: -0.58Nm (IQR: 0.31)), change in mean 

torsion moments were significantly smaller during a SMT applied with SMTact (average: -

0.15Nm, 95% CI [-0.83, 0.52]; median: -0.08Nm (IQR: 0.32)) than with SMTmot (average: -

0.67Nm, 95% CI [-1.37, -0.03]; median: -0.24Nm (IQR: 0.60)).  

 

6.3.6 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Figure 6.12 shows the average of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by IVD structures when SMT was applied with different methods. In 

addition to the significant changes in forces and moments experienced by IVD structures when 

using different methods of SMT application, these were the structures that experienced the 

greatest changes in overall forces and moments (Table 6.4). 
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Figure 6.12 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments during 

the application of SMT with different methods. 

 

Specifically, SMT applied with SMTmot (average: -1.16N, 95% CI [-1.49, -0.84]; median: -

1.01N (IQR: 0.46)) created peak lateral force (force along x-axis) significantly greater than when 

applied with both SMTact (average: -0.82N, 95% CI [-1.00, -0.64]; median: -0.81N (IQR: 0.35)) 
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and SMTman (average: -0.82N, 95% CI [-1.50, -0.14]; median: -0.77N (IQR: 0.64)). While 

change in peak anterior posterior force experienced by IVD structures were significantly greater 

when SMT was applied with SMTmot (average: -0.95N, 95% CI [-1.03, -0.87]; median: -0.89N 

(IQR: 0.21)) in comparison to when applied with SMTact (average: -0.65N, 95% CI [-1.23, -

0.07]; median: -0.66N (IQR: 0.65)), it was significantly smaller than SMTman application 

(average: -1.01N, 95% CI [-1.26, -0.76]; median: -1.07N (IQR: 0.32)). Change in peak superior 

inferior forces during a SMT application with SMTmot (average: 0.68N, 95% CI [-2.03, -0.66]; 

median: 0.11N (IQR: 1.97)) was significantly greater and in opposite direction than with SMTact 

(average: -0.42N, 95% CI [-1.17, 0.32]; median: -0.35N (IQR: 1.30)) and SMTman (average: -

0.33N, 95% CI [-0.97, 0.31]; median: -0.15N (IQR: 0.38)). While change in mean anterior 

posterior forces experienced by IVD structures were significantly greater and in opposite 

direction during SMTman (average: 0.90N, 95% CI [0.98, 2.69]; median: -0.71N (IQR: 2.22)) 

than with SMTact (average: -0.85N, 95% CI [-1.21, -0.60]; median: -0.90N (IQR: 0.81)) and 

SMTmot (average: -0.48N, 95% CI [-1.15, 0.17]; median: -0.67N (IQR: 0.30)), change in mean 

superior inferior forces were significantly greater during a SMT application with SMTmot 

(average: -3.37N, 95% CI [-5.51, -1.23]; median: -2.20N (IQR: 4.66)) than with SMTact 

(average: -0.78N, 95% CI [-1.19, -0.37]; median: -0.84N (IQR: 1.11)) and SMTman (average: -

0.64N, 95% CI [-3.05, -0.17]; median: -0.91N (IQR: 1.42)). 

 

Specifically for moments, change in peak flexion extension moments (moment around x-axis) 

was significantly smaller when SMT was applied with SMTact (average: -0.03Nm, 95% CI [-

0.69, 0.62]; median: -0.35Nm (IQR: 0.41)) than with SMTmot (average: -0.77Nm, 95% CI [-

0.90, -0.65]; median: -0.77Nm (IQR:0.30)) and SMTman (average: -0.80Nm, 95% CI [-1.07, -
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0.52]; median: -0.83Nm (IQR: 0.25)). Change in mean lateral bending moments during a SMT 

application with SMTmot (average: -1.72Nm, 95% CI [-3.19, -0.25]; median: -0.96Nm (IQR: 

0.63)) was significantly greater in comparison to when applied with SMTact (average: -0.76Nm, 

95% CI [-0.89, 0.04]; median: -0.72Nm (IQR: 0.57)) and SMTman (average: -0.52Nm, 95% CI 

[-1.48, 0.26]; median: -0.70Nm (IQR: 0.57)). Additionally, significant change in peak torsion 

moments (moment around z-axis) was also observed and the SMT application with SMTmot 

(average: -0.72Nm, 95% CI [-1.41, -0.02]; median: -0.59Nm (IQR: 0.27)) created significantly 

greater changes in comparison to SMTact (average: -0.18Nm, 95% CI [-0.58, 0.20]; median: -

0.16Nm (IQR: 1.07)) and SMTman (average: -0.32Nm, 95% CI [-0.55, -0.10]; median: -0.37Nm 

(IQR: 0.35)).  

 

6.4 Discussion 

This study aimed to quantify and compare the loading characteristics of cadaveric porcine 

lumbar spine structures when SMT was provided with different methods of application (SMTact, 

SMTman, SMTmot). The results of this study indicate that the method in which SMT was 

provided significantly influenced spinal structure loading characteristics. In general, while SMT 

application with SMTact created forces and moments significantly smaller than SMTman and 

SMTmot, SMTman and SMTmot created greater forces and moments in different directions. 

Specifically, while SMTman created greater torsion moments in the intact specimen, SMTmot 

created greater extension moments. Sequential dissection of spinal structures revealed that while 

PJ structures experienced greater moments during SMTman application, IVD structures 

experienced greater moments during SMT application with SMTmot. Although studies have 

been investigating the biological outcomes elicited by SMT by using different devices to reduce 

SMT force-time characteristics variability [24,28,47,49,141], this is the first study to quantify the 
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forces and moments experienced by spinal structures and describe how SMT loading distribution 

within spinal structures changes when different method SMT application is used. Figure 6.13 

presents a summary of the general findings of this study. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.13 Summary of general findings of this study.   
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6.4.1 Spinal manipulative therapy characteristics - Comparison with previous studies 

In the current study, SMT application with SMTact provided an average peak force magnitude of 

120N (±12.7N) reached in 99ms (±31ms), with a loading rate of 1.21N/ms. Previous studies have 

investigated the force-time characteristics of MFMA instruments [212,238] and specifically the 

SMT characteristics of Activator V-E have been recently reported [239]. Although Liebschner 

and colleagues (2014) [239] observed Activator V-E to provide peak force magnitude of 189N, a 

peak force magnitude of approximately 130N was measured when SMT was applied on a soft 

tissue analog, which is comparable to the peak force magnitude measured in the current study. 

Unfortunately, time to peak and loading rate of SMT applied with Activator V-E have not been 

reported in the literature, which impedes the comparison with the ones observed in this study. 

 

Manual SMT was applied with an average peak force magnitude of 524N (±41N) with an 

average time to peak of 220ms and, therefore, a loading rate of 2.38N/ms. Despite of the well-

known variability in SMT force-time characteristics not only between clinicians and trials, but 

also depending on individual presentation, spinal region and articular stiffness [21,35,114], 

similar force-time characteristics have been described in previous investigations [122,240–242]. 

Therefore, the SMTman provided in this study is representative of a clinical SMT application on 

humans, even though cadaveric porcine models were used. 

 

6.4.2 Vertebral displacements and rotations - Comparison with previous studies 

In this study, three different methods of SMT application were used to provide a posterior to 

anterior SMT thrust on the skin overlying L3/L4 FJ. The resulting L4 vertebral translations and 

rotations relative to L3 vertebra were replicated during robotic testing in all testing conditions 
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(intact specimen and following spinal structures removal). Table 6.3 shows that the resulting 3-

dimensional vertebral displacements and rotations differed as a function of the method used. 

Similar to our observations, Keller and colleagues (2006) [33] investigated vertebral 

displacements and acceleration during SMT application with 3 different MFMA instruments on 

the spinous process of T12. They observed that different magnitudes of vertebral displacements 

and acceleration were caused by different instruments in all 3 axes of movement which is 

probably due to differences in force-time characteristics between instruments [33]. 

 

In this study, while SMTmot was observed to cause greater lateral displacement and lateral 

bending, SMTman caused greater anterior and superior displacement as well as extension and 

axial rotations. Considering the results observed on Chapter 4 of this dissertation where greater 

SMT peak force magnitude applied at L3/L4 FJ caused greater posterior and superior 

displacement and extension and axial rotations, and smaller SMT peak force magnitude caused 

greater lateral displacement and lateral bending, it is possible that the difference in vertebral 

motions here observed are due to the difference in applied SMT peak force magnitude between 

SMTman and SMTmot. Nevertheless, the greater lateral displacement and lateral bending 

observed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation were observed during the SMT application with 100N, 

which is closer to the SMT peak force during SMT application with SMTact (120N) than with 

SMTmot (300N). Therefore, this difference in vertebral motion could also be influenced by the 

contact surface area of each method of SMT application. Specifically, given that SMTman was 

provided through a substantially larger contact surface area than SMTmot, it is possible that not 

only L3/L4 FJ, but also surrounding structures were subjected to the force applied by the 
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SMTman, such as L3 and L4 lamina, producing increased vertebral displacement and rotation in 

the observed directions. 

 

Despite the differences in magnitude of vertebral displacements and rotations between methods 

of SMT application observed in the current study, all three methods caused vertebral trajectories 

in which the greatest displacements occurred along anterior posterior axis and greatest rotations 

around flexion extension axis. Similar to these observations, previous studies have also reported 

great anterior displacements and extension rotations during SMTman [24,243] and SMT applied 

with SMTact [125]. Specifically, Kawchuk and colleagues (2010) [24] also applied Manual SMT 

in a similar model to the one used in the current study and observed anterior displacements of 

5.35mm and extension rotations of 1.96°. Additionally, Gal et al. (1997) [243] observed anterior 

displacements of 6-12mm and extension rotations of 0.2-1.8° during Manual SMT application at 

the low thoracic region of human cadavers. Despite the similar axes of greatest displacements 

and rotations between previous and the current study, the magnitudes of displacements and 

rotations were considerably different and are likely related to well-known force-time profile 

significant variability between clinicians [20,35] and SMT application site, as Chapter 5 of this 

dissertation described differences in the resulting vertebral motion during the SMT application at 

different application sites. While the current study applied SMT at L3/L4 FJ, Kawchuk et al. 

(2010) [24] and Gal et al. (1997) [243] applied SMT at the L3 and T10-T12 transverse processes, 

respectively. Therefore, not only the force-time characteristics, but also the resulting vertebral 

motions indicate that SMTman applied here was representative of a clinical SMT application. 
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Similarly, Keller and colleagues (2003) [46] investigated vertebral motions during SMT 

application at lumbar FJs using a MFMA instrument and although rotations were not measured, 

anterior displacements of 0.58mm were observed. Given that Keller et al. (2003) [46] applied 

SMT at similar location to the current study, the noticeable difference in anterior displacement 

magnitude between studies may be related to differences in SMT force-time characteristics. 

Although both studies applied SMT using MFMA instruments, distinct models of MFMA 

instruments were used and might explain these differences in vertebral motion. While Keller and 

colleagues (2003) [46] used the Activator-II, the current study used Activator V-E. In addition to 

differences in SMT force-time characteristics between models of MFMA instruments [212], 

Kawchuk et al. (2006) have demonstrated that although the use of MFMA instruments generally 

reduces SMT force variability, they are handled by clinicians and researchers and the variability 

between operators and trials remains significant [36].  

 

In summary, the vertebral displacements and rotations observed during the SMT application with 

different methods occurred in similar axes to those previously reported, indicating that although 

SMTs were applied to porcine cadaveric models, the SMT resulting vertebral motions were 

representative of a clinical SMT application. 

 

6.4.3 Interpretation of Results 

6.4.3.1 Intact Specimen 

The analysis of the intact specimen revealed peak lateral and anterior posterior forces (forces 

along x- and y-axes, respectively) significantly smaller when SMT was applied with SMTact in 

comparison to SMTman and SMTmot. This difference was expected not only due to the 
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difference in peak force magnitude between methods of SMT application, but also given the 

resulting vertebral motion caused by SMT application with SMTact in comparison to SMTmot 

and SMTman. This observation is in accordance to Chapter 4 of this dissertation where SMT 

application with smaller force magnitudes caused peak lateral and anterior posterior forces 

significantly smaller in comparison to SMT with greater force magnitudes. 

 

Peak flexion extension moment (moment around x-axis) experienced by the intact specimen was 

significantly greater when SMT was applied with SMTmot compared to SMTact and SMTman. 

Given that Chapter 4 of this dissertation found that a minimum of 200N difference in applied 

SMT peak force magnitude is required to create significant differences in experienced forces and 

moments, the significant difference in extension moment is then likely related to the resultant 

direction of the SMT applied thrust. Although SMT thrust application during SMTact and 

SMTman were intended to be delivered purely in the posterior to anterior direction, the 

positioning of the instruments were not controlled and resultant direction of the force applied 

during SMT with both methods were potentially subjected to slight differences. Given that this 

study did not measure the resulting force direction in which SMT thrust was applied, it is 

possible that SMTact, SMTman and SMTmot applied a SMT thrust with small differences in 

direction, with SMTmot potentially creating significantly greater extension moments than 

SMTact and SMTman.   

 

Peak lateral bending and torsion moments (moments around y- and z-axes, respectively) 

experienced by the intact specimen were significantly greater during SMTman in comparison to 

SMTact. The greater torsion moments created by SMTman can be explained by the greater axial 
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rotation motion it caused in comparison to SMTact (Table 6.3). The greater lateral bending 

moment, in turn, might be related to the difference in SMT peak force magnitude and the SMT 

peak force location migration during SMTman [142]. Given the previous investigation 

demonstrating that peak force application location may shift during the SMTman application, it 

is possible that the location in which the peak SMTman force was applied shifted in a direction 

(e.g. laterally) that a greater lateral bending moment was created. Another potential explanation 

for this observation is the contact surface area in which both SMTs were applied. Given that 

SMTman provided SMT through a contact surface that is substantially larger in comparison to 

SMTact, it potentially involved greater lateral area of contact, creating greater lateral bending 

moments. 

 

In summary, peak forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen were generally more 

sensitive to differences in methods of SMT application than mean forces and moments. 

Additionally, SMTact created peak forces and moments significantly smaller than SMTmot and 

SMTman. 

 

6.4.3.2 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Overall, among the 3 methods of SMT application, SL structures generally experienced greater 

change in moments during the SMT application with SMTact. Despite of this, the magnitude of 

forces and moments experienced by SL structures were substantially smaller than those 

experienced by the other spinal structures, with PJ and IVD structures experiencing moments 

about 3x and 6x greater, respectively. This indicates that no matter how SMT is applied, the 
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loads arising from SMT application are distributed mainly within PJ and IVD structures and SL 

structures experience minor forces and moments (Table 6.4). 

 

Changes in superior inferior forces experienced by SL structures during SMTman was 

significantly greater in comparison to the ones during SMT application with SMTact and 

SMTmot. The caudal force experienced by SL structures associated with extension movement 

has been previously described [91,97]. Therefore, given the greater superior displacement 

associated with the greater extension rotation observed during SMTman in comparison to 

SMTact and SMTmot, SL structures experienced greater caudal forces to resist these motions. 

This is in accordance to the previous Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 

 

In summary, although the forces and moments experienced by SL structures were considerably 

smaller than the ones experienced by PJ and IVD structures, SL structures experienced 

significantly greater inferior forces during SMTman than during SMTact and SMTmot.  

 

6.4.3.3 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Overall, significant changes in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures were observed 

during the SMT application with different methods. Generally, among the 3 methods of SMT 

application, PJ structures experienced greater changes in peak moments during the application of 

SMTman (Table 6.4). Despite of this, the magnitude of the overall forces and moments 

experienced by PJ structures were smaller than those experienced by IVD structures, with the 

latter experiencing moments about 2x greater. Nevertheless, peak torsion moments and mean 

anterior posterior forces experienced by PJ structures during SMTman application were greater 
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than the ones experienced by SL and IVD structures. This indicates that PJ structures are the 

main resistors to the axial rotation component and contribute to resisting anterior posterior 

displacements during SMTman application. 

 

Significant change in superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) experienced by PJ structures 

was observed and SMTact created significantly smaller peak superior inferior forces compared to 

SMTman and SMTmot. The increase in forces experienced by facet joint during compression has 

been previously described especially when extension rotations and shear displacements are 

combined [233]. Therefore the significant difference between changes in peak superior inferior 

forces created by SMTman and SMTmot in comparison to SMTact might be explained by the 

greater superior and anterior displacements as well as extension rotation caused by those two 

methods of SMT application in comparison to SMTact (Table 6.3). Similarly, changes in mean 

anterior posterior and superior inferior forces were significantly greater during SMTman than 

during SMT application with SMTact and SMTmot, which is likely also explained by the greater 

vertebral displacements and rotations caused by SMTman than by SMTact and SMTmot (Table 

6.3). 

 

Significant changes in flexion extension moments experienced by PJ structures were observed 

and while peak flexion extension moments were significantly greater when SMT was applied 

with SMTmot in comparison to SMTact and SMTman, mean flexion extension moments were 

significantly greater during SMT applied with SMTmot and SMTman in comparison to SMTact. 

Therefore, extension moments experienced by PJ structures were always smaller when SMT was 

applied with SMTact, which is likely due to the smaller SMT force applied, causing smaller 
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extension rotations. Given that changes in peak extension moment created by SMT application 

with SMTmot in comparison to SMTman were significant, but the mean extension moments 

were not, it is possible to speculate that the SMT preload phase of both methods present 

significant differences and compensate for the differences observed in peak moments. Although 

preload phase was not analyzed in the current study, in Figure 6.4 it is possible to observe that 

the force magnitude and the duration of preload phase between methods of SMT application 

were different, with SMTman potentially presenting greater preload force and duration, 

compensating for the difference in peak extension moment. 

 

 

Change in peak torsion moments experienced by PJ structures were significantly smaller during 

a SMT application with SMTmot than with SMTman, which was expected given the applied 

SMT force magnitude and the vertebral motion caused during SMT application with each 

method. Interestingly, despite of the smaller axial rotation caused by SMT application with 

SMTact, the change in peak torsion moments it created was not significantly smaller than the 

ones created by SMTman and SMTmot. Although we currently cannot demonstrate the exact 

mechanisms for this observation, it is possible that the combination the of 3-dimensional 

vertebral motions resulting from each SMT application might have created specific peak torsion 

moments on the PJ structures, suggesting that moments do not always reflect the vertebral 

motion. On the other hand, change in mean torsion moment created by SMT application with 

SMTmot was significantly greater in comparison to SMT applied with SMTact. This again 

suggests that the preload phase characteristics influence the moments experienced by spinal 

structures. 
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In summary, despite the significant changes in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures 

when SMT was applied with different methods of application, with the greatest changes being 

generally experienced during SMTman, overall moments experienced by IVD were, on average, 

approximately 2x greater than PJ structures. Importantly, SMTman not only created the greatest 

changes in overall moments experienced by PJ structures, but also created greater torsion 

moments on PJ structures than on SL or IVD structures. This indicates that a SMTman 

application at the lumbar FJs preferentially loads PJ structures. 

 

6.4.3.4 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Overall, significant changes in forces and moments experienced by IVD structures were 

observed during the SMT application with different methods. Generally, among the 3 methods of 

SMT application, IVD structures experienced greater peak moments during SMTmot SMT 

(Table 6.4). Although specific forces and moments (mean anterior posterior forces and peak 

torsion moments) experienced by PJ structures during SMTman were greater than the ones 

experienced by SL and IVD structures, the magnitude of the overall forces and moments 

experienced by IVD structures were generally greater than those experienced by SL and PJ 

structures. This indicates that no matter what method of SMT application is used, IVD structures 

experience the majority of forces and moments. 

 

Change in peak lateral force (force along x-axis) was significantly greater during SMT applied 

with SMTmot than with SMTact and SMTman. This was expected given the greater lateral 

displacement caused by SMT application with SMTmot (Table 6.3). Similarly, change in peak 

and mean anterior posterior forces (force along y-axis) was significantly greater during SMTman 
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in comparison to SMT application with SMTact and SMTmot, which is likely also related to the 

greater anterior translation caused by SMTman (Table 6.3). 

 

Significant change in peak and mean superior inferior forces (force along z-axis) experienced by 

IVD structures was observed and SMT applied with SMTmot created significantly greater peak 

superior inferior forces in comparison to SMT applied with SMTact and SMTman. Given that 

the intervertebral disc has been previously described to resist compression [72,235] and that the 

greatest superior displacement during SMTman loaded PJ structures in a greater extent, it is 

possible that IVD structures are responsible for resisting compression during small superior 

displacements. Since the neural arch has been previously demonstrated to stress shield the 

intervertebral disc from compressive forces [83], the great superior displacements during 

SMTman likely engaged and increased facet joint contact, stress shielding the compression 

forces previously experienced by the intervertebral disc during smaller superior displacements. 

 

Change in peak flexion extension moments (moment around x-axis) was significantly smaller 

during SMT application with SMTact in comparison to with SMTmot and SMTman. This was 

expected given the smaller extension rotation observed during the SMT application with SMTact 

in comparison to the other methods of SMT application (Table 6.3). Although the facet joints 

contact has been described to stress shield the intervertebral disc posterior annulus fibrosus 

during extension movement [85], anterior longitudinal ligament and intervertebral disc have been 

observed to significantly contribute to resisting extension movement [97]. Therefore, PJ and IVD 

structures experience significantly greater flexion extension moments created during greater 

extension rotations observed during SMT application with SMTman and SMTmot. 
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A significantly greater change in mean lateral bending moment (moment around y-axis) 

experienced by IVD structures was observed during SMT application with SMTmot when 

compared to SMT application with SMTact and SMTman. In addition to the previous 

observation from Heuer and colleagues (2007) [97] that the nucleus pulposus is great contributor 

to resisting lateral bending moments, this can also be explained by the greatest lateral rotation 

observed during SMT application with SMTmot. 

 

Change in peak torsion moments (moment around z-axis) was also significantly greater during 

SMT application with SMTmot in comparison to SMTact and SMTman. Although SMT 

application with SMTmot did not cause the greatest axial rotation, this is likely related to the 

resultant direction of the SMT applied thrust. As previously mentioned, since the direction of the 

resultant applied thrust with SMTact and SMTman were not measured, it is possible that the 

resultant direction of the thrust during the SMT application with both methods were not purely in 

the posterior to anterior direction. As such, the thrust resultant direction during SMT application 

with both methods were potentially subjected to slight deviations possibly creating smaller 

torsion moments in the IVD structures.  

 

In summary, the overall forces and moments created by all methods of SMT application were 

generally experienced by IVD structures, with the only exception of peak torsion moments 

during SMTman which was mainly experienced by PJ structures. Significant changes in forces 

and moments experienced by IVD structures was observed when SMT was applied with different 

methods of application, with the greatest changes being generally experienced when SMT was 
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applied with SMTmot. This suggests that SMT application with SMTmot at L3/L4 FJ 

preferentially loads IVD structures. 

 

6.4.3.5 General discussion 

Based on the results of this study, providing SMT at the L3/L4 FJ with different methods of 

application significantly influenced the SMT load distribution within spinal structures. For 

example, while SMTman created greater peak torsion moments on PJ structures, SMTmot was 

the method that created greater torsion moments on IVD structures (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). 

Additionally, while SMT application with SMTmot and SMTman created comparable posterior 

forces on the intact specimen, IVD structures experienced greater posterior forces during 

SMTman in comparison to SMTmot (Figures 6.7 and 6.12). Moreover, while SMT application 

with both SMTmot and SMTman generally created greater forces and moments than SMTact in 

all conditions, PJ structures generally experienced greater changes in moments during SMTman 

and IVD structures during SMT application with SMTmot (Figures 6.11 and 6.12). These 

observations show the difference in spinal structure loading when different methods of SMT are 

used and indicate that different SMT techniques may influence the SMT load distribution within 

spinal structures.  

 

Given that all SMTs were applied at the same location of the spine, differences in loading 

distribution are likely related to differences in SMT characteristics [33,212]. Since SMTs were 

provided with distinct methods of SMT application, not only SMT peak force magnitudes, but 

also the contact surface areas between methods of SMT application were noticebly different 

(Table 6.2). Specifically, although the contact surface area from SMTact and SMTmot were 
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similar, the one from SMTman was substantially greater. Consequently, it is possible that 

additional structures were displaced during the SMT force application when SMTman was 

provided in comparison to SMTact and SMTmot. 

 

Additionally, as each method of SMT application provided SMT with different peak force 

magnitudes and presented unique contact surface areas, the estimated total stress applied by each 

method was also substantially different: SMTmot applied considerably larger stress (375N/cm
2
) 

followed by SMTact (126.3N/cm
2
) and SMTman (31.51N/cm

2
) (Table 6.2). Accordingly, it is 

possible speculate that not only the SMT peak force magnitude and contact surface area, but also 

the resulting stress arising from SMT application may be an important SMT characteristic that 

potentially influences specific characteristics of particular spinal structures. Unfortunately, the 

current study did not measure the stresses experienced by the intact specimen and by spinal 

structures and could not verify this speculation. Therefore, further studies investigating the 

stresses experienced by the spinal segment and its structures during the application of SMT 

should be conducted.    

 

In addition to the abovementioned SMT characteristics and given the spinal structures 

viscoelastic behavior, SMT loading rate has also been described to elicit specific spinal tissue 

responses, such as facet joint capsule strain [145]. Given that SMT was provided with different 

loading rates by each method (SMTact: 1.21N/ms; SMTman: 2.38N/ms; SMTmot: 2.6N/ms) 

(Figure 6.14), it is possible that particular loading characteristics of specific spinal structures 

would be more sensitive to high loading rates. Indeed, Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show that not only 

peak flexion extension moments experienced by PJ structures, but also peak torsion moments 
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experienced by IVD structures may potentially be associated with the SMT loading rate of each 

method. This suggests that high loading rates may elicit different responses of PJ and IVD 

structures. 

 

 

Figure 6.14 Loading rate of different methods of SMT application. SMTact=mechanical force 

manually assisted (Activator V-E); SMTman=manual SMT; SMTmot=linear actuator motor 

 

Interestingly, the result of this study showed significant differences in specific mean, but not in 

peak forces and moments as well as differences in peak, but not in mean forces and moments. 

This suggests that the preload phase characteristics, such as preload force magnitude and 

duration, also affect the SMT load distribution within spinal tissues. In support of this, recent 

investigations have reported the influence of preload phase characteristics on electromyographic 

(EMG) and muscle spindles responses potentially due to changes in SMT loading rate as a 

consequence of altered preload phase characteristics [57,141]. Therefore, preload phase 

characteristics not only significantly affect neuromuscular responses, but also the SMT load 

distribution within spinal structures. 
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Of note, given the findings of the first study of this dissertation (Chapter 3), the results of the 

current study is limited to the order in which structures were removed from the specimen during 

biomechanical testing. By changing the order of structure removal, the loading characteristics 

experienced by spinal structures during SMT with methods of application would also be 

changed. Given the composition and biomechanical function of spinal structures investigated 

here, it is possible to speculate that structure removal order will not significantly impact the 

loading characteristics of spinal structures. Nevertheless, future studies are needed to quantify 

the load difference when different orders of strucutre removal are used.  

  

6.4.3.6 Clinical implications 

Based on the results of this study, the posterior to anterior SMT thrust application at L3/L4 FJ 

with different methods caused distinct vertebral motions and loaded the spinal structures in 

different extents. In general, while SMT applied with SMTact created smaller peak forces and 

moments on the intact specimen, SMTman created greater changes in moments on PJ structures 

and SMT application with SMTmot created greater changes in moments on IVD structures. 

Therefore, to preferentially load PJ structures, a SMTman application at the L3/L4 FJ could 

potentially be used. Similarly, to preferentially load IVD structures, a SMT application with 

SMTmot on the same location could be used. Figure 6.15 shows a summary of the clinical 

implications. Noteworthy, given that the current study was conducted using porcine cadaveric 

models, the clinical implications described here are speculative and further clinical studies are 

needed to verify their application to human spines. 
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Figure 6.15 Summary of clinical implications 

 

6.4.4 Limitations 

This study used porcine lumbar spine models and although porcine models have been described 

to be suitable for the investigation of the human spine [93,95,146], the reported anatomical and 

biomechanical differences limit the application of these results to human subjects. Additionally, 
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the results from cadaveric models are also limited due to differences between in vivo and in vitro 

conditions such as muscular effects, and potential differences in repeated loading testing are also 

present. Given the results of the first study of this dissertation [217], the loads here observed are 

specific to the order in which spinal structures were removed from the specimen and by using a 

different order of spinal structure removal, results might also change, potentially altering the 

forces and moments experienced by each spinal structure. Additionally, as this study did not 

control for the resultant direction of the applied thrust during SMT application with SMTact and 

SMTman, different results could be observed between SMT applications with these methods. 

Finally, since only one SMT technique was provided by a single clinician in this study, different 

SMT techniques and force-time profiles may result in different loading experienced by spinal 

structures. 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of this study, the loads created during SMT application and its distribution 

within spinal structures differed significantly as a function of the method in which SMT was 

applied. While SMTman influenced mean forces and peak moments in PJ structures, SMT 

application with SMTmot influenced peak and mean moments and mean forces in IVD 

structures. Unique loading characteristics created by specific method of SMT application may 

elicit different spinal tissue responses. Consequently, care should be taken when extrapolating 

SMT mechanisms into clinical settings when specific method of SMT application was used. 

Additionally, although the linear actuator motor (SMTmot) was originally developed to 

standardize and conduct systematic SMT research, this study revelaed that it might have a 

distinct clinical utilization.  
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Chapter 7. 

Quantification of spinal tissues loading: a comparison between spinal manipulative therapy 

(SMT) and passive lumbar movements. 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is a popular, cost-effective intervention used widely for low 

back pain treatment by various health care providers such as chiropractors, osteopaths and 

physiotherapists [19,99,244]. With the increase usage of SMT [102], studies investigating its 

beneficial effects have described both the biomechanical and neurophysiological responses 

elicited by SMT [21,22]. While biomechanical studies have described vertebral motion and 

acceleration during SMT application as well as changes in spinal stiffness, intradiscal pressure 

and spinal loading following a SMT application [24,125,128,129,131], neurophysiological 

investigations observed that paraspinal muscle reflexes, motoneuron excitability, lateral thalamic 

mechanical response threshold and muscle spindle sensory input are also influenced by SMT 

application [44,48,134,141]. Both biomechanical and neurophysiological responses are believed 

to contribute to the SMT beneficial effects and initiate the clinical improvements elicited 

following a SMT application [112,245]. 

 

Conversely, both serious (e.g. disc herniation and cauda equina syndrome) and minor adverse 

events (e.g. local discomfort, increased stiffness and muscle pain) have been associated with 

SMT [246–250]. While the risk of serious adverse events following a SMT application is very 

low with no robust evidence associating them to SMT intervention [26,249–252], minor adverse 

events are considerably common, with about 30-50% of patients who receive SMT experiencing 
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some kind of adverse event following the SMT application [27,253]. Typically, most minor 

adverse events are benign and transient, often disappearing within 24 to 48 hours [27,250,252]. 

 

Unfortunately, the underlying mechanisms of SMT are still not completely understood and it 

remains unknown if unique SMT characteristics are responsible for either its therapeutic and 

adverse effects. Specifically, the reasons why some SMT applications cause adverse events while 

others elicits beneficial outcomes requires scientific clarification. Therefore, elucidation of SMT 

underlying mechanisms is fundamental not only to determine the relation between SMT 

application and its beneficial biological outcomes [21,22], but also to establish how SMT can 

cause harm. By identifying spinal tissue response to SMT mechanical deformation and 

determining the spinal structures that are most affected during a SMT application, both beneficial 

and potential harmful effects of SMT may be better understood. 

 

Towards this, a basic investigation comparing how responses elicited by SMT differ from the 

ones elicited by daily physiological movements would be an initial step to elucidate both the 

beneficial and harmful mechanisms of SMT. Specifically, comparing loads borne by spinal 

tissues during SMT application with loads arising from physiological movements and daily 

activities would help put SMT loading into context.  

 

While previous biomechanical investigations have reported vertebral motion, intradiscal pressure 

and spinal loading as a result of both physiological movements [51,55,254,255] and SMT 

[24,125,129], significant methodological differences between these investigations (e.g. specimen 

characteristics and testing protocol) preclude the direct comparison of biomechanical 
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characteristics (e.g. spinal loading) during physiological movements and SMT application. 

Therefore, an unified investigation of spinal tissue loading during both the application of SMT 

and physiological movements in one study within a single model using a standardized testing 

protocol would potentially identify unique kinematics related to SMT. Consequently, SMT input 

parameters could be adjusted to target or avoid the specific kinematics of interest. 

 

Given the above, the objective of this study was to compare the loading characteristics of spinal 

tissues during the application of a manual SMT as well as the passive lumbar movements of 

flexion, extension and axial rotation within the lumbar spines of the same cadaveric porcine 

specimens. Given that SMT is based on the application of force vectors to the spine aiming to 

move it beyond its physiological range of motion [21,104], it is hypothesized that greater forces 

and moments would be experienced by spinal tissues during manual SMT than during passive 

lumbar movements. 

  

7.2 Methods 

7.2.1 Overview 

Similar methodology to that used in this study was described in detail within Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation. In general, an optical tracking system was used to record the vertebral motions 

resultant of manual SMT and passive flexion, extension and left axial rotation movements. Then, 

these vertebral motions were replicated by a parallel robotic platform and, by combining  

kinematic replication with serial dissection, forces and moments experienced by spinal tissues 

were measured and recorded by a load cell and further analysed. 
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7.2.2 Sample Size Calculation 

The sample size calculation was conducted based on the data previoulsy reported by Kawchuk 

and colleagues (2010) [24] using  the General Power Analysis Program (G*Power 2) (University 

of Trier, Germany). With a statistical power was set at 0.80 (80%), two-tailed tests with level of 

significance set at α=0.05 (5%) and an effect size of 0.99-1.2, a sample size of 9 porcine models 

was required. Five additional porcine models were included to account for possible specimen 

loss due to data collection, potting procedure or testing complications and a total of 14 cadaveric 

porcine specimens were included. Given that the study from Kawchuk and colleagues also 

observed 12 variables, the use of the effect size reported by these authors for the current sample 

size calculation is appropriate. Therefore, with a level of significance set at 0.05 and statistical 

power set 0.80, the changes of having types I and II errors were 5% and 20%, respectively. 

 

7.2.3 Specimen Preparation  

 Twelve fresh porcine cadavers (Duroc X [Large White X Landrace breeds]) of approximately 

60-65kg were used in this study (two specimens were excluded due to technical complications). 

In each intact porcine cadaver, ultra-sound imaging and needle probing technique were used to 

identify L3 and L4 vertebrae and L3/L4 left facet joint (FJ). One bone pin was drilled into the 

each of the L3 and L4 vertebral bodies and a rectangular flag having 4 infrared light-emitting 

diode markers was attached to the upper end of each bone pin (Figure 7.1). 
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Figure 7.1 Rectangular flags with 4 infrared light-emitting diode markers attached to bone pins 

drilled into L3 and L4 vertebrae. 

 

The cadaveric pig was then positioned in the neutral prone position on a hinged hardwood board 

that was fixed to a flexion-extension table (Leander Health Technologies, Lawrence, KS). The 

L3 and L4 vertebrae were positioned above and below the hinge line, respectively, and the 

cadaveric porcine was fixed to the table by strapping around the lower thoracic region (Figure 

7.2) [256]. This way the porcine cadaver was stable with the upper body fixed to the table and 

movements applied on the lower body, would move the L3-L4 segment. Following the 

application of SMT and physiological movements on the intact porcine cadaver (detailed in the 

following sections), the lumbar spine was removed en bloc [24]. The L3/L4 spinal segment was 

cleaned of non-ligamentous tissues, sealed in a plastic bag and kept refrigerated at 3°C for less 

than 5 hours until potting and testing on the following day [213]. The specimen was kept moist 

with physiologic saline throughout preparation, embedding and testing [170,178]. 
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Figure 7.2 Cadaveric porcine positioning on hinged hardwood board with L3 positioned above 

the hinge line and L4 bellow. 

 

7.2.4 Passive Lumbar Movements 

Three lumbar movements were passively performed: flexion, extension and left axial rotation. 

Passive flexion movement was performed by the automatic flexion movement of the flexion-

extension table at a rate of approximately 0.0008°/ms. Passive extension and axial rotation were 

manually performed with no assistance from the table. Specifically, passive extension was 

performed by holding and moving both lower limbs in the upward direction at an average rate of 

0.005°/ms until the maximum extension between L3/L4 segment was reached and L2/L3 

segment started to visually move (Figure 7.3). Passive left axial rotation was performed by 

stabilizing L3 and rotating the pelvis to the left side at an averaged 0.003°/ms to the maximum 

range in rotation (Figure 7.4). Each passive lumbar  movement was performed twice and the data 

from the second movement was used for analysis. 
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Figure 7.3 Passive extension movement 

 

 

Figure 7.4 Passive left axial rotation movement 

 

7.2.5 Spinal Manipulation 

A trained clinician with 3 years of clinical experience was instructed to apply a general SMT 

using the hypothenar push manipulation in which the clinician's pisiform bone were positioned 

on the skin overlying L3/L4 FJ, previously located by using ultra-sound imaging and needle 

probing. A pressure array (Pressure Profile System, Inc. Los Angeles, CA) was used to measure 

the SMT force-time characteristics and was placed between the clinician's hands and the skin 

overlying L3/L4 FJ. The pressure array was 1 mm thick, composed of 10x10 pressure sensors 

with a pressure sensitivity of 0.15% and recorded the force-time characteristics of SMT 

application at a rate of 120 Hz.  
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7.2.6 Kinematic Recording 

During the application of each passive lumbar movement and manual SMT, the resulting L3 and 

L4 vertebral motion was captured by each bone pin and sensor flag and recorded in 3 dimensions 

by an optical tracking system at a rate of 400 Hz (0.01 mm system resolution with 0.15 mm rigid 

body resolution; NDI, Waterloo, Canada) (Appendix III). 

 

7.2.7 Potting Procedure 

This study followed the standardized potting procedure described in the previous chapter 

(Chapter 4) where specimens were potted in a vertical orientation using dental stone (Modern 

Materials, South Bend, IN) with the intervertebral disc positioned parallel to the horizontal plane 

(Figure 7.5). 

  

Figure 7.5 Standardized potting procedure and L3/L4 spinal segment. 
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7.2.8 Robotic Testing 

Following the potting procedure, the robotic testing was conducted as previously described in 

Chapter 4. In brief, the caudal end (L4) of the potted spinal segment was fixed to a 6-axis load 

cell (AMTI MC3A-1000, Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) and the load 

cell mounted rigidly to a parallel robot platform (Parallel Robotics Systems corp., Hampton, 

NH). A calibration process was performed [216] (Appendix IV) resulting in 4 robotic trajectories 

files consisting of a series of commands corresponding to the passive lumbar movements 

(flexion, extension and left axial rotation) and the manual SMT application. The robot accepts 

commands less frequently than data points are generated by the optical system. Therefore the 

robotic command files were re-sampled to move the robotic platform in displacement control 

method reproducing the path of each SMT previously recorded. Given the safety settings of the 

robot, the SMT path replication was approximately 10% slower than the original SMT 

application. The cranial end of the potted specimen was then fixed to a stationary cross beam and 

the segment positioned in the initial neutral position.  

 

The robot was then moved and, starting from the initial neutral position, the following passive 

lumbar movements were reproduced first, followed by the SMT application movement: flexion, 

extension, left axial rotation, then manual SMT. Each movement replication was separated by a 2 

minutes recovery time as it was the minimum time necessary to perform all the tasks between 

tests (saving data, removing spinal structures, setting up for next test) and satisfied the minimum 

time for loads to return to baseline [24]. Based on feasibility tests performed by Kawchuk and 

colleagues (2010) [24], 3 pre-conditioning trials were executed prior to testing.   
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The forces and moments experienced by the specimen during robotic replication of manual SMT 

and passive physiological movements kinematics were recorded (axes of movement: x = 

medial/lateral, y = anterior/posterior, and z = superior/inferior). Following the robotic replication 

of the trajectories corresponding to applied motions (passive lumbar movements and manual 

SMT), spinal structures were removed and/or transected from the specimen and the same robotic 

trajectories repeated by the robot. Based on the findings reported by Funabashi et al. (2015) 

[217], spinal structures were removed/transected (via scalpel unless otherwise noted) in same 

order from all specimens: 1) supra- and interspinous ligament (SL), 2) bilateral facet capsules, 

facet joints (via rongeur) and ligamentum flavum (PJ), 3) intervertebral disc and anterior and 

posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). Given the intertransverse ligaments fragile nature and 

frequent damage during en bloc spinal removal, all specimens had their intertransverse ligaments 

removed prior to testing. 

 

7.2.9 Data Analysis  

7.2.9.1 Overview 

Similar to Chapter 4, this study also analysed 12 dependent variables corresponding to the peak 

and mean forces and moments measured and recorded along and around each of the 3 Cartesian 

axes, in 4 conditions independently observed (intact and following the removal of spinal 

structures). In contrast to Chapter 4, however, this study investigated only 1 independent 

variable: applied motion (i.e. passive lumbar movement and SMT application). Table 7.1 

presents the description of conditions and variables, and the definition of included dependent 

variables. 
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Table 7.1. Description of conditions and variables used throughout the chapter 

Term  Definition 

Condition (n=4) 

 State in which specimens were tested. This study investigated 4 different 

conditions: 1.Intact specimen, 2.after cut 1 where supra- and intespinous 

ligaments (SL) were removed, 3.after cut 2 removing bilateral facet joins, 

capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) and 4.after cut 3 removing intervertebral 

disc and anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD). 

Independent variable 

(n=4) 

 Variable under investigation. In this study, independent variable is applied 

motion (manual SMT application and passive lumbar movements of flexion, 

extension and left axial rotation). 

Dependent variable 
 Measured variable, outcome. In this study, dependent variables are peak and 

mean forces and moments along and around all 3 axes of movement, 

respectively. 

 Peak forces 

and moments 
 

Maximum measured force and moment during the SMT thrust phase. For 

passive physiological moments, the maximum force and moment during the 

applied motion 

 Mean forces 

and moments 
 

Average value of forces and moments involving both the preload and thrust 

phases of SMT. For passive physiological movement, the average value of 

forces and moments involving the entire movement. 

 

7.2.9.2 Data Processing 

Data extraction and processing has been detailed in the previous chapter of this dissertation 

(Chapter 4). Briefly, baseline forces and moments were considered to be those recorded when the 

specimen was positioned in the same initial position as ex vivo. The resulting forces and 

moments of each specimen were plotted against time for each condition (intact and following the 

removal of spinal structures) and peak and mean forces and moments along and around each axis 

(x-, y-, z-axes) were identified by customized software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, 

TX). Similarly to Chapter 4, relative peak and mean forces and moments experienced by spinal 

structures were normalized to the respective load experienced by the intact condition during the 

application of each movement (passive lumbar movement and manual SMT). The magnitude of 

displacements (translation and rotation) where peak loads occurred was also identified by the 

customized software. 
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Pressure data was plotted against time for the SMT application on each porcine cadaver by using 

the software provided by the manufacturer (Chameleon Visualization and Data Acquisition 

Software 2012, Version 1.7.0.6, Pressure Profile Systems. Inc., Los Angeles, CA). Maximum 

applied force and time to peak were extracted by the software and used for SMT force-time 

characterization. 

 

7.2.9.3 Statistical Tests 

Given the objective of this study to compare the loading characteristics of spinal tissues during the 

application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements, each condition (intact condition and 

following the removal of spinal structures) was analyzed independently. Given that all passive 

lumbar movements and SMT application were performed on the same specimen, each observation 

of forces and moments when SMT and passive lumbar movements were replicated was 

considered a repeated measure. Therefore, for the intact specimen, a repeated measures 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis for 

pairwise comparisons was conducted. For the analysis of loads experienced by each spinal 

structures, a MANOVA for the regression coefficients was conducted. A Tukey post-hoc test was 

performed for the multiple pairwise comparisons of the removed spinal structures. Statistical tests 

were performed combining  IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM 

Corp.) and R: A language and environment for statistical computing (R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing, Vienna, Austria).  
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7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Overview 

Overall, the forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and spinal structures 

significantly changed as a function of the applied motion. Despite of a few exceptions (described in 

detail in the following sections), forces and moments created by manual SMT were not significantly 

greater than the ones created during passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial 

rotation. 

 

7.3.2 Spinal manipulative therapy characteristics 

From pressure system recordings, manual SMT provided an average peak force magnitude of 

524 N (SD: ± 41N; range: 430 - 565N) over 220 ms (±15ms) (loading rate: 2.38 N/ms). 

 

7.3.3 Vertebral displacements and rotations 

The exact vertebral displacements arising from SMT application and passive lumbar movements 

were replicated during robotic testing of all conditions. Relative displacements (translations and 

rotations) of L4 vertebra in relation to L3 are shown in Table 7.2 by applied motion (SMT and 

physiological movements) and axis of movement. The greatest lateral translation (along x-axis) 

(-1.28mm ±0.86), anterior posterior translation (along y-axis) (9.53mm ±2.66) and extension 

rotation (rotation around x-axis) (3.17° ±0.78) occurred during passive lumbar extension 

movement. The greatest superior translation (along z-axis) (1.40mm ±0.36), lateral bending 

(rotation around y-axis) (-0.65° ±0.52) and axial rotation (rotation around z-axis) (-1.71° ±1.20) 

occurred during the application of manual SMT. 
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Table 7.2 Maximal displacement (mm) and rotation (°) (SD) created in the cadaveric specimens 

with the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements trajectories 

Motion 
Displacement (mm)  Rotation (°) 

X (lateral) Y (ant post) Z (sup inf)  X (flx ext) Y (lat bending) Z (axial rot) 

Manual SMT 1.26 (1.90) 9.10 (2.94) 1.40 (0.36)  3.06 (1.00) -0.65 (0.52) -1.71 (1.20) 

Axial Rotation 0.66 (2.69) 4.57 (2.28) 0.49 (0.26)  1.40 (0.74) -0.44 (0.74) -1.24 (0.58) 

Extension -1.28 (0.86) 9.53 (2.66) 1.05 (0.34)  3.17 (0.78) -0.07 (0.45) -0.20 (0.27) 

Flexion -1.18 (0.64) -1.82 (1.24) -0.24 (0.13)  -0.58 (0.39) 0.32 (0.16) -0.19 (0.12) 

SD = standard deviation; SMT = spinal manipulative therapy 

  

7.3.4 Forces and Moments 

7.3.4.1 General descriptive statistics 

Figure 7.6 shows an example of raw forces and moments along and around all three axes of 

movement during each applied motion (manual SMT and passive lumbar movements) 

experienced by the intact L3/L4 spinal segment and following each cut. 

 

Figure 7.7 shows boxplots with the median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers of peak 

force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment experienced by the intact specimen and 

following each spinal structure removal during SMT application and passive lumbar movements 

of flexion, extension and left axial rotation. 
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Figure 7.6 Characteristic example of force- and moment-time plots of raw forces and moments experienced by the spinal segment in 

all three axes of movement during manual SMT and passive lumbar movements (left axial rotation, extension and flexion). White line 

represents the loads experienced by the intact specimen; red line represents the loads experienced by the whole segment after supra- 

and interspinous were removed; green line after bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum were removed and blue line 

after intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior ligaments were removed. Red boxes indicate the moments around the main axis of 

motion of passive lumbar movements. 
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Figure 7.7 Boxplots with median, interquartile range, distribution and outliers of peak and mean forces and moments experienced by the 

intact specimen and following each cut. SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; Cut 1=supra- and interspinous ligaments; Cut 2=bilateral 

facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; Cut 3=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 
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7.3.4.2 Intact Specimen 

Figure 7.8 shows the average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by the intact specimen while changing the applied motion. The analysis of the intact 

specimen revealed significant differences in forces and moments as a function of the applied 

motion. Generally, extension mean moments were significantly greater during passive extension 

than during flexion movement, and torsion moments were significantly greater during manual 

SMT and passive axial rotation in comparison to passive flexion and extension movements. 

From 36 comparisons between manual SMT with each passive lumbar movement (flexion, 

extension and left axial rotation), only 6 comparisons revealed greater specific forces and 

moments during manual SMT (Figure 7.8). Among those, peak anterior posterior force was the 

only variable in which manual SMT was significantly greater than all passive lumbar movements 

(Figure 7.9). 
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Figure 7.8 Average value of peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by the intact specimen during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar 

movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation. 
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Figure 7.9 Three-dimensional plots of average values of peak force, mean force, peak moment 

and mean moment experienced by the intact specimen during the application of manual SMT and 

passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation in each axis of movement. 
 

Specifically, while peak anterior posterior force (force along y-axis) created by manual SMT 

(average: -22.23 N, 95% CI [-29.45, -15.02]; median: -24.56 N (IQR: 17.42)) was significantly 

greater than all passive lumbar movements (flexion (average: -6.33 N, 95% CI [-9.52, -3.14]; 

median: -4.19 N (IQR:4.99)), extension (average: 3.90 N, 95% CI [1.82, 5.99]; median: 4.83 N 

(IQR: 6.19)) and left axial rotation (average: 7.03 N, 95% CI [3.40, 10.67]; median: 4.97 N 

(IQR: 5.64))), differences between peak anterior posterior force during left axial rotation and 

extension were also significant in comparison to flexion. Additionally, mean superior inferior 

force (force along z-axis) was significantly greater during manual SMT (average: 10.01 N, 95% 
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CI [3.17, 16.85]; median: 7.58 N (IQR: 19.26)) in comparison to passive extension movement 

(average: -6.28 N, 95% CI [-2.12, 1.07]; median: -12.76 N (IQR: 27.83)). 

 

Specifically for moments, although peak torsion moment (moment around z-axis) was 

significantly greater during manual SMT (average: -2.91 Nm, 95% CI [-4.19, -1.63]; median: -

2.25 Nm (IQR: 3.16)) and passive left axial rotation (average: -1.50 Nm, 95% CI [-2.14, -0.87]; 

median: -1.62 Nm (IQR: 1.49)) than during passive extension (average: 0.13 Nm, 95% CI [-0.31, 

0.58]; median: -0.07 Nm (IQR: 0.18)) and flexion (average: -0.07 Nm, 95% CI [-0.21, 0.06; 

median: -0.09 Nm (IQR: 0.21)), only passive left axial rotation (average: -0.52 Nm, 95% CI [-

0.84, -0.20]; median: -0.53 Nm (IQR: 0.67)) was observed to create mean torsion moment 

significantly greater than passive extension (average: 0.23 Nm, 95% CI [0.00, 0.47]; median: 

0.11Nm (IQR: 0.30)) and flexion (average: 0.12 Nm, 95% CI [-0.00, 0.26]; median: 0.08Nm 

(IQR: 0.18)). Additionally, the only significant difference in extension moments (moments 

around x-axis) was between passive extension and flexion movements, with a significantly 

greater mean moment during passive extension movement (average: 0.36 Nm, 95% CI [0.13, 

0.60]; median: 0.30 Nm (IQR: 0.45)) in comparison to passive flexion (average: 0.05 Nm, 95% 

CI [-0.12, 0.23]; median: 0.05 Nm (IQR: 0.27)). 

 

7.3.4.3 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Figure 7.10 presents average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by SL structures during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar 

movements. Considering 100% the total forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen, 

the percentage of forces and moments experienced by spinal structures during manual SMT and 
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passive lumbar movements are presented on Table 7.4. Although significant changes in forces 

and moments experienced by SL structures were revealed depending on the applied motion, they 

were substantially smaller than the forces and moments experienced by other spinal structures 

(PJ and IVD). Generally, considerably fewer changes were observed to be significant within SL 

structures with slightly greater forces and moments being experienced during passive flexion 

extension movements. From 36 comparisons between manual SMT with each passive lumbar 

movement (flexion, extension and left axial rotation), only 3 comparisons revealed greater 

specific forces during manual SMT. Only mean superior inferior forces experienced by SL 

structures during manual SMT were significantly greater than all passive lumbar movements 

(Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.10 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by the supra- and interspinous ligaments during the application of manual 

SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation. 
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Figure 7.11 Three-dimensional plots of average values of normalized peak force, mean force, 

peak moment and mean moment experienced by the supra- and interspious ligaments during the 

application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial 

rotation in each axis of movement.  
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Table 7.4 Percentage of general forces and moments experienced by spinal structures 

during each applied motion (manual SMT and passive lumbar movements) in relation to 

the loads experienced by the intact specimen (100%) 

Spinal Structure Applied Motion Peak Forces Mean Forces Peak Moments Mean Moments 

Cut 1 (SL) 

Manual SMT 0.74% 5.94% 3.92% 17.18% 

Axial Rotation 1.02% 2.48% 13.26% 28.37% 

Extension 1.10% 1.96% 18.75% 72.17% 

Flexion 1.67% 2.81% 42.52% 70.00% 
      

Cut 2 (PJ) 

Manual SMT 2.71% 18.10% 32.76% 103.13% 

Axial Rotation 4.38% 11.13% 44.90% 240.43% 

Extension 6.14% 12.23% 86.33% 256.52% 

Flexion 2.77% 5.31% 108.66% 261.11% 
      

Cut 3 (IVD) 

Manual SMT 4.77% 21.12% 41.81% 146.88% 

Axial Rotation 6.92% 12.85% 61.90% 200.00% 

Extension 5.01% 14.05% 130.08% 263.48% 

Flexion 6.70% 14.10% 222.83% 446.67% 
SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; SL=supra- and interspinous ligaments; PJ=bilateral facet joints, 

capsules and ligamentum flavum; IVD=intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments 
 

Specifically, change in peak lateral force (force along x-axis) experienced by SL structures was 

significantly greater during passive flexion (average: -0.29 N, 95% CI [-0.72, -0.12]; median: -

0.07 N (IQR: 0.06)) in comparison to manual SMT (average: 0.08 N, 95% CI [-0.13, 0.30]; 

median: -0.02 N (IQR: 0.03)) and passive extension movement (average: -0.03 N, 95% CI [-0.07, 

0.00]; median: -0.03 N (IQR: 0.03)). The change in mean superior inferior force (force along z-

axis) was significantly greater during manual SMT (average: -1.04 N, 95% CI [-2.23, -0.15]; 

median: -0.22 N (IQR: 0.67)) than during all passive lumbar movements (flexion (average: -0.11 

N, 95% CI [-0.33, 0.10]; median: -0.03 N (IQR: 0.49)), extension (average: 0.02 N, 95% CI [-

0.09, 0.15]; median: 0.04 N (IQR: 0.19)), left axial rotation (average: -0.22 N, 95% CI [-0.40, -

0.04]; median: -0.23 N (IQR: 0.31))). Specifically for moments, change in mean torsion moment 

(moment around z-axis) was significantly greater during passive extension (average: -0.49 Nm, 

95% CI [-0.95, -0.04]; median: -0.09 Nm (IQR: 0.79))) than during manual SMT (average: 0.03 

Nm, 95% CI [-0.14, 0.21]; median: -0.03 Nm (IQR: 0.12))).  
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7.3.4.4 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Figure 7.12 shows the average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by PJ structures during applied motions of manual SMT and passive lumbar 

movements. Although significant changes in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures 

were observed as a function of the applied motion, overall forces and moments experienced by 

PJ structures were smaller than the ones experienced by IVD structure (Table 7.4), with the 

exception of torsion moments during manual SMT and passive axial rotation, where PJ structures 

experienced the greatest torsion moments. Generally, greater forces and moments were 

experienced during movements including large axial rotations, e.g. manual SMT and passive left 

axial rotation movement. From 36 comparisons between manual SMT with each passive lumbar 

movement (flexion, extension and left axial rotation), only 12 comparisons revealed greater 

specific forces and moments during manual SMT. Among those, superior inferior forces and 

mean extension moment were the only variables in which manual SMT was significantly greater 

than all passive lumbar movements (Figure 7.13).  
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Figure 7.12 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by the bilateral facet joint, capsules and ligamentum flavum during the 

application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial 

rotation. 
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Figure 7.13 Three-dimensional plots of average values of normalized peak force, mean force, 

peak moment and mean moment experienced by the facet joints, capsules and ligamentum 

flavum during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, 

extension and left axial rotation in each axis of movement. 

 

Specifically, change in peak lateral force (force along x-axis) experienced by PJ structures was 

significantly greater during manual SMT (average: -0.24 N, 95% CI [-1.10, -0.16]; median: -0.05 

N (IQR: 0.67)) and passive extension (average: -0.21 N, 95% CI [-0.35, -0.08]; median: -0.24 N 

(IQR: 0.26)) in comparison to passive left axial rotation (average: 0.18 N, 95% CI [-0.21, 0.57]; 

median: 0.15 N (IQR: 1.05)) and passive flexion (average: 0.07 N, 95% CI [-0.67, 0.82]; median: 

-0.21 N (IQR: 0.18)). For peak anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis), passive left axial 

rotation (average: -1.01 N, 95% CI [0.06, 0.02]; median: -0.52 N (IQR: 0.30)) and extension 

(average: -0.42 N, 95% CI [-2.54, -0.17]; median: -0.70 N (IQR: 0.62)) created significantly 
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greater changes in comparison to manual SMT (average: 0.04 N, 95% CI [-0.43, 0.51]; median: 

0.15 N (IQR: 0.67)) and passive flexion movement (average: 0.13 N, 95% CI [-1.81, -0.21]; 

median: 0.09 N (IQR: 0.18)). Additionally, while change in mean anterior posterior forces was 

significantly greater during passive extension movement (average: -1.30 N, 95% CI [-3.06, 

0.45]; median: -0.97 N (IQR: 2.30)) in comparison to all other applied motions (manual SMT 

(average: -0.63 N, 95% CI [-2.51, 1.24]; median: 0.21 N (IQR: 2.79)), passive left axial rotation 

(average: -0.46 N, 95% CI [-1.07, 0.13]; median: -0.69 N (IQR: 1.02)) and flexion (average: 0.34 

N, 95% CI [0.03, 0.35]; median: 0.14 N (IQR: 0.15))), manual SMT also created change in mean 

anterior posterior force significantly greater than passive flexion movement. Change in superior 

inferior forces experienced by PJ structures were significantly greater during manual SMT than 

during all passive lumbar movements (Figure 7.13). 

 

Specifically for moments, while change in peak flexion extension moment (moment around x-

axis) during passive extension moment (average: -0.51 Nm, 95% CI [-0.93, -0.08]; median: -0.25 

Nm (IQR: 0.69)) was significantly greater than during manual SMT (average: -0.17 Nm, 95% CI 

[-0.54, 0.19]; median: -0.16 Nm (IQR: 0.55)) and passive left axial rotation (average: 0.25 Nm, 

95% CI [-0.10, 0.61]; median: 0.17 Nm (IQR: 0.26)), change in mean extension moments was 

significantly greater during manual SMT (average: 0.91 Nm, 95% CI [0.23, 1.59]; median: 0.54 

Nm (IQR: 1.00)) than all passive lumbar movements (flexion (average: -0.43 Nm, 95% CI [-

1.04, 0.17]; median: -0.07 Nm (IQR: 1.07)), extension (average: -0.31 Nm, 95% CI [-1.38, 0.74]; 

median: -0.02 Nm (IQR: 0.60)), left axial rotation (average: 0.24 Nm, 95% CI [-0.71, 1.20]; 

median: -0.09 Nm (IQR: 1.86))), with the passive left axial rotation being significantly smaller 

than passive extension and flexion movements. For torsion moments (moments around z-axis), 
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while changes in peak torsion moment during manual SMT (average: -0.64 Nm, 95% CI [-0.89, -

0.39]; median: -0.58 Nm (IQR: 0.31)) and passive left axial rotation (average: -0.58 Nm, 95% CI 

[-0.76, -0.40]; median: -0.53 Nm (IQR: 0.07)) were significantly greater than passive extension 

(average: -0.05 Nm, 95% CI [-1.15, 1.04]; median: 0.09 Nm (IQR: 1.73)) and flexion (average: 

0.17 Nm, 95% CI [-0.17, 0.53]; median: 0.09 Nm (IQR: 0.57)), change in mean torsion moment 

was significantly smaller during passive flexion (average: 0.11 Nm, 95% CI [-0.46, 0.68]; 

median: -0.06 Nm (IQR: 0.72)) than during manual SMT (average: -0.43 Nm, 95% CI [-0.88, -

0.01]; median: -0.29 Nm (IQR: 0.77)), passive extension (average: -0.55 Nm, 95% CI [-1.57, -

0.15]; median: -0.37 Nm (IQR: 1.09)) and left axial rotation (average: -0.49 Nm, 95% CI [-2.15, 

-0.16]; median: -0.54 Nm (IQR: 0.27)).  

 

 7.3.4.5 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Figure 7.14 presents the average peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean moment 

experienced by IVD structures while changing the applied motion. Significant changes in forces 

and moments experienced by IVD structures were revealed depending on the applied motion. 

Overall forces and moments experienced by IVD structures were greater than the ones 

experienced by SL and PJ structures, with the exception of torsion moments during manual SMT 

and passive axial rotation, where PJ structures were loaded to a greater extent than SL and IVD 

structures. Generally, there was no specific applied motions during which IVD structures 

experienced greater forces and moments. From 36 comparisons between manual SMT with each 

passive lumbar movement (flexion, extension and left axial rotation), only 5 comparisons 

revealed specific forces and moments that were greater during manual SMT. Despite of those, 
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none of the forces and moments were significantly greater during manual SMT in comparison to 

all passive lumbar movements (Figure 7.15). 

 

 

Figure 7.14 Average value of normalized peak force, mean force, peak moment and mean 

moment experienced by the intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments 

during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and 

left axial rotation. 
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Figure 7.15 Three-dimensional plots of average values of normalized peak force, mean force, 

peak moment and mean moment experienced by the intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior 

longitudinal ligaments during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of 

flexion, extension and left axial rotation in each axis of movement. 

 

Specifically, peak lateral force (force along x-axis) experienced by IVD structures was 

significantly greater during passive left axial rotation (average: -1.37 N, 95% CI [-1.73, -1.01]; 

median: -1.13 N (IQR: 0.78)) in comparison to manual SMT (average: -0.82 N, 95% CI [-1.50, -

0.14]; median: -0.77 N (IQR: 0.64)), passive extension (average: -0.75 N, 95% CI [-0.88, -0.61]; 

median: -0.68 N (IQR: 0.24)) and flexion (average: -0.59 N, 95% CI [-1.21, 0.02]; median: -0.75 

N (IQR: 0.27)). Additionally, while change in peak anterior posterior force (force along y-axis) 

was significantly greater during manual SMT (average: -1.01 N, 95% CI [-1.26, -0.76]; median: -

1.07 N (IQR: 0.32)) and passive flexion (average: -0.87 N, 95% CI [-1.01, -0.72]; median: -0.83 
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N (IQR: 0.22)) than during passive extension (average: -0.45 N, 95% CI [-1.62, -0.07]; median: -

0.03 N (IQR: 0.69)) and left axial rotation (average: -0.27 N, 95% CI [-0.51, -0.04]; median: -

0.34 N (IQR: 0.46)), change in mean anterior posterior forces was significantly greater during 

passive extension movement (average: 1.70 N, 95% CI [-3.78, -0.38]; median: 0.15 N (IQR: 

3.82)), followed by manual SMT (average: 0.85 N, 95% CI [-2.68, -0.98]; median: -0.71 N (IQR: 

2.22)) in comparison to passive left axial rotation (average: -0.55 N, 95% CI [-1.00, -0.10]; 

median: -0.44 N (IQR: 1.24)) and flexion (average: -0.94 N, 95% CI [-1.33, -0.55]; median: -

0.83 N (IQR: 0.39)). Change in peak superior inferior force (force along z-axis) was significantly 

greater during passive left axial rotation (average: -0.89 N, 95% CI [-1.37, -0.42]; median: -1.16 

N (IQR: 0.59)) in comparison to manual SMT (average: -0.33 N, 95% CI [-0.97, -0.30]; median: 

-0.15 N (IQR: 0.38)) and passive flexion (average: -0.15 N, 95% CI [-0.65, 0.35]; median: -

0.26N (IQR: 0.16)). 

 

Specifically for moments, change in peak extension moment (moment around x-axis) was 

significantly smaller during passive left axial rotation (average: -0.38 Nm, 95% CI [-0.71, -0.06]; 

median: -0.37 Nm (IQR: 0.52)) in comparison to manual SMT (average: -0.80 Nm, 95% CI [-

1.07, -0.52]; median: -0.83 Nm  (IQR: 0.25)), passive extension (average: -0.97 Nm, 95% CI [-

1.18, -0.75]; median: -0.93 Nm (IQR: 0.45)) and flexion (average: -0.80 Nm, 95% CI [-2.02, 

0.41]; median: -0.19 Nm (IQR: 0.36)). Additionally, while change in peak torsion moments 

(moments around z-axis) during passive extension (average: -0.80 Nm, 95% CI [-1.87, 0.27]; 

median: -0.81 Nm (IQR: 2.35)) and flexion (average: -1.01 Nm, 95% CI [-1.37, -0.68]; median: -

0.83 Nm (IQR: 0.75)) was significantly greater in comparison to manual SMT (average: -0.32 Nm, 

95% CI [-0.55, -0.10]; median: -0.36 Nm (IQR: 0.35)) and passive left axial rotation (average: -
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0.26 Nm, 95% CI [-0.52, -0.00]; median: -0.40 Nm (IQR: 0.16)), change in mean torsion moment 

experienced by IVD structures during manual SMT (average: -0.43 Nm, 95% CI [-0.92, -0.04]; 

median: -0.48 Nm (IQR: 0.62)) was significantly smaller than during passive left axial rotation 

(average: -1.23 Nm, 95% CI [-2.30, -0.15] ; median: -0.44 Nm (IQR: 0.50)), extension (average: -

0.91 Nm, 95% CI [-1.94, 0.11]; median: -0.57 Nm (IQR: 0.82)) and flexion (average: -1.00 Nm, 

95% CI [-1.95, -0.05]; median: -0.53 Nm (IQR: 0.85)).  

 

7.4 Discussion 

This study aimed to quantify and compare the displacement, forces and moments experienced by 

spinal structures of a porcine cadaveric model during the application of manual SMT and passive 

lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation. The results of this study indicate 

that in contrast to previous beliefs, manual SMT did not always load spinal structures to a 

significantly greater extent than passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial 

rotation. Specifically for the intact specimen, manual SMT did not create significantly greater 

forces and moments than the ones created during passive lumbar movements, with only one 

exception being observed on anterior posterior forces. Similarly for unique spinal structures, 

serial dissection revealed that manual SMT did not always load spinal structures to a greater 

extent than passive lumbar movements and the only exceptions were on superior inferior forces  

experienced by SL and PJ structures and extension moments experienced by PJ structures. Figure 

7.16 summarizes the main findings of the current study. 
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Figure 7.16 Summary of the main findings of the current study. 

 

Spinal manipulative therapy also did not cause vertebral motions greater than passive lumbar 

movements in all directions: passive extension movement caused the greatest lateral and anterior 

translations as well as extension rotations. Therefore, even though SMT is believed to move the 

spinal segment beyond its physiological range of motion [21], the results of the current study 

demonstrate that not only the vertebral motions, but also the loads experienced by the intact 

specimen and spinal structures during an application of manual SMT were not always 

significantly greater than the ones during passive lumbar movements. Although studies have 

been conducted investigating spinal loading during both physiological movements [51,55] and 

SMT application [24], this is the first study to quantify and compare the loads arising from both 

passive movement and manual SMT in a unified study with comparable specimens and testing 

protocol. 
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7.4.1 Spinal manipulative therapy characteristics - Comparison with previous studies 

In the current study, manual SMT force-time characteristics were measured by a pressure array 

system and an average peak force magnitude of 524N (±41N) was observed. Although SMT 

force magnitude has been described to be adjusted based on specific aspects (e.g. patient 

morphology and articular stiffness) [114], similar peak force magnitudes have been reported by 

previous investigations [114,240,241]. Likewise, time to peak of 220ms (±15ms)  and loading 

rate of 2.38N/ms here observed are also in accordance to previous reports [35,122,242]. This 

indicates that even though manual SMT was applied on cadaveric porcine models, force-time 

profile of the applied SMT was representative of a clinical manual SMT application on human 

subjects. 

 

The same manual SMT resulting vertebral motions were replicated during biomechanical testing 

of the intact specimen and following each cut. In this study, manual SMT caused greatest 

translation in the anterior posterior axis (along y-axis) (9.10 mm) and the greatest rotation in 

flexion extension (around x-axis) (3.06°). Despite of the difference in magnitudes, Kawchuk and 

colleagues (2010) [24] also observed greatest displacement (5.35 mm) and rotation (1.96°) in the 

same axes as the current study using a similar animal model. In addition, Gal and colleagues 

(1997) [243] investigated the relative vertebral motions during SMT application on the thoracic 

region of unembalmed human cadavers and also observed significant posterior to anterior 

translations (6-12 mm) and flexion extension rotations (0.2-1.8°). The greater flexion extension 

rotation observed in the current study is likely related to differences in force-time characteristics 

of the applied SMT and spinal levels. Despite this difference, the SMT resulting vertebral 
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motions observed here also indicate that the SMT provided in the current study is representative 

of a clinical SMT application.  

 

7.4.2 Vertebral motion during lumbar movements - Comparison with previous studies 

Previous investigations have reported L3/L4 intersegmental displacements and rotations of 

lumbar segments during functional activities and active lumbar movements of flexion, extension, 

lateral bending and axial rotation [88,89,96] and maximum rotations of approximately 5° during 

flexion extension and lateral bending and 4° during axial rotation have been reported in vivo 

[88,89,96]. Intersegmental in vitro range of motion of the lumbar spine has also been previously 

described and maximum rotations of approximately 7° during flexion extension, 8° during lateral 

bending and 3.5° during axial rotation have been reported [97,257,258]. In this study, Table 7.2 

shows that the applied passive lumbar movements presented ranges that are within the maximum 

ranges reported in the literature, indicating that the passive lumbar movements here applied were 

representative of normal L3/L4 intersegmental lumbar movements observed in both living 

humans and biomechanical testing. Importantly, Table 7.2 also shows that in the current study, 

the maximum rotations caused by manual SMT were also within the in vivo and in vitro reported 

range of motion. This indicates that in contrast to previous beliefs, manual SMT application does 

not move the spinal segment beyond its normal range of motion, but stays within the range of 

movement reported in the literature [88,89,96]. 

 

Due to the coupled motions observed in the spine, in vivo vertebral translations during active 

lumbar movements of flexion, extension lateral bending and axial rotation have also been 

measured and anterior posterior displacements of approximately 1.8mm, lateral displacements of 
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2.4mm and cranio-caudal displacements of 4mm have been reported in the L3/L4 spinal segment 

[88,89,96]. Based on Table 7.2, only the anterior posterior displacements observed in the current 

study exceed the previously reported translation values and specifically the anterior posterior 

displacements observed during manual SMT presented significantly greater magnitudes 

(9.10mm). These differences were expected given that most of the studies that investigated 

lumbar range of motion and reported the magnitudes of the coupled motions (i.e. translations) 

included living participants performing active movements and fundamental factors, such as 

muscular activation and subject positioning, may contribute to these differences. Despite of the 

large anterior posterior translation observed during manual SMT, the anterior posterior 

translation caused by passive extension movement was even greater (9.53mm), suggesting that 

manual SMT does not cause larger displacements than passive lumbar movements. 

 

Previous intersegmental in vitro studies reported anterior posterior displacements of 

approximately 3mm, lateral displacement of 2.6mm and cranio-caudal displacements of 1mm 

[74,91,92]. Although our study observed larger anterior posterior displacements during manual 

SMT and passive extension movement, vertebral failure was only observed at an anterior 

displacement of approximately 11.7mm with associated shear force of more than 1000N [259]. 

Therefore, even though anterior posterior vertebral displacements here observed were greater 

than the displacements reported in vivo and in vitro [74,88,89,92,96,97], both the anterior 

displacement and shear force was substantially smaller than the vertebral failure values, most 

likely due to the 3-dimensional associated vertebral motions during manual SMT and passive 

lumbar movements. 
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In summary, the vertebral motions observed during both passive lumbar movements and manual 

SMT generally stayed within the normal range of motion reported in the literature, with only one 

exception on anterior posterior displacements. This indicates that not only were the passive 

movements applied in this study generally representative of lumbar movements, but also that in 

general, manual SMT does not move the vertebrae past the limits found with active motion with 

the exception of in anterior posterior translation. The remaining translations and rotations along 

and around all other axes of movement caused by manual SMT stayed within the physiological 

range of motion.  

 

7.4.3 Interpretation of Results 

7.4.3.1 Intact specimen 

Given that manual SMT was applied at the left L3/L4 FJ (creating a left axial rotation 

component), passive axial rotation was intentionally performed to the left side so that the 

moments arising from both motions were observed in the same direction and more easily 

compared as shown on Figure 7.8. Additionally, given that flexion and extension motions occur 

around the same axis of movement (x-axis in this study), but with rotations in opposite 

directions, it was expected that the moments created by these motions were observed in opposite 

directions, which was not the case (Figure 7.8). This suggests that peak and mean moments do 

not always reflect the vertebral motions. 

 

The analysis of the intact specimen revealed peak anterior force (force along y-axis) significantly 

greater during manual SMT in comparison to all passive lumbar movements included in this 

study. Given the posterior to anterior direction of manual SMT thrust application, a greater force 
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along y-axis experienced by the intact specimen resisting the thrust application was expected. 

Significant differences in peak anterior posterior forces during passive extension was also 

observed in comparison to passive flexion. As shear forces in opposite directions have been 

previously described during flexion and extension movements (anterior shear force during 

flexion and posterior shear force during extension) [260], the significant difference between 

anterior posterior forces during these movements was also expected.  

 

The mean superior inferior force (force along z-axis) experienced by the intact specimen was 

significantly greater during manual SMT than during passive extension movement. Interestingly, 

although superior inferior vertebral displacements during manual SMT and passive extension 

were not considerably different (Table 7.2), they created mean superior forces in opposite 

directions, with manual SMT creating a mean cranial force and extension movement a mean 

caudal force (Figure 7.8). While the caudal force created to resist the superior displacement 

during passive extension is comprehensive, the cranial force observed during manual SMT 

despite of the superior displacement is an interesting finding. This is in accordance with 

observations from previous studies of this dissertation (chapters 4, 5 and 6) and can likely be 

explained by the 3-dimensional vertebral motion associated with manual SMT. It is possible that 

the displacements and rotations associated with manual SMT (e.g. anterior translation, extension 

and axial rotation) deformed the intact specimen to a particular position where a resisting force 

in the cranial direction was created. 

 

Specifically for moments, apart from the expected significant differences between mean 

extension moment (moment around x-axis) experienced by the intact specimen during passive 
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flexion and extension movements, the significant differences in torsion moments (moments 

around z-axis) between passive left axial rotation and passive flexion and extension movements 

were also expected. Importantly, peak torsion moment during manual SMT was significantly 

greater than passive flexion and extension movements, but not than passive left axial rotation, 

indicating that the torsion moments created by manual SMT on the intact spinal segment does 

not impose a greater risk of spinal injury than a passive axial rotation movement does. 

 

In summary, the forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen during manual SMT 

were generally not significantly greater than the ones during passive lumbar movements. The 

only exception was on forces along y-axis where greater peak anterior posterior force during 

manual SMT was observed in comparison to passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension 

and left axial rotation. This exception might be responsible for eliciting the physiological 

responses observed following a SMT application, but not during passive lumbar movements. 

 

7.4.3.2 Cut 1: Supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL) 

Overall, SL structures experienced significant changes in forces and moments during the 

application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements. Similarly to the previous studies of 

this dissertation, however, the forces and moments experienced by SL structures were 

remarkably smaller than the ones experienced by PJ and IVD structures. This indicates that the 

loads arising from manual SMT and passive lumbar movements are distributed mainly within PJ 

and IVD structures, with SL structures generally experiencing minor loads (Table 7.4).  
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Significant change in peak lateral force (force along x-axis) was observed and passive flexion 

movement created significantly greater change in lateral force in comparison to during manual 

SMT and passive extension. Similarly to the current study, lateral translation coupled motion has 

been previously observed during flexion-extension movements [88,89]. Differences in lateral 

forces between manual SMT and passive flexion is likely related to the lateral translation caused 

by both applied motions: while manual SMT caused left lateral translation, right lateral 

translations was observed during passive flexion movement (Table 7.2). On the other hand, 

despite the similar coupled lateral translation observed during passive flexion and extension 

movements, the significant difference in lateral force change experienced by SL structures might 

be related to the biomechanical function of SL structures during these movements. While SL 

structures are compressed during extension [97], they have been described as important resistors 

to flexion movement in the porcine model [178], suggesting that when fibers of SL structures are 

tensioned (during flexion movement), SL structures potentially become more sensitive to lateral 

forces. 

 

Change in mean superior inferior force (force along z-axis) was significantly greater during 

manual SMT than during all passive lumbar movements included in this study. This is likely due 

to the greater superior displacements caused by manual SMT in comparison to the passive 

lumbar movements (Table 7.2). Additionally, the combination of superior displacement with 

extension rotation during manual SMT potentially compresses SL structures in a significantly 

greater extent than passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation, 

causing greater superior inferior forces resisting this superior displacement.  
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Specifically for moments, change in mean torsion moment (moment around z-axis) was 

significantly greater during passive extension movement in comparison to manual SMT. Table 7.2 

shows a noticeable difference in axial rotation between these two applied motions, with manual 

SMT causing greater axial rotation than passive extension movement. Therefore, it is possible that 

SL structures contribute to resisting small degrees of axial rotation [97] and when greater axial 

rotations are performed (like during manual SMT), other spinal structures (e.g. facet joints) get 

engaged and take over the loads previously experienced by SL structures. 

 

In summary, despite of the smaller magnitude of overall forces and moments experienced by SL 

structures in comparison to the ones experienced by PJ and IVD structures, change in forces and 

moments experienced by SL structures during manual SMT were generally not significantly 

greater than during passive lumbar movements. Importantly, the exception along z-axis where 

mean superior inferior  force experienced by SL structures during manual SMT was significantly 

greater than during passive lumbar movements might contribute to the SMT therapeutic effect, in 

comparison to passive lumbar movements. 

 

7.4.3.3 Cut 2: Bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ) 

Overall, significant changes in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures were observed 

during the application of manual SMT and passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and 

left axial rotation. While the overall forces and moments experienced by PJ structures were 

generally smaller than the ones experienced by IVD structures (Table 7.4), specific greater forces 

and moments were experienced by PJ structures during particular applied motions. More 

specifically, torsion moments and mean anterior posterior forces during passive left axial rotation 
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and manual SMT, and mean extension moments during passive extension movement and passive 

axial rotation experienced by PJ structures were greater than the ones experienced by SL and 

IVD structures. This indicates that PJ structures are the main resistors to axial rotations (both 

passive axial rotation movement and the axial rotation component of manual SMT), and 

important contributors to resisting passive extension movements, which is in accordance to the 

Chapter 5 of this dissertation as well as previous investigations [51,97,236,261]. 

 

Significant change in lateral forces (forces along x-axis) experienced by PJ structures was 

observed and manual SMT and passive extension created significantly greater peak lateral force 

than passive left axial rotation and flexion movements. Given the greater lateral translation 

observed during manual SMT and passive extension movement (Table 7.2), greater lateral forces 

created by these applied motions were expected as PJ structures have been described as the 

primary resistors to lateral displacements [74,75]. 

 

Changes in peak anterior posterior force (force along y-axis) was significantly greater during 

passive left axial rotation and extension in comparison to manual SMT and passive flexion 

movement. While this was expected during passive extension due to the greatest anterior 

posterior displacement (Table 7.2) and the known resistance of facet joints to extension 

movement [97,236], passive left axial rotation did not cause significant anterior posterior 

displacements. Despite this, facet joints' biomechanical function of resisting axial rotations has 

been widely described given the orientation of its surfaces in the lumbar spine [71,72]. 

Therefore, it is possible that when facet joints are already in contact due to the primary motion 

(in this case, left axial rotation), other movements that increase facet joint surface contact, such 
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as anterior translation of the superior vertebra, will increase the loads on PJ structures. 

Additionally, while change in mean anterior posterior force was significantly greater during 

passive extension movement in comparison to the remaining applied motions included in this 

study, it was also significantly greater during manual SMT in comparison to passive flexion. 

This is likely related to the greater anterior vertebral displacement observed during manual SMT 

(Table 7.2), creating a posterior force in comparison to the posterior vertebral displacement 

during passive flexion, creating an anterior force experienced by PJ structures. 

 

Change in superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) were significantly greater during manual 

SMT than all passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation. In addition 

to the greatest superior displacement during manual SMT in comparison to the passive lumbar 

movements, this can also be explained by the facet joint resistance to compression, especially 

when combined with rotations and shear displacements [71,233]. Therefore, PJ structures 

experience greater superior inferior forces during manual SMT than during passive lumbar 

movements. 

 

Given the applied motion, significantly greater changes in peak flexion extension moment 

(moment around x-axis) during passive extension movement in comparison to manual SMT and 

passive left axial rotation were expected. Change in peak flexion extension moment experienced 

by PJ structures was also significantly greater during passive left axial rotation than manual SMT 

and passive flexion movement. As previously mentioned, the biomechanical function of facet 

joints in resisting axial rotation has been widely described [71,72,97,236] and the increase in loads 

experienced by facet joints during the combination of axial rotation and extension movements has 
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also been reported [262]. On the other hand, although change in mean flexion extension moments 

was significantly greater during passive flexion and extension movements in comparison to passive 

left axial rotation, it was even greater during manual SMT. This is likely related to the presence of 

preload phase during SMT application and its resultant loads on PJ structures. Preload phase 

characteristics (e.g. phase duration and preload force magnitude) have been described to influence 

Electromyographic (EMG) as well as muscle spindle responses to SMT [57,141]. Therefore, the 

observations of the current study that PJ structures experienced significantly greater mean flexion 

extension moments than during passive lumbar movements, but the same was not observed in peak 

flexion extension moments suggests that preload phase also significantly influence extension 

moments experienced by PJ structures.  

 

Change in peak torsion moment during manual SMT and passive left axial rotation were 

significantly greater than passive extension and flexion. This was expected not only due to the 

nature of the applied motions, but also due to the greater axial rotation during the former 

mentioned motions (Table 7.2). On the other hand, change in mean torsion moment was 

significantly smaller during passive flexion than during all other applied motions of manual SMT, 

passive extension and left axial rotation. This was also expected not only because of the smaller 

axial rotation observed during passive flexion (Table 7.2), but also due to the previous observation 

that facet joint surfaces move apart from each other during flexion movement [262], minimizing 

the loads experienced by PJ structures during passive flexion movement. 

 

In summary, despite the smaller magnitude of overall forces and moments experienced by PJ 

structures in comparison to the ones experienced by IVD structures, PJ structures experienced 
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greater torsion moments caused by large axial rotations (e.g. manual SMT and passive axial 

rotation). Additionally, change in forces and moments experienced by PJ structures during 

manual SMT were generally not greater than during passive lumbar movements. Nevertheless, 

two exceptions were observed: superior inferior forces and mean extension moments 

experienced by PJ structures during manual SMT were significantly greater than during passive 

lumbar movements.  

 

7.4.3.4 Cut 3: Intervertebral disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD) 

Overall, significant changes in forces and moments experienced by IVD structures were observed 

as a function of the applied motion. Although IVD structures generally experienced the greatest 

overall forces and moments (Table 7.4), specifically the torsion moments and mean anterior 

posterior forces during manual SMT and passive axial rotation, were greatly experienced by PJ 

structures. This indicates that apart from the abovementioned exceptions, IVD structures are the 

structures that generally experienced the greatest loads during manual SMT and the applied passive 

lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial rotation, which is in accordance to previous 

investigations [24,170,263,264]. 

 

Significant changes in peak lateral and superior inferior forces (forces along x- and z-axes, 

respectively) were observed with a significantly greater change during passive axial rotation in 

comparison to manual SMT and passive flexion for superior forces, and also in comparison to 

passive extension for lateral forces. This might be related to the method in which passive axial 

rotation was applied to the porcine cadaveric model. Specifically, since passive axial rotation was 

applied by manually stabilizing L3 and rotating the pelvis to the left side, additional movements 
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besides the coupled motions normally observed may potentially have occurred, increasing the 

lateral and superior loads experienced by IVD structures. Despite of this, the vertebral motions 

caused during the applied passive left axial rotation (Table 7.2) in the current study are comparable 

with the intersegmental ranges of motion previously reported [88,89,96] and, therefore, 

representative of an in vivo axial rotation. 

 

Significant change in peak anterior posterior force (force along y-axis) was observed with a 

significantly greater change during manual SMT in comparison to during passive extension and 

left axial rotation. This was expected given the great anterior posterior displacements caused by 

manual SMT. On the other hand, change in mean anterior posterior forces was significantly 

greater during passive extension movement, followed by manual SMT in comparison to passive 

left axial rotation and flexion, which is also likely related to the greater anterior posterior 

vertebral displacement observed during these applied motions (i.e. passive extension and manual 

SMT) (Table 7.2). 

 

Interestingly, significant change in peak anterior posterior force (force along y-axis) was also 

significantly greater during passive flexion in comparison to during passive extension and left 

axial rotation. Similarly, changes in mean lateral bending moment experienced by IVD structures 

during passive flexion movement were significantly greater than during the remaining applied 

motions included in this study. Even though passive flexion movement did not cause great 

anterior posterior displacements and lateral bending rotations (Table 7.2), facet joint surfaces 

have been described to move apart from each other during flexion movement [262] and posterior 

ligaments have been observed to slack in neutral position and rearrange their fibers orientation 
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during the small degrees of flexion [73]. This suggests that the IVD structures might be the main 

resistors to the anterior posterior coupled translations and lateral coupled rotations observed 

during small degrees of flexion.  

 

Significant changes in peak flexion extension moment (moment around x-axis) experienced by 

IVD structures were observed with significantly smaller changes during passive left axial 

rotation movement. This was expected given the nature of the applied motion with the primary 

motion of axial rotation not occurring in the flexion-extension axis. 

 

Interestingly, changes in peak torsion moment (moment around z-axis) experienced by IVD 

structures were significantly smaller during manual SMT and passive left axial rotation in 

comparison to passive flexion and extension movements. This indicates that IVD structures not 

only resist to coupled motions during flexion, but also during extension they resist to torsion 

coupled rotations. Although this might be counter-intuitive because of the facet joint surface 

contact during extension movement [72,236], Table 7.2 shows that with extension, a significant 

anterior displacement of the inferior vertebra was observed potentially reducing the contact 

between facet joint surfaces. This anterior displacement is greater than the coupled anterior 

translations previously reported [88,89,96] and is likely related to the passive application of the 

extension movement as well as the use of cadaveric model, where no muscle activity is present. 

Therefore, given the great anterior displacement potentially reducing the facet joint surface 

contact, the IVD structures become more susceptible to loads arising from coupled motions 

during extension, experiencing greater torsion moments.  
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In summary, despite the greater magnitude of overall forces and moments experienced by IVD 

structures in comparison to the ones experienced by SL and PJ structures, PJ structures were the 

structures that experienced the greatest torsion moments caused by large degrees of axial 

rotations in comparison to IVD and SL structures. Additionally, change in forces and moments 

experienced by IVD structures during manual SMT were not significantly greater than the ones 

experienced during passive lumbar movements. 

 

7.4.3.5 General discussion 

This study not only quantified but also compared the forces and moments arising from manual 

SMT with the ones arising from passive lumbar movements. Generally, loads created by manual 

SMT were not significantly greater than the ones created by applied passive lumbar movements 

of flexion extension and left axial rotation, with exceptions of particular forces and moments. 

Specifically, manual SMT created significantly greater anterior posterior forces on the intact 

specimen, superior inferior forces on both SL and PJ structures and greater flexion extension 

moments on PJ structures. Although SMT has been observed to produce facet joint capsule strain 

magnitudes within the range observed during physiological movements [202], unique patterns in 

facet joint capsule strain were observed during high loading rate SMT in comparison to 

physiological axial rotation [145]. Therefore, it is possible that, similar to facet joint capsule 

strain, the loading rate (or other SMT characteristic, such as resulting vertebral motion, force 

magnitude, etc) creates unique forces, moments and potentially biomechanical stimulus, on 

spinal structures that differ from the ones arising from passive lumbar movements, eliciting 

SMT's physiological responses. 
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Although vertebral motions here observed during the application of manual SMT were within the 

range of physiological movements, previous investigations using finite element models have 

described that due to the viscoelastic behavior of spinal structures, high loading rates increase the 

risk of spinal structures injury [265–267]. Specifically, Wang et al. (2000) [266] assessed slow 

(0.6N/ms and 0.003°/ms) and fast loading rates (6.6N/ms and 0.03°/ms) of combined 

compression and flexion movements and found that high loading rates increased intradiscal 

pressure as well as forces and moments experienced by spinal structures. El-Rich et al. (2009) 

[265] investigated flexion extension using three loading rates (0.05°/ms, 0.5°/ms and 5°/ms) and 

found that spinal injuries, such as bone fracture and ligament failure, can occur in loading rates 

higher than 0.5°/ms. Wagnac and colleagues (2012) [267] applied flexion, extension, anterior 

and posterior shear at low (0.1m/s) and high rates (1.0m/s for compression and 4.0m/s for flexion 

and extension) and observed that loading rate significantly influenced spinal injury site. In the 

current study, manual SMT was applied with a loading rate of 2.38 N/ms (0.04m/s and 

0.014°/ms), which is usually close or below the lower loading rates used in the abovementioned 

studies. This indicates that given the SMT parameters of this study, manual SMT is unlikely to 

cause injury on spinal structures. 

 

Additionally, the estimated stiffness of the L3/L4 spinal segment during the manual SMT 

application here observed was also smaller than the stiffness observed right before spinal injury 

previously described in the literature [174,233,268,269]. Specifically, this study estimated that 

the L3/L4 spinal stiffness during manual SMT was 2.18 N/mm in anterior shear, 0.33 Nm/deg in 

extension and 1.51 Nm/deg in axial rotation, which are smaller than the anterior shear stiffness 

described by Schmidt and colleagues (2013) [233] and Lu et al. (2005) [174] of approximately 
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550 N/mm, extension stiffness described by Garges et al. (2008) [268] of 10 Nm/deg and torsion 

stiffness described by Bisschop and colleagues (2013) [269] of 5.7 Nm/deg. This indicates that 

not only the loading rate of SMT is very unlikely to cause any spinal injury, but also the spinal 

segmental stiffness caused by manual SMT loading is also smaller than the values attained in 

injurious conditions. 

 

Noteworthy, despite the greater anterior posterior forces on the intact specimen, superior inferior 

forces on both SL and PJ structures and extension moments on PJ structures during SMT, the 

magnitudes of forces and moments experienced by these structures during manual SMT is still 

considerably smaller than the ones reported in previous research investigating porcine spinal 

structural failure reporting failure shear forces raging from 800N to 8700N [173,229,230]. 

Although the comparison between anterior posterior forces between the current study and 

previous investigations described in the literature is limited due to methodological differences, 

anterior posterior forces created by manual SMT did not exceed 40N, which suggests that 

manual SMT is very unlikely to cause any serious adverse events, such as bone fracture. 

However, future studies addressing this specific question should be conducted in order to 

appropriately verify the forces created by manual SMT in comparison to the ones for vertebral 

injury and failure. 

 

On the other hand, no studies have investigated and specified values of forces and moments 

experienced by the spinal segment and its composite structures to elicit physiological responses. 

Consequently, even though the forces and moments experienced by the intact specimen and by 

the spinal structures were considerably below the values previously described to cause vertebral 
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injury, it remains unknown if they are large enough to reach the physiological response 

threshold. Therefore, future studies should be conducted to investigate the minimum force and 

moment experienced by spinal structures to observe a physiological  

 

Importantly, the results of this study described how the manual SMT load distribution within 

spinal structures compares to that of passive lumbar movements. For example, in comparison to 

passive lumbar movements, manual SMT created anterior posterior forces significantly greater 

on the intact specimen (Figure 7.9). While the IVD structures were the structures that 

experienced most of these forces, the magnitude of anterior posterior forces experienced by IVD 

structures were comparable to the ones experienced during extension movement (Figure 7.15). 

Similarly, although the mean extension moments experienced by the intact specimen during 

manual SMT was comparable to the ones experienced during passive lumbar movements (Figure 

7.9), the moments experienced by PJ structures (responsible for most of these moments) were 

significantly greater (Figure 7.12). This highlights the difference in load distribution within 

spinal tissues during the application of different motions. Additionally, these observations 

indicate that different SMT techniques might potentially change the load distribution within 

spinal structures, which may (or may not) be greater than the ones created by physiological 

movements. 

 

Of note, while the intact specimen did not experience greater superior inferior forces during 

manual SMT than during passive lumbar movements, the superior inferior forces experienced by 

SL and PJ structures were significantly greater. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that 

manual SMT superior inferior forces were here compared to passive lumbar movements of 
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cadaveric porcine models, where no forces arising from weight-bearing or muscular tonus were 

present. This way, it is possible that the comparison of these superior inferior forces with active 

physiological movements in living models might provide different results.  

 

Interestingly, in Figures 7.8 to 7.15 it is possible to notice that the torsion moments experienced 

by the intact specimen during manual SMT was significantly greater than the ones experienced 

during passive flexion and extension, but not during axial rotation. While that same pattern is 

also observed on PJ structures, it gets reversed on IVD structures, with passive extension and 

flexion creating greater torsion moments than manual SMT and axial rotation. This demonstrates 

that PJ structures shield IVD structures not only from extension moments [83,85], but also from 

torsion moments. 

 

Of note, given the findings of the first study of this dissertation (Chapter 3), the results of the 

current study is limited to the order in which structures were removed from the specimen during 

biomechanical testing. By changing the order of structure removal, the loading characteristics 

experienced by spinal structures during SMT and passive lumbar movements would also be 

changed. Given the composition and biomechanical function of spinal structures investigated 

here, it is possible to speculate that structure removal order will not significantly impact the 

loading characteristics of spinal structures. Nevertheless, future studies are needed to quantify 

the load difference when different orders of strucutre removal are used.  
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7.4.3.6 Clinical implications 

Based on the results of this study, a manual posterior to anterior SMT thrust application loads the 

spinal segment and its structures differently than passive lumbar movement. Although the majority 

of forces and moments created during manual SMT were comparable to the ones experienced 

during passive lumbar movements, the exceptions in which manual SMT creater greater forces and 

moments might be responsible for eliciting the therapeutic effects observed following a SMT 

application. In this study, vertebral motions caused by manual SMT were also comparable to the 

ones caused by passive lumbar movement. 

 

Specifically, in comparison to passive lumbar movements of flexion, extension and left axial 

rotation, a SMT applied at the L3/L4 FJ only created greater anterior posterior force on the intact 

specimen, superior inferior forces on SL and PJ structures, and extension moments on PJ 

structures. Manual SMT did not create greater forces or moments on IVD structures. Figure 7.17 

summarizes the clinical implications of this study. Noteworthy, given that the current study was 

conducted using porcine cadaveric models, the clinical implications described here are 

speculative and further clinical studies are needed to verify their application to human spines. 
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Figure 7.17 Summary of clinical implications of the current study. 

 

7.4.4 Limitations 

First, even though porcine lumbar spine models have been described to be suitable models to 

investigate the human spine [93,95,146], anatomical and biomechanical differences have been 

reported and limits the extrapolation of these results to human living subjects. Second, by using 

cadaveric models not only limitations related to the kinematics of passive lumbar  movement 

(e.g. muscular tonus), but also limitations associated with differences between in vivo and in 

vitro conditions such as muscular effects, and potential differences in repeated loading testing are 

also present. Third, given the limited number of robotic replications associated with the 

degradation of cadaveric specimens, this study included only 3 movements and lateral bending 

was not applied and should be included in future studies. Additionally, given the results of the 

first study of this dissertation [217], the loads here observed are specific to the order in which 
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spinal structures were removed from the specimen. Finally, since SMT was provided by a single 

clinician in this study, these results cannot be generalized to other clinicians. 

 

7.5 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of this study, the loads created during manual SMT and its distribution 

within spinal tissues did not always significantly differ from the ones of passive lumbar 

movements. The majority of forces and moments created during manual SMT were not 

significantly greater than the ones created during passive lumbar movements however some 

exceptions were observed with manual SMT creating significantly greater anterior posterior forces 

in the intact specimen, superior inferior forces in SL and PJ structures and extension moments in 

PJ structures only. These unique forces and moments observed during SMT but not during passive 

lumbar movements may be what confers the unique therapeutic effects elicited following a SMT 

application, in comparison to the ones following passive lumbar movements.  
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Chapter 8. 

General discussion and conclusion 

 

8.1 Introduction 

This doctoral work consisted of a series of biomechanical experiments with the following 

objectives: 1) to verify if the superposition principle could be observed in specimens composed 

of identical structures having identical time-dependent, non-linear behavior, 2) to investigate if 

SMT load distribution within spinal tissues caused by SMT could be changed by SMT input 

parameters, and 3) to compare loading in spinal structures between SMT and passive 

physiological movements.  

 

8.2 Summary of experimental findings 

Given the specific objectives of this dissertation, five experiments were conducted focusing on 

the loading characteristics experienced by an intact intervertebral motion segment and its 

constituent subcomponents from the application of SMT with varied input parameters and 

passive lumbar movements. While figure 8.1 presents a detailed summary of the results of each 

experiment conducted in the current dissertation, figure 8.2 presents an overview of the findings 

presented in this dissertation. 
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Figure 8.1 Summary of experimental results. SMT=spinal manipulative therapy; FJ=facet joint; 

TVP=transverse process; Btw= between; SL structures=supra- and interspinous ligaments; PJ 

structures=bilateral facet joints, capsules and ligamentum flavum; IVD structures=intervertebral 

disc, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 
 

 

Figure 8.2 Overview of experimental findings. 
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8.2.1 The principle of superposition 

This experiment investigated the principle of superposition on testing objects presenting identical 

time-dependent, non-linear behavior. The results revealed that the order in which structures are 

removed from the testing object affected the loading characteristics they experience. Given this 

finding, it would not be appropriate for future experiments to remove tissues in a random order. 

Consequently, a single, consistent sequence was used when removing spinal structures in all 

subsequent experiments in this dissertation in order to allow appropriate comparisons between 

specimens. 

 

8.2.2 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters - Peak force magnitude and application site 

8.2.2.1 Interaction 

The interaction between SMT peak force magnitude and application site was significant in two 

circumstances: 1) in the intact specimen between 300 N and 500 N SMT application forces and  

the L4 transverse process (TVP) application site, and 2) in the intact specimen between 500 N 

applied force and the L4 facet joint (FJ) application site. In each circumstance, peak and mean 

extension moments (moments around x-axis) were significantly greater than the other possible 

interactions, respectively. 

 

8.2.2.2 Peak force magnitude 

The SMT peak force magnitude main effect was observed to significantly influence SMT load 

distribution within spinal structures. While a smaller peak force magnitude (100 N) loaded the 

supra- and interspinous ligaments (SL structures; removed in cut 1) in a significantly greater 

extent, larger peak force magnitudes (300 N and 500 N) mainly loaded bilateral facet joints, 
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capsules and ligamentum flavum (PJ structures; removed in cut 2) and intervertebral disc, 

anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (IVD structures; removed in cut 3). These 

differences in load distribution within spinal structures when different SMT peak force 

magnitudes are used are likely related to the resulting vertebral motion as well as the specific 

function of the structures. These data suggest that by controlling SMT peak force magnitude, it is 

possible to change the loading characteristics experienced by spinal structures. 

 

8.2.2.3 Application site 

The SMT application site main effect was observed to significantly affect the loading 

characteristics of the intact specimen and PJ structures. In general, while the SMT application at 

L3/L4 FJ mainly influenced specific forces experienced by the spinal segment, SMT application 

at L4 TVP influenced the experienced moments. These differences in load distribution within 

spinal structures when SMT is applied at distinct application sites indicate that it is possible to 

change the spinal structures loading characteristics by altering the location in which SMT is 

applied. 

  

8.2.3 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters - Application site 

Similar to the above results, chapter 5 of the current dissertation demonstrated that the SMT 

application site significantly influenced the SMT load distribution within spinal structures.  

Furthermore, SMT application at adjacent spinal levels created specific forces and moments in 

opposite direction relatively to each other. While specific forces and moments experienced by the 

intact specimen and spinal structures significantly changed as a function of the SMT application 

site, in general, SMT application at FJs created greater extension moments and SMT application at 
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TVPs created greater torsion moments experienced by the intact specimen and specific spinal 

structures. 

 

8.2.4 Spinal manipulative therapy input parameters - Method of SMT application 

The Chapter 6 of this dissertation demonstrated that the method in which SMT is applied 

influenced the loading characteristics of spinal structures and the distribution of SMT loads 

within the same spinal structures. While Activator created smaller forces and moments in the 

intact spinal segment, Manual SMT and SMT application with Motor mainly loaded PJ and IVD 

structures. Specifically, Manual SMT significantly influenced the overall moments experienced 

by PJ structures, whereas SMT application with Motor significantly affected the overall 

moments experienced by IVD structures. These differences are likely related to the difference in 

SMT force-time profile, including peak force magnitude, loading rate and contact surface area. 

 

8.2.5 Spinal manipulative therapy and passive physiological movement load comparison 

The loading characteristics of the intact specimens and spinal structures during the application of 

a manual SMT were comparable to the ones created by passive physiological movements with 

the exception of specific forces and moments in particular axes. Specifically, manual SMT 

created significantly greater anterior posterior forces (forces along y-axis) in the intact specimen, 

superior inferior forces (forces along z-axis) in SL and PJ structures and extension moments 

(moments around x-axis) in PJ structures only. Given that all other forces and moments arising 

from SMT were comparable to those arising from physiological movements with the exception 

of those abovementioned forces and moments, it is possible that these exceptions are associated 

with the unique therapeutic effects elicited by SMT. 
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8.3 Pilot studies and measurement errors 

Pilot testing was conducted in an additional porcine L3-L4 lumbar segment (not included in any 

of the experiments of the current dissertation) to verify how loading characteristics of intact 

specimens changed with repeated testing. Based on the loading responses to the repeated applied 

motion observed in this pilot testing, the measurement errors calculated were noticebly small and 

used for all experiments of this dissertation (Table 8.1). Importantly, all significant comparisons 

reported in this dissertation presented load differences above the calculated measurement errors. 

 

Table 8.1 Measurement erros calculated from pilot testing 

 X Y Z 

Peak Force 0.02 0.13 -0.009 

Mean Force 0.08 0.41 -0.009 

Peak Moment 0.12 0.004 -0.081 

Mean Moment 0.17 0.000 -0.011 

 

8.4 Synthesis of experimental data 

8.4.1 Principle of Superposition 

Previous biomechanical studies have assumed that the principle of superposition could be 

applied to biomechanical test of biological structures [24,178]. Nevertheless, the principle of 

superposition, by definition, is applied to linear systems, which is fundamentally different than 

biological structures that present non-linear and viscoelastic behavior. Given this fundamental 

distinction in system behavior, it is not appropriate to assume the application of the principle of 

superposition to biomechanical tests of biological structures. In support of this, Chapter 3 of the 

current dissertation demonstrated that the order in which structures are removed from the testing 
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object during a biomechanical test significantly influence the loading characteristics experienced 

by the structures. 

 

8.4.2 Changing SMT input parameters can preferentially increase specific characteristics of 

spinal structure loading 

The experiments described throughout this dissertation analyzed the forces and moments 

experienced by spinal structures along and around all 3 axes of movement caused by SMT 

applications with varied characteristics. As a result, it was demonstrated, for the first time, that 

specific forces and moments experienced by particular spinal structures can be altered when 

unique combinations of SMT input parameters are used. As such, particular combinations of 

SMT input parameters were identified to preferentially target specific spinal structures. As an 

example, a manual SMT application with greater force magnitude (500N) created greater peak 

torsion moments in PJ structures while the same moment was preferentially greater in IVD 

structures when SMT was applied using the linear actuator motor with a 300N force magnitude. 

 

Additionally, the experimental chapters of this dissertation (chapters 4-7) suggest that it possible 

to alter SMT input parameters not only to preferentially target specific spinal structures, but also 

to increase specific forces and moments. Specifically, the application of SMT with greater peak 

force magnitudes (300-524N) at the skin overlying FJs (in comparison to TVP) was observed to 

generally increase the anterior posterior forces in the intact specimen, superior-inferior forces in 

SL and PJ structures and extension moments in the PJ structures. Given that these specific loads 

were observed during manual SMT, and not during passive physiological movements, this 
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specific characteristic of SMT application (with greater peak force magnitude applied at FJ) may 

potentially optimize the therapeutic effects elicited by SMT. 

 

8.4.3 Changing SMT input parameters alter specific spinal loads 

In addition to the possibility of altering SMT input parameters to preferentially target specific 

spinal structures and specific forces/moments, observations from chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this 

dissertation revealed that the forces and moments that were more frequently observed to change 

as a result of perturbating SMT input parameters were: torsion moments, extension moments and 

superior-inferior forces. More specifically, when changing SMT input parameters, torsion and 

extension moments created at the intact specimen were observed to be frequently influenced. 

With respect to individual spinal structures, superior inferior force responses and extension 

moment responses were also observed to be influenced most frequently by changes in SMT input 

parameters. Interestingly, superior-inferior forces and extension moments are two of the unique 

loading characteristics observed during SMT, but not during passive physiological movements. 

This suggests that SMT not only creates unique loading in spinal segments in comparison to 

passive physiological movements, but also that these unique loads are the ones that are most 

influenced by the characteristics of SMT (input parameters). 

 

8.5 Implications 

Although this dissertation is comprised of basic biomechanical experiments using cadaveric 

porcine models, these novel findings provide implications for both biomechanical scientific 

research and SMT clinical practice.  
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8.5.1 Implications for biomechanical scientific research 

8.5.1.1 Biomechanical testing 

The study investigating the principle of superposition provided important implications for in 

vitro biomechanical investigations. In contrast to assumptions made to date by other 

investigators [24,164,178,181,270], this study demonstrated that the moments experienced by 

time-dependent, non-linear structures are dependent on the order in which they are removed from 

the testing object. These findings indicate that the mechanical function of spinal structures are 

cooperative and, as such, the removal of one structure will alter the loads experienced by the 

remaining structures and significantly affect their mechanical function. Importantly, this finding 

imposes a significant limitation on previous biomechanical studies as their results are now 

specific to the order in which spinal tissues were removed from the testing specimen. By using a 

different order of tissue removal, the results of biomechanical tests based on the combination of 

kinematic replication and sequential dissection will likely also be altered. Therefore, the 

determination of the mechanical contribution of specific spinal structures to particular motions 

becomes more complex as it changes not only with the movements that are being performed 

(both primary and associated coupled motions), but also with the order of structural removal.  

 

8.5.1.2 Underlying mechanism of SMT 

Contributing to the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of SMT, the current dissertation 

observed that PJ and IVD structures were the structures in which changes in forces and moments 

during SMT application were more frequently observed. For this reason, alterations in these 

structures (such as facet joint or intervertebral disc degeneration) may potentially reduce their 
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responses to mechanical stimuli limiting the physiological effects elicited by SMT. Indeed, the 

recent work from Wong (2015) [271] has observed that patients who did not respond to SMT 

intervention presented a higher frequency of more severe facet joint degeneration. This finding 

suggests a relation between the SMT therapeutic effects and the mechanical stimulus of facet 

joint structures. Interestingly, the current dissertation showed that among PJ and IVD structures, 

only PJ structures were observed to present unique loading characteristics during manual SMT 

application in comparison to passive physiological movements. Therefore, it is possible that PJ 

structures might be the main contributors to creating the therapeutic effects of SMT.  

 

8.5.2 Implications for clinicians 

The spinal structure loading characteristics described in this dissertation can be used by 

clinicians to guide their choice of SMT input parameters that best fits with the treatment 

objectives. Based on individual clinical presentations, clinicians now have an foundation to 

design patient-specific SMT interventions and alter SMT input parameters of force magnitude, 

application site and method of SMT application to preferentially increase or reduce specific 

loads experienced by particular spinal structures. As an example, in the absence of specific 

pathological findings (e.g. spinal degeneration), a SMT application using a mechanical force 

manually assisted instrument with peak force magnitude of approximately 100 N could be used 

in patients presenting with facet joint pain as this specific SMT was observed to create smaller 

changes in superior inferior forces experienced by PJ structures. Alternatively, if an increase in 

anterior posterior forces in PJ structures is desired, a SMT application with greater force 

magnitude (500 N) at the skin overlying the space between FJs (Btw FJ) could be used. 
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On the other hand, for patients presenting intervertebral disc pain, a SMT application using the 

mechanical force manually assisted instrument at the skin overlying the FJ of the upper vertebra 

(relatively to the target spinal function unit) could be used as these characteristics were shown to 

create smaller peak extension moments in IVD structures. Alternatively, to increase peak 

superior inferior forces in IVD structures, a SMT using the linear actuator motor at the same 

location (skin overlying the FJ of the upper vertebral of the target spinal segment) could be 

applied. 

 

8.6 Future research 

The findings described on Chapter 3 of this dissertation impose important limitations on previous 

biomechanical investigations combining kinematic replication with serial dissection, as previous 

findings are now specific to the order in which structures were removed from the testing 

specimen. Consequently, additional biomechanical studies quantifying the differences in forces 

and moments experienced by biological structures when different order of structure removal is 

used should be conducted. By quantifying the difference of loading characteristics with varied 

sequence of tissue removal, it may be potentially possible to estimate the loads experienced by 

each spinal tissue based on the structures that are intact/injured, contributing to the full 

elucidation of the mechanical contribution of each spinal structure.  

 

While the experiments that comprise Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have pioneered the investigation of 

loading characteristics of spinal structures with different SMT input parameters, Chapter 7 

conducted the first investigation comparing the forces and moments experienced by spinal 

structures during the SMT application with the ones experienced during passive physiological 
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movements. Therefore, the findings described in the current doctoral work can be used as an 

underlying foundation for future research investigating the underlying mechanisms of SMT. 

Specifically, the structural response of SL and PJ structures to the specific SMT loads could be 

investigated to delineate the link between SMT application, SMT input parameters and the 

physiological benefits elicited by SMT. 

 

Based on the observation that unique loads observed during SMT may be responsible for SMT’s 

therapeutic effects, the investigation of these specific loads on pathological spine models (e.g. 

models presenting induced facet joint degeneration and intervertebral disc degeneration) and the 

response of pathological spine structures may provide important evidence regarding the 

differential therapeutic mechanisms of SMT. Given that spinal degeneration alters the 

biomechanics of adjacent spinal segments [272] and that higher frequency of facet joint 

degeneration was observed in patients who did not respond to SMT [271], SMT load distribution 

within degenerated spinal structures may potentially differ from the ones observed in healthy 

spines and as a function of the degenerated spinal structure. Additionally, the elucidation of 

loading characteristics during SMT application having different input parameters could also 

provide additional empirical guidance for clinicians to tailor SMT characteristics to the 

individual presentation of patients with these clinical alterations and specifically avoid loads on 

the facet joints of patients presenting with facet joint osteoarthritis or on the intervertebral disc of 

patients with intervertebral disc degeneration.  

 

This dissertation quantified the loading responses of spinal structures arising from SMT. This 

response varied with peak force magnitude, application site and method of SMT application. 
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Given the comparable SMT peak force magnitudes used in distinct experiments of this 

dissertation (chapters 4 and 6) and the unique loading characteristics observed in each of these 

experiments, additional SMT characteristics are likely important contributors to modulating 

spinal structure loading and should be investigated. Specifically, SMT loading rate may 

potentially influence not only the spinal tissues response given their viscoelastic behavior [266], 

but also the spinal mechanoreceptors that modulate the sensory input to the central nervous 

system. Therefore, by clarifying the influence of SMT loading rate on spinal structure loading 

and response could contribute to elucidating the underlying therapeutic mechanisms of SMT. 

 

This dissertation provided important evidence regarding the influence of SMT input parameters 

on SMT loading distribution within spinal structures. Nevertheless, these experiments were 

conducted on porcine cadaveric models, which have been described to be suitable models for 

human spine investigation [93,95,146], but still present anatomical and biomechanical 

differences and consequent limitations. Therefore, the study of finite element models are 

invaluable to verify if similar results presented in the current dissertation could also be observed 

in validated spine models. One step further, investigations combining 3-dimensional motion 

capture system with robotic replication are also needed in cadaveric human spines including 

other SMT techniques frequently observed in the clinical treatment of low back pain, such as 

side-posture manipulation. In addition to providing evidence with reduced limitations by using 

human spines, elucidating the SMT load distribution within spinal structures during the 

application of SMT with distinct techniques may provide further empirical evidence to guide 

clinicians' choice on the SMT technique in addition to adjusting specific input parameters to 

tailor SMT application to each individual clinical presentation.    
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8.7 Conclusion 

The current doctoral work provides novel evidence on biomechanical testing and SMT load 

distribution within spinal structures. Biomechanically, it was demonstrated that for specimens 

presenting time-dependent, non-linear properties, the structural loading characteristics are specific 

to the order in which they were removed from the testing object. Additionally, targeting specific 

spinal structures may be possible by adjusting SMT input parameters as vertebral motion and 

spinal structure loading during SMT application were shown to be influenced by SMT input 

parameters of peak force magnitude, application site and method of SMT application. Finally, 

forces and moments created by manual SMT were shown to be comparable to those created 

during passive physiological movements. Spinal manipulative therapy has been demonstrated to 

present loading rates and created forces and moments within values below the established injury 

values. The unique loading profile created by SMT may be the mechanism that confers SMT’s 

therapeutic effect in comparison to the loading created during daily activities. This work 

provides an important foundation for future investigations of SMT biomechanics and underlying 

therapeutic mechanisms. 
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Appendix I. Linear Mixed Model ANOVA tables for relative mean and peak moments, and 

area between curves of the moment-displacement graph of Chapter 3 
 

Linear Mixed Model ANOVA table for Mean Moment 

  Numerator Denominator 
  

Source df df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 84 29.989 <.001 

Movement 5 84 963.618 <.001 

Connector 2 84 70.094 <.001 

Order 2 84 11.938 <.001 

Movement*Connector*Order 30 84 282.868 <.001 

Order(Connector) 4 84 10.685 <.001 

Order(Movement) 15 84 99.061 <.001 

 

Linear Mixed Model ANOVA table for Peak Moment 

  Numerator Denominator 
  

Source df df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 84 33.858 <.001 

Movement 5 84 1554.933 <.001 

Connector 2 84 79.13 <.001 

Order 2 84 8.87 <.001 

Movement*Connector*Order 30 84 318.488 <.001 

Order(Connector) 4 84 8.365 <.001 

Order(Movement) 15 84 179.974 <.001 

 

Linear Mixed Model ANOVA table for area between curves of the 
moment-displacement graph 

  Numerator Denominator 
  

Source df df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 84 33.217 <.001 

Movement 5 84 236.511 <.001 

Connector 2 84 2739.819 <.001 

Order 2 84 12.578 <.001 

Movement*Connector*Order 30 84 49.445 <.001 

Order(Connector) 4 84 7.206 <.001 

Order(Movement) 15 84 24.752 <.001 
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Appendix II. Detailed description of spinal manipulative therapy simulator 

Spinal manipulative therapy was applied by a servo-controlled linear actuator motor 

(Descarreaux et al., 2013) (Figure A). The linear motor (Linear Motor Series P01- 48x360; 

LinMot Inc, Zurich, Switzerland) applies the SMT force while a microcontroller continuously 

compares the pre-determined target force to the one measured by a load cell (LCF450 

FSH00132; Futek Inc, ON, Canada).  

 

In order to assess the precision and repeatability of this newly developed SMT simulator, 

Descarreaux and colleagues (2013) applied SMT with 4 different peak force magnitudes (80 N, 

130 N, 180 N, 255 N) at the T7 transverse process of 14 healthy participants. They reported that 

the SMT simulator applied precise (average differences in peak force of less than 3N) and 

repeatable SMT (coefficient of multiple correlation values > 0.98 for all SMT force-time 

profiles). 

 

 
Figure A. Main components of the servo-controlled linear actuator motor [From Descarreaux et al., 

2013]. 
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Appendix III. Detailed description of optical tracking system 

The optical tracking system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada) is composed of infrared light-emitting 

diodes markers (Figure A), which in the current study were combined to compose two rigid 

bodies (rectangular sensor flags) with 4 markers each. The system also includes one position 

sensor with 3 lenses (Figure B) that detects the markers and identifies its spatial position, and a 

system control unit (Figure C), that operates the position sensor and the markers. This system has 

an accuracy and a resolution of 0.01 mm and a maximum marker frequency of 4600 Hz. 

 

By using this system, the position sensor detected, tracked and recorded the 3-dimentional 

motion of each of the 4-marker sensor flag (attached to the bone pins which were drilled into the 

L3 and L4 vertebral bodies) during the SMT application. 

 

 

 
Figure A. Rectangular sensor flag with 4-markers 
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Figure B. Position sensor with 3 lenses 

 

 

 
Figure C. System control unit 
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Appendix IV. Detailed description of calibration process 

Although the 4-markers rigid bodies were removed after the SMT vertebral motions were 

recorded, the bone pins with a locking system locked at a specified position were kept drilled in 

the vertebral body during spinal removal and dissection, specimen transportation and potting 

procedure. This way, it was ensured that the 4-marker rigid body would be at the same place 

when re-attached back to the bone pin prior to robotic testing. 

 

This calibration process was developed [216] and executed in order to transpose the recorded 

SMT vertebral motions into the robotic frame of reference. Firstly, following potting procedure, 

the specimen was bolted to the load cell on the robotic platform. The 4-marker rigid bodies were 

then re-attached to the bone pins and fixed in the same position as during vertebral motion 

optical tracking procedure. Following that, the robotic platform was moved through a series of 

known translations and rotations and the resulting change in markers spatial location recoded. By 

using previously described algorithms [216], the location of the robot frames  relative to the 

markers attached to the specimen relative to the position sensor was calculated. The SMT 

vertebral motions previously recorded were then translated into a file with a series of commands 

composing robotic trajectories. 

 

This calibration process has been reported to produce adequate accuracy in relation to 

repeatability errors [216]. Prior to biomechanical testing, all resulting robotic trajectories were 

carefully verified to ensure that all SMT trajectory commands were within the robot's limits 


